_______________________________
- DAY 1 _______________________________
(10.35 a.m.)
2nd Reading day – clearing up some odds and ends before Application

AST

Witness

AL

Chairman
Good morning, will be keeping a
note, it won’t keep up with
speech. Tell you where we are –
you to help us get u and running.
No involvement with this case – I
came into this case yesterday and
same for members. Attempt to
read - Statement of BL and
witness sts and a good number of
R’s statements, not read any of
the documents. No page
numbers in CL’s statement.

Until yesterday in hand but not
complete, have versions for you
now
Having read it once – we’ve not
read the docs attached to it. I
dare say that you want to look at
100s of page
Yes – already of the view before
this that even without this hiccup
1

AST

Witness

AL
–of the view That it would take 2
days

Chairman

I know that, the reality of the
matter it is difficult to have to sit
down and read solidly for 2 days,
don’t want to come into case not
knowing what is about. But won’t
be able to know what is going on
It will also save time
No doubt that it will save us all
time
Not just a lot of papers – its
putting together a hay stack straw
by straw
Even when read it – we will not
have the insight that you will have
We did say 2 days – it’s the
densest bundle that I have ever
come across. If the tribunal could
read this all day – suggest that we
start tomorrow morning
I agree. In the mean time 1-2
things. We have a list of 5 witness
es for the cl and the cl himself 6,
PP, Cl, Nokes, Prinsloo CP.
For R. SS CW, HM, PU MW JAB
JBU, Jones, Edwards..
What is proposed re witnesses in
Canada. We will not be sitting
after 3.00 tomorrow.
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AST

Witness

AL

Chairman
Have you prepared a time-table.

Mr Dimma is only available Mon –
Tues next week. We have applied
for 2 witnesses
Allowed
Only issue is the 5 hour time delay
Will have to be in the afternoon
The location of R – Pinsents in
Bristol. Do you have a room large
enough
We think so – if take the partition
down.
Members of the public would
need access
I’ve had this issue before – put a
sign near entrance saying
Magellan Public Hearing - please
ask at reception
We will put a notice here – you
will put one at your offices.
Would there be a retiring room.
We’ll need to take all of our
papers with us. Will there be
facilities
Yes
Bundles
One thing in joint note – take
witness sts as read- it would be
helpful if they read their sts. The
advantage – in a case that is
factually dense it will bring the
narrative to life – in a sense this is
the essence of the matter. The
3

AST
disadvantage – it takes time – its
about 320 pages – this will take a
couple of tribunal days excluding
the time to cross ref bundles. Our
preference is read – but we are in
your hands, it may be that you do
not want to express a view now –
and answer once you have read
the sts…Can I put down a marker
in relation to that

Witness

AL

Chairman

That is a joint request
No rule about that at this juncture
– it seems to me that decide as a
panel – some are relatively short.
In those circs would not be
assisted to hear those. If we
chose to hear some and not
others. Important to note that
we will not treat the evidence
differently.
T/E of 14 days – I don’t think we’ll
finish in that time. Don’t want to
go part heard. Don’t want to start
if we can’t continue
Could read certain parts
I would be concerned about
treating witnesses differently.
More value through their own
questions in relation to different
points – if don’t have the point
blossom in front of them. A
distortion in the way the evidence
4

AST

Witness

AL

Chairman

comes out.
Story – let him not read and take
it as read – tribunal allowed level
playing field. None of the
statements were read out loud.
If his statement is not read there
could be issues that never get hit.
I would much rather one rule for
everybody which ever rule that is
I’m completely content to leave it
to the tribunal
Yes
OK
Bundles – page numbers on the
front. Could that be done this
morning? Will make life much
easier
An index without page numbers.
My sols say that will be done by
tomorrow
What I would ask – all the witness
statements and submissions sent
to us electronically.
Word format
Statements and submissions
including openings
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AST

Witness

AL

Chairman
I’ve read both the Claimant’s and
R’s opening remarks

2 other docs.
1 – Dramatis Personae, we have
attempted to identify the names
of not just the witnesses, but also
ors that you may come across.
2 – A chronology, It is a
chronology. I don’t *retent that t
includes the R’s story – its ust to
give some mile-stone dates. We
can also send these to you
electronically.
3 – you will have seen from our
opening – there is a whole host of
new allegations made against BL
in the W/s. We will argue
tomorrow that those complaints
should be excluded. Mr Lynch
and I agree that it’s a spat we
need to have – best time to have
it is when you have read further
into the case.
Third doc – a schedule of
misconduct allegations. When we
come to have this argument –
possible for you to follow what I
say and what AL says
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AST

Witness

AL

Chairman
Not necessary for this to be sent
electronically

Best time to have this argument
tomorrow. The argument should
not take much more than an
hour.
At most.
Note from CMD order excused
from agreeing a list of issues. You
would supply own list of issues.
I’ve not seen them.
Not – may be something that has
been overlooked – there was a
concerted effort to agree issues
and the size. Both sides have
focused on witness statements.
For purposes of getting show on
road – probably will not need it
That may be right – but we would
be assisted. The key to this case
is PD. Ask the R to explain its case
in relation to each PD.
Cl has set out – this is 1st PD…
We want a schedule –
Was the statement in fact
made by the Claimant?
Accept that qD
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Witness

AL

Chairman
If not why not
if it was a qualifying was it
a Protected disclosure
if not, why not
I want to focus. If they are
matters of agreement it will save
us saving our time.
Causation is another matter
entirely.
Also a number of detriments
raised by the Claimant.
Not clear how many are in fact
raised. Some pos date ET1.
Letter written

– no issue taken as to whether
should be included
Wrong
Post ET1 acts of discrimination.
AMENDMENT of pleadings that
occurred post the drafting of the
ET1.
If after the date – you have to set
up new claim. I think there is
authority – which says that this is
bogus.
Think about this
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AST

Witness

AL

Chairman
Also set out what you detriments
are
By middle of next week at the
latest

Both re – R’s schedule?
Yes. Cl is clear as to how many
PDs he has made.
Made
QD
If not why
If qd is it PD
If not why not
What is R’s case in response to
UD.
Needs to establish a potentially
fair reason. Not read Neill, JAB –
decide not to dismiss for gross
misconduct.

In the land which strides both.
Right to say that R took view – not
necessary to pursue Gross
misconduct allegations. R faced
with situation where the
relationship had completely
9

AST

Witness

AL
collapsed. We say that occurred
because of his behavior.

Chairman

The essence – was employment
relationship so fractured it was
impossible to go on like this.
It was his conduct that caused it.
Whichever way dressed up – it’s
the same facts.
People could not go on working
like this
You accept that Stat disc
procedures applied – I want to
know what your position is by
tomorrow
Yes - Fair enough
Finally – Employment consultant’s
report. Mr Trevor Gilberts.
Are there experts?
There are – both sides. The
precise status is quo in the air –
we have only had it since Friday –
both exchanged. They were
exchanged on Friday – they do
take a different stance. Could get
them to meet.
Is there not a direction
The tribunal left it at large. I’m
not sure if we were comfortable
about it
A real problem that the person
hearing the case does not get to
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Witness

AL

Chairman
do the full hearing

Can we give you a situation report
Employment consultants all but
unemployed - so they can both
appear
Think so - yes
The experts meeting to
discuss…Because we want to
make sure not hanging. 7 days for
them to discuss and prepare a
memo – areas of agreement and
disagreement. Where
disagreement – why.
Anything else
My intention – to set out R’s
general position regarding PDs what we say are the requisites as
they impact on this case – not
necessarily in relation to each one
– but generally
Tomorrow. The parties will
attempt to start at 10.00. If
possible we would like to start
every day at 10.
You were told that 8/9 could not
sit – they are no longer difficult.
8 still difficult but 9 we can sit.
Thank you very much in deed
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________________________________________

DAY 2
________________________________________

Claimant’s Application to Exclude R’s evidence

AST

WITNESS

AL

Sir yesterday – handed up a sch of
conduct and misconduct. They
comprise of 10 pleaded matters in
all other respects not matters set
out in ET3. The first time put in
any document – was the w/s
served 10 days ago, without there
having been any indication prior
to that that any issues to be
raised:
1) made their bed, now lie in
13

CHAIRMAN
Will accede to the request to have
witnesses read out their witness
statements – but this is a decision
we will make on a day by day
basis. We ask that witnesses only
read out the parts of their witness
statements which will be of
assistance

AST

WITNESS

AL

it
2) will lead to unfairness if R
is allowed to introduce
late unpleaded allegations
1/45 – para 8. During
employment more particularly
2006 – bullied his colleagues –
sets out the conclusions the trib
should draw.
Para 9 – by way of illustration- the
following examples – set out 10
matters which are enumerated.
Served 30 Jan 2007 4.5 months
after the date of dismissal. It was
served following an extension of
time allowed by the Tribunal
8/tab 8/3124 – 11th January.
11th Jan after extension of time –
as you have been granted a
generous time – expect that use
the time well facilitates the
disposal of this case.
9th Feb 2007 – CMS seen the ET3 –
focused on way para was
prefaced by “by words of
illustration – examples.
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CHAIRMAN

AST

WITNESS

AL

8/3127 – Re ET3- fail to engage
the Pds. Para 8 in general terms –
para 9 illustrations – on ly
examples. And not particularised
WE expect you to properly
particularise
All docs referred to in pleading
8/3129 – 3130 – I do not accept
that my clients responses are not
properly particularized.
Set out at length why dismissed.
Point to illustration – they say this
is our case and we are happy with
it
3132 – refer to letter – my reply –
since you have not provided doc
and particulars – formally request
that give particulars – with regard
to OO. Responses are wholly
inadequately particularised.
So hat given some chance to
prepare for CMD – over page
3133 – para 9.
Please confirm that they are the
ONLY alleged incidents that you
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AST

WITNESS

AL

rely upon
8/3141 – 2nd March 2007. Item 3.
We do not consider that further
particularisation is required.
CMD – 7h March – p.56
No.3 – Order that R comply with
request for F&BPs
23rd March – 3161
3162 – Request 3: ONLY ALLEGED
IN:
As parag 9 makes clear illustratve
– further details provided in
evidence
3167 – 3 days later
3168 – CMS – make it abundantly
clear that this is unsatisfactory –
unacceptable to maintain that
they are only illustrative – this is a
fundamental part of your case –
the reason for the dismissal - mid
Sept – pressed for in Sept. Also a
further bite in December it is an
abuse of process to continue to
dredge up now which you will
later say- was the reason
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AST

WITNESS

AL

3180 – Request 3 – my client’s
case as to wy dismissed is clear –
not acceptable that limit tness
evidence
It is axiomatic that must set out
factual allegations which it
intends to prove by evidence. The
other side needs to know the case
it has to meet. It must be set out
at the earliest opportunity – it
forms the disclosure obligations.
The context in which an event
took place – the character of the
incident – may bear upon the
weight as to the incident. Why
unsatisfactory to say illustrative –
they were in a flagrant and
intended was flouting the rules of
fairness.
Important in this case – burden of
proof is on the Respondent – it is
for them to say why they
dismissed the Claimant.
2 – AS the history of this case
proves R has been reluctant to
disclose documents – we have
had to make several trips to the
Tribunal; Cl had to identify 62
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AST
items of documents that were to
be disclosed.

WITNESS

AL

58/59 were then disclosed.
Cl has been left in the dark. No
foreshadowing of these new
allegations – only when served
the W/S 10 days ago. Clearly too
late for the Claimant to address
these issues in his witness
statement
To consider whether any other
witnesses
Pursue applications for disclosure
– which would place all or some in
their factual context.
Eg. 1 complaint
Mr Little authorised the payment
of overtime which had not been
earned by 2 employees – a payroll
issue which will have generated
paperwork – what work carried
out and what SUMS ARE
PROPERLY PAYABLE – THE
Claimant has had no opportunity
to show any rebuttal evidence
This is an ambush the Cl foresaw
the moment we read the ET3. In
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AST
the power the Rs could have
prevented at any moment over
the past 3 months. It decided as
early as Feb 2006 – actually 9
months. A calculated and
deliberate decision to hold back
on their true case.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Whether ignorance or deliberate
– he should now be asked to
make good these allegations with
one hand tied behind his back. He
is entitled to say – you have made
your bed now lie in it.
They should be excised.
Not a matter of procedural issues
going to the admissibility of
evidence – but excising the
documents for fairness
Submission that it deliberately
withheld to cause
Either they did
That or if not – does not matter
either way. A withholding of
evidence
I can absolutely categorically deal
with that submission. I have been
involved throughout in this
matter. I can assure this tribunal
there has been nothing of the
kind. If have a look at tab at – I
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WITNESS

AL
suspect that your view is the
reverse – it is a case that it VERY
FULLY PLEADED and the
disclosure has been very full
indeed

CHAIRMAN

So we can hear your submission
Unless you want to hear evidence
on the issue – I cannot give
evidence
No – not have that in mind
Only time to ask for my time – to
get more evidence just how
exorbitant the requests were
There are a large number of
allegations which the Cl asks us to
excise. We either take the view
that all in or all out – or go
through one by one. Whether the
Cl is in a position to deal with.
My preference would be to do the
first one – because more time
efficient.
Are you in a position to make
submission which in a general
way would facilitate us that the Cl
has not been prejudiced.
If I could have a little time
There are important submissions
– have you given him the
submission – in bundle
Within a few days – a letter was
20

AST
sent saying surprised at the
content of the allegations – and
would be making an application…

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Oppo has misremembered - I was
simply told a bit of gripe as to the
content of the witness statement
– and was given the schedule
yesterday
(laughing) I will make a note
My recollection – here will be
some argy bargy about the
content of the witness statements
What concerns me – is whether
they have ever been raised
Whether necessary to be raised
Prejudiced?
What are the consequences if you
have been given little
opportunity.
Authority – this won’t take an
hour it will take the rest of the
day
Very helpful to know what the
allegations are – I have written a
note. If Trib kind enough to read
this – I will then discus with my
learned friend. That may be one
way forward. Am of course
Have you seen these submissions
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AST
No – but I’m not taking any point
in relation to it

WITNESS

AL

There has been no application –

3161 – but they did comply with
the order- to set – by saying we
don’t confirm it
3168 - please confirm that final
and exhaustive. They say we are
not going to be hindered
2 points:
1.

We could not have set
out more clearly. A
pleading - could not
definitively say his is it.
They go away and say in
the W?s

2. We cant say – never know
what witnesses are going
to say – no order or
application to say that
cant rel on any further
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CHAIRMAN

I’m not getting cross – because
we need to get on with this. In
difficulty I treating this as a one
hour application
Waiting for you to go through the
chronology - for you to simply
said.. Did the Cl say they need to
make these orders give further
Order asked them to say what is
their case -

AST

WITNESS

AL
evidence.
3. Cl asked for extensions of
time. No application
between them to say that
a disadvantage, o we have
this extraordinary
situations where we
cannot say what
witnesses are going to say
– no application.
That is no ambush. This is a
extraordinarily detailed case in
relation . This is the opposite of
an ambush!
No application made previously
Now it may be helpful if you now
read my note.
Flag up the 2 letters. Para 1 page
6 of the note.
3220 – opening page
What we perceive to be the
impossibility of setting out the
case – pleadings are set out
months before witness
statements.
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AST

WITNESS

AL
3222 – your numbered points –
3223.

CHAIRMAN

3236 – para 1.11, and 3.37 – para
1.11.
The function of pleadings – is
different - not necessary to be the
recollection of every incident.
NO APPLICATION FOLLOWED – TO
THE EFFECT THAT I NOT RIGHT
CANNOT DO THIS
There are two purposes:
1.

These are allegations of
misconduct that
dismissing officer relied
upon when taking the
decision to dismiss;

2. Or he had in mind 10 acts
of misconduct – but also
support – that there are
other examples – not in
his mind, but also in
support of the allegation
that the Claimant was
thoroughly.
Matters in he mind of the
Respondent – ought to be
pleaded. Not sure he can
24
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
properly submit hat background
material that he was a bad egg –
that they need to be pleaded.
A distinction between he reason
and the background.

May be appropriate that I keep
my powder dry. But a point of
some significance
Shall I retire and look at the
particular list. Before I go – the
distinction you have drawn is the
crucial distinction – to set out the
issues. The issue here is that
dismissed for misconduct – and
destroying working relationship
with colleagues. The Claimant was
a man who A NUMBER OF PEOPLE
WHO simply could not work with.
That is corroborative evidence –
nothing to do with
whistleblowing. And that is what
this case is about.
If that is a convenient moment –
When I return I will resume my
submission.
I think that is convenient – until
11.30.
Progress report at 11.30
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AST
Can we come in to grab bundles
in your absence.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

We will retire for the moment
(10.55 am – retire)
(Return 11.53 a.m.)
We’ve read the submission. You
wanted to continue
By way of elaboration – para. 2
the contrast between pleadings
and witness sts. Establishing
issues rather than proving the
allegation
There were increasing concerns –
concerns – particularly re the
relationship between Cl and SS –
and MW in particular with the
Claimant. Those concerns
increased during September – we
get the emails re Mr Smith –
‘inept’ draft, the ‘fuck off’ the
exchange of emails set out in the
ET3.
Those were the immediate issues
that were relied upon – senior
management – JBU, JAB, JD –
meeting with RN on 18th
September – in the light of the
email – SS felt he could no longer
come to work - he simply could
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AST

WITNESS

AL
not stand it.
In that discussion – the
deterioration of the relationship
and the deterioration with SS
HEALTH. Other concerns relationship with MW. That RN
was aware of – but which was
background. Identities the central
issues – identify those factors in
Sept but also August.
But in addition to that:
1. Of course RN picked up
from others that there
were problems –
regarding Cl’s behaviour
2. In this case – we are faced
with a very stark choice –
Cl dismissed because of
PDs, or the R’s account is
true – BL had proved to
be a really impossible
colleague to at least some
colleagues. By Sept 2006
things come to such a
head that it could not go
on. That’s he choice.
But in terms of the valuation – the
most crucial point – evidence –
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AST

WITNESS

AL
what was BL like – what is the
evidence? That he was indeed
this kind of man who did fracture
relationships with a number of
people. And that of course will
provide this tribunal with the
most powerful co-operative
evidence to support the R’s case.
The reason for dismissal – focuses
on SS – and treatment by Cl of SS.
But in terms of knowing which
way to go – the other evidence of
how BL conducted himself makes
it much more likely as to whether
he was in fact acting in such a
way. It goes to the nature of the
Claimant – it is evidence which
does not have to be pleaded –
which goes to how believable it is
the reason which does have to be
pleaded.
This is the difference between the
pleading and the evidence in the
ET3. The actual evidence does
not have to be in the ET3 – it
merely corroborates the truth of
the reason.
And Tribunal that we say of
course dovetails exactly with all
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AST

WITNESS

AL
the history and jurisprudence of
ET rules. ETs are not to be
hidebound by technicalities.

CHAIRMAN

Save for the SDPs
Save for that – re valid ET1 and
ET3 – and identifiable claim has to
be identified. And the essence of
the ET3 is to explain defence and
why acted in a certain way. In
that regard – the present case is
reflective of the fact more
pleading, disclosure, and certainly
more applications than is
standard in ET proceedings. I
know how cumulatively
experienced the Tribunal is.
Look at page 43 – opening page of
the Grounds of Resistance.
Para 8 – it is a complete and
sufficient statement of what has
to be set out in a pleading. But of
course, this pleading doesn’t end
there – para 9, and we then get
the further matters 10-15,setting
out in totality a number of crucial
emails
Para 17-19 further details of the
dismissal process and analysis and
then 20-25 set out further
reasons why claim of
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WITNESS

AL
whistleblowing is misconceived.
With the utmost respect – we’ve
all done loads of ET cases – would
we consider that as well and
necessarily pleaded. In relation to
cases such as this – even by those
standards – this is a full pleading.
Does it tell you why the Cl was
dismissed. The only answer must
be yes…Fractured relationships
and it sets that out with sufficient
particularity.
But the point is that the pleading
DOES NOT ET OUT THE
PARAMETERS OF THE EVIDENCE.
Central matter what make of BL –
is he likely to behave like this? If
you feel that having heard the
evidence that he was behaving in
this way – if that’s what you think
then that evidence is material –
but does not have to be in the
ET1. Unfair to say ambush.
Please go to vol 8.
Page 3141. We identify at 3141-2
our response to the request for
F&BPs from CMS, and we identify
where say inappropriate or that
we will provide particulars. At
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AST

WITNESS

AL
page 3161 – letter setting out
responses – runs to 5 pages. As
you can see, once again reflects
very fully – setting out our case.
We then elaborate further 31803184 and then again, at pages
3235-3239.
2 points to be made:
1. On any view, this case is
well and truly sufficiently
pleaded, not to say that
evidence shouldn’t be
pleaded, but the idea that
ambush – is the opposite
of the truth
2. In regard to the requests
which we considered
were inappropriate –
there was no request / no
application made by them
to rectify the situation.
They got the particulars
they felt they needed.

You have read the
correspondence, where we set
out the difference between
pleadings and witness
statements.
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AST

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

The distinction between pleadings
and evidence. It wouldn’t be right
to put evidence in the pleadings.
We made it clear what our
position is. How could it have
been exhaustive
When someone makes an
assertion that breakdown of rel –
open to say please provide
particulars of each and every fact
that you wish to rely upon. If that
is not done that will result in one
party not knowing what the issues
are
No Attempt at all to make any
application – we had made it clear
–
There was plenty of opportunity
for Cl to ask please provide each
and every fact that you wish to
rely upon
We could not have made our
position clear – that everything
was in the pleading. No
application was made. If the Cl
wanted to make and application –
not allowed to rely…
It seems to just have been left.
We maintain the view that there
is a difference between the
pleadings…
It seems to have been left by the
32
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That is the factual history –
moving to why we say – the
position is completely legally right
– the reason why we say this is –
The function to set out centre of
the case and we have done
exactly that – the causality. The
deterioration of the relationship
with SS.
We say that is the reason for the
dismissal… That is what we say
It really is a matter of practicality.
Tribunals always go on the basis ET1, ET3, disclosure, witness
statement, how can one possibly
say that every matter would have
to be in the witness statements.
It would be impossible t conduct
litigation in that way. We rely on
the 7 propositions in para 14 of
my note.
Sufficiently pleaded
Always made our position clear
This is the first time that such an
application has been intimated –
33

CHAIRMAN
Claimant – so far as I’ve heard

AST

WITNESS

AL
a very draconian
Cl has had the documents –
allegations clear from these
List of issues that my learned
friend raises. The central matters
in the mind of Mr Neill at the
time it came to the crunch are in
the pleading
As a result we submit that issues
that relate to those issues are
plainly not to be excluded. And
that is true of many of these
allegations
Page 2 third from bottom –
shouted at SS – demanding that
he work a particular weekend
On same page – pleaded
Same engineering bonuses
Final one on page 5 – illustration –
tell tales on SS
Criticising SS
These are issue that go directly
what is in the pleading – an
attempt to undermine SS.
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AST

WITNESS

AL
Others in the list relate to pleaded
matters and/or plainly elate to
pleading
p. 4 – treatment of CW undermining

That is pleaded.
Matters that are obviously by way
of background – that would be
extraordinary to exclude from a
witness statement:
P.2 top, and next matter on page
2 - the mixed picture he got of BL
when 1st introduced.
The rest we say – fit fairly and
squarely within that category – it
wuld be wqrong to include the
pleaded case: those matters that
are vital evidence of
corroborating its case.
Background issues – not the
maters that relied upon – but it
cannot go on. What was really in
their mind. It is evidence that is
corroborative – that is precisely
what evidence should be. It
would have been inappropriate.
Each fits into those categories.
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WITNESS

AL
We would not take the point that
ET1 is 4 times as long as ours – or
that BL takes evidence in his
witness statements which are not
in the pleaded case.
So we say- far too late in the day
for CL to say we are seeking an
order – it could have got an order
months ago.
No applications were made.
It really would be a serious
prejudice – as a matter of
principle – we should be allowed
to back up our account of what
we say happened
W/S are expected to contain
many things not pleaded – that is
why allowed statements in
rebuttal. And another
applications that the parties can
timeously make. These
protections are there.
For those reasons invite tribunal
not to exclude any of the
evidence – and if you should hen
we need to go through each issue
one by one.
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

I cannot tell you how unfair it
would be if you got the
impression that we purposely
suppressed our case
At the moment we don’t know –
we have had a generalized
assertion that C cannot deal with
these claims. Am struggling to
see why not deal in xx and further
claims to the Claimant
Heard the Claimant’s cree de
cour. A number of things – letters
that take the matter further.

K

Bundle 8/3171 28th March. No.2
of it is alleged that Cl was rude to
– each and every person – each
occasion, any action each person
took.
If manipulative – each person –
each occasion – any action taken.
Pause there: easy to get hung up
on pleadings. The object of case
management – is that each side
knows what the case of the other
is. Without that there is
fundamental unfairness.
For R to say what is claim is – e.g.
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On x date Cl swore at Mr Smith

WITNESS

AL

But sometimes it expresses it to
abstract concepts –
the Claimant was disruptive
It’s a complete stab in the dark.
The ET3 is peppered with abstract
conceptions
Breakdown of relationships. That
is why they put in 10 specific
events. That way Cl is able to put
together a concrete response to a
concrete allegation.
Not fair to say that there can be
fairness in the absence of such
allegations
Suppose an internal disciplinary
hearing – come along to the
hearing and hear allegations of
bullying
At hearing – you are a bully – here
are 50 examples
No op – they say tough – we find
them proved.
This would be a slam dunk UD
The ABSTRACT HAD BEEN PUT
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AST
FORWARD, BUT THE SUBSTANCE
HAS NOT BEEN PUT FORWARD.

WITNESS

AL

In every case, the Res have
resisted to put forward any
concrete allegations.
Till that is done – how can he
gather evidence?
Puts him in an invidious position.
IT’S A matter of overall tribunal
fairness. They steadfastly refuse
to answer. NOT a pleading point.
Everybody who has allegations
against is entitled to fair notice of
those allegations
Convention of HR
The Salmon Rules – specific notice
of the allegation. And a Fair
allegation.
See the Hutton inquiry. The
provisional report sent to affected
parties – to give opportunity to
defend themselves.
Meets your point.
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Next reply – 3180 – request 2 –
over the page 3182 – just below
hole-punch

WITNESS

AL

Response is made with sufficient
particulars.
No particulars will be provided.
Mr Lynch says that Cl did not
make an application. That is to
put the cart before the horse. It is
the Respondent’s responsibility to
set out its stall.
3218 – just below lower hole
punch – as we don’t know what
case is – know by 6 pm – let us
know which claims
Whether there are any further
maters and what these issues are
and what you intend to rel upon –
response 23rd July – 3222 – middle
of page – No. 2…this plainly is
incorrect – deny comment that
you don’t know what are
complaints are
11th allegations – 5 allegations –
40 un-pleaded. That is an unfair
point.
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Cl is entitled to know what
allegations are being made
against him. Respondent’s have
time and time again refused to let
him know

WITNESS

AL

3235 – 1.11
As to our position as to whether –
here are any other matters – we
made our position clear – THERE
ARE NOT – reject defence by
ambush – the evidence is a
matter of witness statements.
Short of a précis of each witness
nothing more we can do
That is complete Alice in
Wonderland – upside down – YOU
HAVE TO SET IT OUT.
Then set out witness statements
to prove it.
The evidence is the means by
which you prove your assertion –
but you must make the assertion
first. The pleading is the way you
give your adversary notice of the
allegations.
The witness statements give 40
new allegations
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

They have had ample opportunity
to make them. It is not the Cl’s
fault – it is the Respondent’s
deliberate choice:
1. they knew
2. they did not know
They must have had a position. If
know at 13 August – quite wrong
to write in the terms they did and
quite wrong to refuse to give
notice. It is simply wrong to sit on
factual allegations and not to
forewarn of allegations until he
has committed to his position.
The alternative is – hat Pinsent
Masons – did not know any of the
allegations. Either way – we
would be interested to know
which position they take – did or
did not know – unaddressed by
Mr Lynch in his submissions.
I you look at the allegations – fall
into categories – which could not
plausibly be reasons for dismissal.
AL is not saying that they were
reasons for dismissal.
We need to be clear don’t we
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questions to R1 and R2. What is
said of this is that it is plainly
included in the ET3 . NO IT IS NOT
– it is simply absent.
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AL

But if it is now said that it was a
reason – it should have been
included.
Shouting at Mr Smith. IT IS NOT
PLEADED.
It goes directly to what is pleaded
– what saying is a very specific
point which could be made.
I can’t remember whether this
allegation was in that note – if it
was in the note then deliberately
excluded – if not – casts doubt on
provenance.
Next – these are not being
advanced as supplementary
reasons – therefore don’t have to
be pleaded. What he doesn’t
address – how it is fair t come into
15 day hearing with no
forewarning with intention to
blacken his name. Real purpose
to help the Res to win case.
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attacked with evidence given at
the last moment.
2 mutually inconsistent

WITNESS

AL

Allegations set out in the pleading
– that tells you what evidence is
needed to prove in that
allegation.
Evidence is what establishes the
truth of the allegation – I accept
that. But what does this evidence
prove…nothing but the abstract.
He’s a bully.
The prejudice is really very
significant
10 pleaded allegations
1 mistake – page 5 allegations
from bottom. Its says no – it
should say yes.
Of 50 allegations
34 relate to events that took place
before April 2006 – consequently
6 months old at date of dismissal.
The oldest was 2002 – 5.5 years
old.
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AL

pre dating 2006 – 22 before 1st
January 2006 – now raised 22
months
Assume for these purposes –
some of the allegations must have
been know – why has it been
impossible to forewarn the
Claimant at any time after Nov
2006.
The point made by AL – can’t
know till we get WS – that is
completely wrong.
Sol takes instructions at the
outset – then collates documents.
HE must set out his stall at that
point- with skill – his case may
firm up.
He must put forward his case at
the first opportunity. Not at the
last moment.
Simply not correct to say did not
know what case what:
1.

No op to reflect – 40 new
allegations under the
pressure of an actual trial
– not leisure of 10 months
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2. Witnesses
3. Document requests In a
case where docs have
been so helpful to the Cl
4. A monumental diversion
of resources – we are fully
stretched with the case
AS IT was
5. To divert his legal team to
deal with 40 new
allegations – is simply not
allowing a level playing
field.
The reason we are here is
because the Rs have refused to
answer any questions.
It is their responsibility to make
sure the Claimant is forewarned.
They have simply declined to do
it.
It is their bed – they must now lie
in it.
It is not draconian – it is the
essence of fairness.
They should and could have
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alleged. So as not catch the
Claimant on the hop

WITNESS

AL

Comes out all in the wash.
Suppose he gives an answer that
does not convince you – then
another allegation. An
accumulation of evidence – he is a
right so and so – and that is why
he was sacked. The reason you
come to that conclusion is
because he has been given no
opportunity to find the answers.
Letting in this corroborative
evidence may make it more likely
that they will win – that is the
effect of its unfairness.
No opportunity to fairly deal with
the allegations.
We’ve not had the opportunity.
We are hopelessly prejudiced, as
is Mr Little regarding 40
allegations which AL says we did
not have to plead.
Not only of the was a matter
which BL knew he would have to
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answer till he read he w/s
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CHAIRMAN

You could not continue
Cost a fortune – no instruction to
ask for an adjournment.
Can / cannot the Claimant deal
with these allegations.
You have not gone through them
to tell whether you are in a
position to answer them – and if
not why not
This is a global unfairness. One of
the reasons – bit by bit – I want to
see the docs about this issue –
could be about this issues – daily
cash report – will jog memory –
till I see hat and see the context
can’t report.
Cant say today –
Putting forward inadequate
responses because not gone
through disclosure
AL said – all in the docs – quite a
lot of the allegations are just nowhere in the documents.
BL’s strongest wish is to go ahead.
He’s waited over a year – huge
amount of difficulties to get
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

documents.
But wants to proceed on a fair
and level playing field
Absolutely no-body’s fault. I’d be
happy to go on. There are a
number of points I’d like to
comment on – at your
convenience.
Entirely in your hands – it is 1.15…
2.00 please
I’ll be less than 20 mins
Unlikely to hear any evidence
today. When we come to an
issue. It would not be my
intention to give any long reasons
– you will get the reasons in the
judgment… OK
OK
OK
Adjourned – 1.15 pm

LUNCH – RETURN at 2.13 p.m.
1. I get to close, I’m
surprised that AL needs
20 minutes to deal with
any new points – this is
my application – it’s for
me to close.
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CHAIRMAN

2. His position on unfair
dismissal
Can I just record objection
The detail of the document – we
all broke and kindly read my note
and read my document.
Short points:
1. R believes that its position
has been fully pleaded;
2. The pleadings fully set out
the reasons why he was
dismissed with great
clarity
3. If Cl disagreed – it was
always free to seek an
order to that effect
4. R has never taken the
position that they would
not provide the Claimant
with their evidence –
what they made clear –
pleading take pleadings
matters – statements take
statements matters
You’ve made these points – Any
not already made?
When asked to identify what
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AL
prejudice – and to go through the
allegations. He failed to do so –
and did not go through them 1 by
1. Central. What is more.
Although had effectively no time
with the document – at least 20
are indeed dealt with by the docs

CHAIRMAN

Yeah well – how are we going to
make that finding without the pair
of you making an assessment?
This is exactly the sort of
argument hat should have been
had months ago at a CMD.
Should have been done months
ago.
Just examine the Cl’s position.
This is the first application to
exclude this evidence. We have
had no account as to how the Cl
has been prejudiced by this
evidence. Despite this – would
not agree to an adjournment –
but rather I won’t say why
prejudice – Won’t have
adjournment – but you have to
exclude the evidence. Plainly
unfair to the R.
If it really were the case – that the
evidence should be excluded –
then we would urge the Tribunal
to give an adjournment. The
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other way around is so prejudicial
to the Respondent.

CHAIRMAN

Whistleblowing is also
fantastically serious.
I jumped in too quick – and I’m
sorry.
Would like to exercise the last
words…
The first point – we did not assert
that he was prejudiced and did
not say why –I can reiterate
Not necessary – you have made
submissions as to how it may
arise and up to us to say how that
is so – if may be prejudice how we
can allow a fair hearing
We are prejudiced we ARE
prejudiced. Issues the weight you
attach, the capacity we have to XX
– o challenge their recollections
The context – to assist.
It is glib for AL to say deal in XINC
or XX – not a fair fight. Not had
the opportunity to answer the
allegations

We won’t seek an adjournment.
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CHAIRMAN

Hearing set up. Very Important
hat his case dealt with
expeditiously and fairly – real
financial and personal hardship –
postponement for an uncertain
period of time by reason of the
R’s conduct of the matter.
Adj may make some aspects of
the prejudice worse. Adding
months and months to decaying
recollections
The point that AL bangs on about,
and you say dealt with weeks ago.
We knew none of this weeks ago
I withdraw that.
Before exchange and between
exchange and today
Cls sol could not have tried harder
to winkle out what their position
would be – we have still had a
resounding silence.
It is inconceivable that all of these
allegations landed on their desk
on 30 October measured in
months.
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CHAIRMAN

The final point – it is the R’s case –
their job – and their look out if
they do not do their job properly.
If they do not do it properly – not
prejudice on the Claimant. Not
fair that a Claimant who has
invested a huge amount of money
and emotion – it is a traumatic
thing to be a whistleblower
Any case – especially in this case
1. Their fault they took the
chance they take the
consequences
2. If against that –
adjournment – then ask if
they are content to make
that application on the
basis that they make that
application on them
paying our costs?
The prejudice to the Cl is not just
time / emotion – is significant
pounds.
Mr Lynch has not put it on the
basis that they would pay
We don’t make that offer because
we have behaved entirely
appropriately.
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CHAIRMAN
If we announce our decision
tomorrow morning – would that
be ok?

Don’t know if deciding tomorrow
morning
Don’t want to rush it. UD?
I have my note here
Thank you
Outstanding is the PD issues /
note
We’ll be back some time after
10.00 tomorrow then we’ll
consider where to go.

Finished at 2.35
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________________________________________
DAY 3
________________________________________

X in Chief of SS
XX of Shawn Smith (pm)
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AL

Chairman

DAY 3 – start 10.35 a.m.
We refuse the application – the
reasons will be given in the
statement. Not necessary to
adjourn.
Can we thank you for the time
and attention given.
Yesterday you asked if I was going
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to take a pleading point regarding
the R’s argument regarding UD –
not taking the pleading point:

Witness

AL

Chairman

1. Substance
2. The manner I which it has
emerged
May I call Mr Smith?
Yes
Full name and address, copy of
statement – are you happy with
its content
Para. 35
Can you tell the tribunal – is the
content true
yes
Can we pick the statement up at
paragraph 6?
The second Witness Statement is
not signed, can that be seen to
Please start at para 6… (10.38
a.m.)
A reference to page?? Para 9
Page 31 of the Mitigation
Bundle…
Para 10 831-833
*****Check Corrie Prinsloo –
Para 36 of SS’s witness
Statement ********
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******Also check para 35 SS –
2005 or 2006 Witness
Statement****
(finishes reading out w/s at 11.32
a.m.)
And could you now read to the
tribunal your much shorter
supplemental statement
(11.35a.m. – read out
supplemental statement)
(finishes at 11.41)
Ask him to sign that version of the
supplementary witness
statement.
We took nothing from that. Think
about whether or not you want to
continue us reading these
statements…
That really hasn’t achieved very
much
Its worth observing that Mr Smith
was reading approximately 30
pages per hour.
This means that BL’s examination
in chief will take about a day.
2 days – for the Respondent’s
witness statement
BL could be on the stand for 3
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Chairman
days…

One supplementary point…BL will
be cross examined for
considerable break. I would be
content if we said that we would
take a 5 minute break midmorning and mid afternoon.
We would not want to take
advantage of witness fatigue
Joint application
Yes we will do that
We are absolutely happy to do
what the tribunal wants.
You have the documents you
want us to look at…
Would be convenient to have the
break now.
We have already gone to the
documents once – but we would
be happy to look at them again…
Break till 12?
Making our way back through the
w/s – para 9 and 10. Ref at para 9
– page 30.
Para. 10 – refresh memories 831833
1001.
Then moving on to vol 4
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Para 39/40
1286-7 – (“your lack of
awareness…”)
Also cover the reference to para
40.
1141 – (email re SS and Alison
Jones)
Allow me a moment to go back to
1286…
I’m obviously not getting the
point - para 39 refers to…
I note in the email – Claire must
keep it to herself
That’s where the annotation may
have gone wrong 1284, and it will
become immediately apparent
why I’m going to ask some
questions about it…
For the purposes of my note – its
not necessary for me to record
that I am looking at particular
page references…
If you have had a chance to look
at that – 56. Not necessary to go
to that again…
If go to para 70, just look again at
para 70 to get the context of the
document…
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Bundle 5 2054-2056
(the notes of the meeting of 21st
August 2006)
And if now vol 6…
Para 74 – 6/2136 –
2192 “considered view”
Para 75 – involvement of Nigel
Jones 2210
2272.
“You are inept” - 2250
Para 77 – 2219
Para 78 – 2282
Para 79/81 – 2253 –
consequences will follow
Para 83 - 2304 – “watch”
Para 89 – 2360 and 2339
In regard to the issue of directors
meeting. What was the practice
at MALUK?

As it is now – on a Tuesday,
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AST

Witness
people would attend religiously
on a Tuesday afternoon – minutes
are kept..

AL

Chairman

Pausing now – there are a couple
of documents not referred to…
Statement deals with the state
you were in by middle of Sept
2368 – look at email MW – JAB.
We got half way down the page –
subject urgent and confidential –
Is that message what we find half
way down the page
Yes
It may help you to always bear in
mind whose email it has been
retrieved from.
Monday Sept 05.37 – 10.37 in UK
time. We are 5 hours ahead in the
UK.
Yes that is very helpful.
And in regard to second half of 89
– 2369
And also read 2364/5
(questions to CW)
Para 96 – vol 7 – 2791-4 (SS’s
informal Witness Statement 24h
January 2007)
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Vol 4 1143 what were the circs

These are the notes JD made
immediately following the
altercation I had had with BL on
1st December. Earlier that day
which had emanated from the
email track – prioritization of
duties.
Received late from Cl, If I could
ask about PP and Helen Clorley
Vol 4 – 1255??
Did you have any involvement re
salary to be set to PP
No. I was his manager but I was
not asked
Did you have a concern?
Yes – my view was that the
existing salary was at the
appropriate level
Your view as to your rel with PP
Until I saw the exit interview with
PP I thought rel was ok – he just
always did his own thing - he
would take his instruction from
the Cl – not me.
PP’s objectivity was compromised
as a result.
Paul also had probs he had
become aware of my views as to
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AL

Chairman

1251-1252. Comments from MW
In regard to those comments –
what would you say.
I would say that she had hit the
nail on the head – hit the essence
of the situation
And at what location did PP work
– Filton
Mr Little?
Filton if anywhere
Pay rises – ask the same question
re Prinsloo
I gave my views – this was a
matter of some disagreement
between me and PP. P was of the
view that Corrie should be rec 1520% more than she was. My view
was her salary was where it
should be.
If they disagree – then prove to
me- its not a closed door. Would
ask for salary surveys ad job
adverts. The door was not closed
Sake of completeness. 1218-9
I want to see how expressed….
This is the Claimant’s email
Its 1219-1220
And where did Corrie Prinsloo
work
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Bristol
We had a look at MW comments
on exit 1838
Move to 1876.
Looking at para 3 of that (BL
trying to undermine) Do the
comments reflect the re
Yes
You dealt with Prinsloo and
Precious – re Pettifer, she felt you
had removed duties from her.
Claire had a very inflated view of
her role – she obtained this from
BL. Management accounts – she
showed no initiate to complete
that. I recall talking to her –
complete so I could review it – get
more involved in the rest of the
business – but no positive move
from Clare
Where did she work
Bristol
Look at witness bundle – witness
stat from Mr Precious (6)
Para 16 of that – what say of
cavalier attitude – that paragraph
2 reasons.

I complete agree regarding no
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Witness
opportunity of progression. Often
felt de-motivated. First thing PP
did was make himself redundant.
Cl instructed him to put together
Option X – closure of the Bristol
Office and this obviously PP felt
(mentioned on last day

AL

Chairman

What did he feel
Uncertainty of his role. Cavalier
attitude - True financial position.
Issue regarding the absorption of
overheads into work in progress
on the balance sheet
Was that a decision made by you
alone
Most certainly not a decision I
would or could have made alone.
The adoption of an accounting
policy with UK GAAP, and
specifically in accordance SSPC 9
and is indeed a process carried
out in the manufacturing division
Any 3 parties involved
Yes at Audit closing meeting Feb
2006 – E&Y raised the issues –
saying that we should consider it.
That wasn’t the first time it was
mentioned. Had understood from
PP that same discussion had
occurred the previous year.
His view was that E&Y viewed it as
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not the right thing. Having spoken
to the Audit manager at the time
– that was not his recollection.
The issue was also discussed with
members of the Audit Team back
in August 2005. Where I was
asked to speak to E&Y to discuss
adopting that in the best year

AL

Chairman

Ms Clorley – she hadn’t been
made to work unfairly by BL and
was not upset – how your
understanding came about
She doesn’t state that she wasn’t
stressed – I knew she was
pregnant – my wife had recently
been pregnant – not feeling the
BABY move – I spoke to Madeline
Harris. Initially I chose to stay
away female to female. Later on
that morning I asked Helen if she
was ok and asked if she wanted to
go home/.
I may well have misread the
situation – but one thing I
couldn’t do was nothing
Thank you very much indeed.
2.00

LUNCH – return at 2.01 pm
XX of SS
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Mr Smith – for the purpose of
completing your witness stats did
you have access to all the docs
you needed

Witness

AL

Yes
One of the aspects – each side
needs to show the other rel docs
– were you inv in gathering docs
for MALUK
Yes
Would the docs have been docs
relating to financial matters
Primarily yes
Was to your knowledge MW
involved in collating docs for
MALUK
To my knowledge yes
Would you know who involved for
collating docs for MAC
JD. JAB, RN – They’re in Canada
This morning asked question
about MALUK board meetings –
said BMs held religiously Tuesday
afternoons
Staff meetings
MALUK or MAC
Both – Tuesday afternoon – each
reporting division have a
conference call with MAC that
also includes ME. Each division
comes on in turn – each is
minuted this occurs on a Tuesday.
Board members on that call
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Jan 2006 – app co secretary

Witness

AL

Yes
Convening board meetings
Yes if requested
You convened no BM between
Jan and Sept 2006
If convened then correct, but
there were meetings
Minutes
Yes
Formal board minutes
Yes
Cavalier attitude to financial
matters
Absolutely not
W/s para 39 keep it to herself –
thought he could get bonus paid…
At time made witness statements
– you had sight of the email from
Cl to Claire

yes
4/1284 – Clare as I have said – not
to be sent to anyone else…have
spoken to Phil and requires sign
off
What is it in the words you say
there – get paid without going
through Corporate
The first sentence. Phil is not
copied in…
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I’m sorry – yes he is – look at the
email above.

Witness

AL

And also look at the email above
that. Who else is copied into the
email correspondence?
Dekker, Phil, obviously my self
You say obviously myself – you
say keep secret…but within 10
min BL is sending the email to JD.
RN, you – are they MALUK
Yes
Not a good attempt to keep
secret is it
Does not record the verbal
conversations
Do you really stand by this
evidence??
Yes – He knows that I now know,
and he has to get it in first
But he goes on in his email to say I
have discussed with Phil. That’s
MALUK isn’t it?
MALUK
And to discuss with John and
Shawn – how does this fit
I would become informed – the
balloon would go up to me- and
I’d be looking at the correct
procedures
And “requires sign off though the
compensation committee”
My earlier answer – I’m now
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Witness
aware of the situation – he was
obviously aware of the right
process and putting it in writing –
very specific amounts of money…

AL

Your staring position was based
on the content of email
And also my experience of the
Claimant
Not mentioned in this part of the
Witness statement
Didn’t know should – intangible
Bonuses were a contentious issue
If raise their expectations and
they cannot be filled- become demotivated.
Isn’t that why Mr Little was saying
- don’t discuss with anyone else
Not my understanding
4/1595 – email pp – BL copied to
you (audit adj)
Do you see after ref to 3
adjustments – second is reversal
of bonus – I believe bonus scheme
still under discussion…
Mr Prec reporting impatience
with the bonus approval process
Yes
Top of page, note who it is sent
to:
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PP,SS,RN,JD and ME
Acutely aware as to second
paragraph…say nothing
Mr Little telling PP to say nothing
Again to the best of my
knowledge – there was no
approved scheme in place – and
therefore I was of the view the
provision of the bonus was
incorrect
In both emails – urging discretion
– to avoid discontentment
Why not doing that in the first
email to Claire Pettifer?
Back to para 39 – Claire to keep it
to herself – I suggest that that is a
grossly unfair assessment,
Selective evidence – follow up –
all were copied in on the email
you seek to criticize
What you can’t get through are
the verbal conversations that
were going on at the same time
Mention none of this in the w/s
Managed to make reference to
other undocumented
conversations why not this one?
So much pressure to get the
accounts finalized one of the
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discussions that do stick in mind
was this one

AL

At the time you wrote w/s you
could not recall there being any
conversation
No I could – but could not recall
specifics or times – that’s why I
didn’t put it in there. The specific
details do not recall
Been around that small point –
what it demonstrates is your
desire to blacken the name of the
Claimant whether fairly or unfairly
Not at all – take people as I find
them
Supplementary st. If I understand
correctly – not attempt to answer
each and every point – but to deal
with the most important ones
That I had the best recollection of
Para 2 –
Bundle 6/2252 – top doc from
Dekker’s emails – 2 emails to Mr
Little – was the 2nd that caused
him to write the fuck off email
Brian as far as I’m concerned the
policy remains – that’s a
reference to the non-payment
policy
Yes
Paragraph 2 never a phrase that
you ever used - that sentence is
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AL

untrue isn’t it?
No – this was a reply to another
email where the Cl refers to it as
the policy. Didn’t want to refer to
it as the same thing twice.
We will come in due course to
whether it was a policy or not –
why is it so difficult to retract
what you said?
I’m picking out what was there –
I’ve not done that – just trying to
find a different way –
there was no dictat
No dictat?
No written dictat
There was a verbal dictat
No – the Claimant always said
that it was a difficult time
So no writen dictat?
Referring to it as a policy
So we could call it something else
Not a policy though
3/1045 - cash funds – a further
350k can be released.
PU’s response We do not release
any further trade creditors – this
was the instruction from Canada
to which we must adhere - policy
No not a policy
Did you agree with it
Yes
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What is the difference between
an instruction to which you must
adhere and a dictat?

Witness

AL

Could be the same thing - but not
a policy
What’s the difference between
instruction to which you must
adhere and policy?
More formal – eg – policies
contained in manual
If in manual policy, if not, not a
policy?
No – this was short term
approach
How long
Depends how look at it
How do you look at it
Very short term – the process,
previous to this email and my
previous involvement. Beginning
of the week – you got 500k to give
to creditors this week. Invariably
send out as much as possible –
then no cash – to pay supplier x
and we’d be put on stop.
I said we should control this.
Instead of carte blanche allowing
– they come to me and I give the
answer – but it brings in proper
cash management. I can’t
remember the last time I said no.
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Witness
This is very similar to the process
here – not cavalier – this is more
controlled. The actual needs of
the UK company

AL

WHEN did the policy start
Aug/Sep 2005
When stop
Do not recall, but what I do recall
– at the time I gave very careful
consideration of the cash flow
You cannot recall
No
How know short term
I recall it being short term
A couple of months – I cannot
recall a time when I said no.
Can’t recall
I’m going to show you a number
of times when you said no
Approval from RN?
I was not an employee – don’t
recall when
Who, not when.
RN would approve
I’d be surprised if
RN, JD, JBU, ME
Would be surprised if they did not
know
W/S Para 61 – 4 lines down my
role as CFO…
Approved as management level in
Canada – a matter which you are
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either guessing at or know –
which is it

Witness

AL

This was later – 2006. Previoiuly
an approach of paying creditors
before they were even due – this
was about long-term change of
procedure – becoming more
controlled
Is that a policy
It’s a procedure
But it’s the same – what’s the
difference between the 2
Depends of the distinction of
when they really need to be paid
– sept 05 really pushed to the
limit.
Para 61 – re when they fall due.
Paying on the red bill rather than
before.
61, 62, and 63 – that’s where deal
with the whole of Mr Little’s
concerns – did so without
reference to a single document
correct
3 paras give a fair account of the
issue
Yes
Back to para 21, I believe my rel
with Cl began to deteriorate late
August 2005.
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53 – Cl made clear to me that he
did not support this approach

Witness

AL

BL made clear from the outset
that he thought the policy was
wrong
Yes he did
And the deterioration in the
relationship coincides with this
Yes it does – because I stood up
to him
Para 78 – paragraph which
introduces and gets to the fuck off
email – u sent 2 emails that
morning – the other one para 78.
Emailed…re major suppliers .
Don’t identify major suppliers
ALL Metal Services, Apollo Metals
*****We’ll come back to that in
due course******
Helen Clorley’s witness st. – an
example of overbearing and
oppressive conduct
How saw it at time
I interpreted answer before lunch
– now accept that it was wrong
No – only Helen knows – I called it
as I saw it at the time…
You were wrong
In my unqualified view – it was an
issue – If Helen says it wasn’t the
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Witness
case – then so be it

AL

Chairman

You accept Helen’s version
Yes
You jumped to a conclusion
without evidence
Without doubt the Cl was making
unreasonable demands on
people…
It’s a case of give a dog a bad
name and hang him…
No – I knew what the situation
was like – called it like I SAW IT
4/1408 – exit interview with
Claire Pettifer – when fist see doc
Don’t recall - correspondence for
this case not before
Your view of this doc – CP has had
her mind poisoned against you by
BL
Didn’t see this doc this morning
But you did say that the
foundations of any criticism –
was by reason of Cl – poison
Yes – basis
1408 – SS removed treasury
responsibility – sign – prepared
head office budget – see attached
– cast eye over that…
Would you AGREE WITH ME –
HIGHLY SPECIFIC POINTS RATHER
THAN PERSONAL POINTS
Absolutely
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Part of the dossier on SS

Witness

AL

Yes
Her responsibilities is accountancy
-she is suppose to be looking at
accuracy – don’t you
Materiality
Stop you leaving? – culture “not
my problem” and SS’s attitude
That’s what it says – she was
looking for alt employment long
before I came on the scene
So why would she put it in the exit
interview
Cynic – would say managed by Cl
Not willing to take criticism about
your capability at face value
No – it’s a strength of mine –
sometimes take it on board too
much
Lacks ability – accept that
criticism in an open way
No
SS does not divulge information –
accept
Absolutely – some info that I will
not divulge
She’s not saying things that I
should not know about – anything
No does not make any
differentiation
No feedback
4th Feb 2006 – been in position for
6 weeks – in interim I did not
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Witness
think it right to give feedback –
not step on Victoria’s toes

AL

She may have a point – but I have
a reason.
But exit interview generally –
purpose of the interview – so
employer co can learn info about
personnel and procedures
Yes – and attrition rate
I know that you have told us that
you did not see this until prep for
this trib.
Did MW have a de-briefing
interview with you re this leaving
interview
No
PP – did you see it at time made
No
Debrief at time
No
1/77 MAC Procedures
Sept 1998 – do you recognize
those signatures – agree that this
is a policy.
Comply with all applicable rules
and laws…
Ethics policy
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Is this a document with which you
had familiarized yourself with

Witness

AL

Chairman

Yes
You say adhered to the principles
Yes – also how conduct personal
life
Policy against retaliation…
Did you read and become familiar
with the Whistleblower policy
Yes
Before or after
Before
Sure
To best of recollection
Integrity of records
We can read it – had you seen this
Yes , but don’t recall when
2/420 – report MALUK – 31
December 2004. 422.
Dirs – Dekker, RN, PU , Little
2/423 – Suppliers payment policy
– it’s a public policy
Yes
That it will respect contractual
terms with suppliers
Yes but 2004
Signed by dekker – end of Aug
2005 – that was just about the
time when Canada was saying not
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to pay until banging on the door.

Witness

AL

Not sure used that statement –
and was a month earlier.
Did MALUK ever in 2005/6 issue a
correction to that policy
Not specifically – but the policy is
different in 2005.
The significance of this is a
prospective supplier may look at
this to see if sound business…
But also need to look at the
parent co’s position
But wouldn’t look at Parent co’s
payment policy…
507 – Your signature…
510 – Difference between 2 – the
first line is the same – a much
looser formulation
You could look at it that way – re
what had occurred in 2005
Much more appropriate to a
company who had not in 2006 not
complied with contractual terms
The intention is always to abide
by the terms of the agreement –
but you need to have the cash. In
2006 it was much more controlled
I’m sure it is correct to say that
MALUK always had the wish to
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pay creditors – but after
September 2005 – it never had
the intention of complying with
the contractual terms

Witness

AL

Chairman

No that’s not right at all
Mr Smith – between sept 2005
and Sept 206 is it your evidence
that there was not a practice
The doc at 423 – was perfectly
correct re end of 2004 – when get
to 2005 – severe cash difficulties –
had to stretch out cash.
Which in practice at that time
423. Or 510?
You have got A POLICY WHICH
RELATES TO 2004 – DID THAT
CONTINUE TO BE THE POLICY
UNTIL 2007
Continued to be policy but 2005
could not fulfill it as great as much
You intended to but couldn’t
Yes
Is your evidence that in 2006 –
you did abide by that policy
consistently

– we endeavored to abide by it –
Am not aware of a time when we
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Witness
did not abide by it for any specific
period of time

AL

Chairman

IT DID HAVE A PRACTICE OF NOT
ABIDING OF POICY AT 423, BUT
this was not our INTENTION, we
just were not in a position to pay
– IN 2006 MAY BE A PROBLEM –
BUT WAS NOT A LONG TERM ISSE.
In 2006 did not have a policy of
waiting for suppliers to be
banging on the door
2/367 when did you first have
sight of this
Can’t remember
Before or after dismissal of cl
2.3, 2.5. 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.1, 4.2
2.3 - 369
Do you accept the accuracy of
that paragraph
Yes
Is this what you understood to be
the law in 2005
Yes
2.5 – do you agree – the financial
position of each company in
group needs to be considered
separately
Yes
And where insolvent – separately
– because there can be a conflict
of interest
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Witness

AL

Yes
And of doubtful insolvency
Yes
371 – tests for solvency
Only issue is that it makes no
distinction between creditors an
preferential creditors
372, 3.3 – agree with that
Yes
375 – 4 up to end 4.1.2. Agree
with that
Yes
As you understood the position to
be in 2004
Yes and my understanding of my
previous employment. US
company verging on insolvency –
kept asking for more money – so
that we could not afford to pay
wages – I had to stand up to the
parent co,.
Maluk – incorporated under the
laws of England
Yes
Sole shareholder is MAC
Yes
Its board of directors imposed
under English law
Yes
The duties – to the whole of
MALUK’s duties – not just one
department
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Witness

AL

Yes
But in addition directors may have
certain duties in one area –
finance director
Yes
But owed to whole
Yes
Cannot evade his duties by saying
delegated to some other
department
Correct
Duty of director is to address prob
– he may not look the other way
Correct
An executive dir of MALUK may
be required to report to A
SPECIFIC person within parent co.
Finance Dir of MALUK – to
Finance office to MAC
Yes
BUT that does not alter the duties
of an English director
Technically that is right – but is
slightly different – the duties are
tangibly still the same but there
are different considerations. EG –
someone consider the co to be of
doubtful solvency – but what
about where the parent company
has a significant financial back –
up
That does not affect the nature of
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the duties – it affects whether or
not the director understands the
duties to have been engaged

Witness

AL

Chairman

There is a difference between
creditors and secured creditors.
They are the first consideration
If a doubt over secured creditors –
but if they are unsecured and a
history of cash – back up – the
issue has not arisen?
No, we had a situation where UK
had a short term cash issue – that
was being managed – to look at
test of insolvency. I looked at the
solvency issue. My view was even
without the support of the Parent
company – there was no doubt of
the solvency - weekly cash flow –
If I looked at those and saw no
way out of it. Then I would have
been more alert to whether the
parent co would have supported
the company.
I had every reason to believe that
support would be given. At no
stage was cash refused, or told
that support would not be given
by parent co.
5/2046 – typed up version of
notes taken 17th August. In your
witness statement – you do not
challenged the accuracy of these
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AST

Witness

AL

Chairman

notes
Correct
Cash – SS didn’t realize Murray on
the Tuesday staff call.
Week before that J
This is a year after – 2005 – I
thought it was at no time…
Pick this point – didn’t realize - no
cash to UK – you had heard no
more cash to uk
I did indeed then went to JBU –
he said it was just sabre-rattling –
it was just an off the cuff
comment.
Back to rapid question and
answering session.
Stat duty to make sure accounts
are carried out at right time and
right manner
Yes
Agree that stat duty to ensure
that annual accounts and financial
picture shows a true and fair view
of the company’s affairs
Yes
If the assets are overstated – that
would undermine the accuracy of
the accounts
If material yes
If the profits are overstated – that
would undermine its true and fair
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Witness

AL

view
If material
If from one year to a next a
company changes the way it
accounts for an item – it is
necessary to explain such change
Yes if a change in accounting
policy.
You had responsibility for the
finances of MALUK
Yes
In order to keep track – a daily
cash report was produced
Yes – to record cleared funds –
what’s in the bank account. I
know the cash position every day
And daily cash report for MAC–
who would receive it?
JD, RN, JAB, JBU, Winegarden,
Daily cash report – sums in bank
Yes
Sums in cheques were
outstanding
What cheques were in the post
Sums paid and received
They would be in the bank
balance – remittance advance
Daily cash report – also due to be
paid and received and also what
sums owed were overdue for
payment
Yes – bottom section – month by
month in pure vanilla format – x
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Witness
amount outstanding – but would
not say why. At request by the
Claimant. Meaningless.

AL

Chairman

We many need to look at how
accurate your understanding of
the difference between the two
cash sheets is.
Daily cash report showed
overdue.
Yes
Not overdue from creditors or
suppliers –
Supplier invoices over due for
payment – but did not record why
3/903 – responsibilities
Completeness of accuracy of ACC
RECORDS
Yes
Cash management – accurate
weekly forecasts
Any responsibilities you did not
have
E, H, 4a 5business support – all
remained the same
Yes
If problem with paying creditors
that would be within your
responsibility
Absolutely – at first instance
If problem re non-payment of
debts for suppliers
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Witness
Yes – but of some reason

AL

And if problem of cash-flow – that
would be within your
responsibility
Yes
Change of accounting
responsibility
It would be within my
responsibility – but would not
have authority to change
And review of overdue debts
Yes
All matter that you would be
reporting to JD
Yes
But in terms of directors duties –
fall within duties of Directors of
MALUK
But he was a director
But all of the directors have
responsibility
Yes
A director of Maluk would Have
the right to be told if there was a
problem
Yes regularly told of all problems
A director who is informed about
problems in another
A director who believes that a
company of doubtful solvency –
duties go to creditors not to
shreholders
Yes at the relevant time
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An instruction from the
shareholders would not affect the
duties owed to the creditors

Witness

AL

A bit different but in essence yes
Wrongful trading and director can
become personally liable
Yes
Direction from shareholder would
not affect that
No
A director who is unable to
prevent a company from acting
improperly is not thereby
released from his duties
Agreed
In those circs a director who is
unable to get co to act properly –
only has one recourse – to resign
Yes
Not paying bills on time is a
breach of contract with supplier
Yes
Do you believe that you
demonstrated competence during
July and august 2006 re cash
management duties
Absolutely
Sept 2005 – 18th Sept 2006 – that
you had appropriate regard to
creditors
Yes – given resources
Same period – in the discharge of
your duties MALUK adhered to
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the contractual agreements made
with creditors

Witness

AL

In so far as possible. I saw to it
that MALUK adhered to its
contractual terms agreed with
suppliers
Draw stumps (4.21 pm)
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DAY 4
_________________________________________

XX of Shawn Smith Cotd…

AST
Mr Smith – slightly before time –
the assets of Mayflower were
acquired on behalf of Mac end of
Sept 2003

WITNESS

AL

Some of the assets were
purchased
2006 you went on 14 day holiday
commencing 24th July
Correct
Way you handled financial re of
MALUK – 2/382 – 3rd Sept 2004 –
Board Meeting
Item 11 – Cash-flow – MALUK
request that further funds are
required
Yes
£1.3m trade creditor are overdue
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AST

WITNESS

AL

Yes
2/397 – BM 26th May 2005.
398 – additional sum £600k
required by MALUK
Yes
2/384 – BM 30th September 2004
– para 4 385 – Chairman Dekker –
indebted to MAC 1.6 m pounds –
capitalize the debt – turn into
shares
Yes
3/912 – analysis of intercompany
transactions Dec 03 .25m march
04 further advance
May 04 600k, June 04 – o.5
July 04 700k
300k sent back
October further million
And so on
Would you agree that for MAC –
running MALUK was an expensive
thing during this period
Yes I would – but put in context –
it bought a failing company – it
would have been naïve to think
that it would not have to help out
financially
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WITNESS

AL

It was not on the verge of
bankruptcy for no reason
3/1003 – CPet – request for 406k
for MALUK to become self
financing. Once again July MALUK
to MAC for a substantial sum of
money
That’s what it says – to become
self-financing. Contradiction in
terms
3/1012 – bottom email 11th July
copied to you – formally request
that money be made available –
cash availability analysis..
MALUK is short of money
required to meets the debts that
falls due
A short term cash problem yes
If do not receive the cash 600k
overdue towards the end of
August
If don’t pay on time – get a
headache
You do and that’s why you
employ credit control personnel
3/1018 – 5 days on – cash
availability analysis – release
further creditors.
Waiting for payment and cant
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AST
release without it

WITNESS

AL

Relatively small amounts
220k of our debts when we
receive the money from Canada
That’s what she is saying
Cant pay till receive from Canada
A normal business model – cant
pay till receive funds

2/1017 – SS – should not be
releasing creditors –
Freeze on creditor payments –
when introduced
Cant say – as yesterdayparticularly acute time.
Release cash en bloc – somewhat
naïve to release creditors – and
then get caught short by other
creditors – which would then
have the effect of Co - being put
on stop.
What it was ding was breaching
the terms of the contracts with
suppliers
Could well be – but you would call
them – they’d say when get
cheque? We’d say next week –
normal business – its an
agreement
We shall see in due course he
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AST
extent of the truth of that
statement – whether unilaterally
not pay or agree
Effect is that creditor starved of
cash

WITNESS

AL

True
Ethics statement – the payment
policy – in breach
We did the best we could in the
circs
I say deliberately – because no
oversight – it was a conscious
decision not to pay
Driven by the fact that we did not
have the cash
3/1045 – Cpet – to BL and PU cc
to u – recommend 330k pay to
Trade Creditors – evidences
rather than pay as debts fall due –
only paid when permission is
granted by MALUK
That’s what said yesterday
WE do not release any TCs unless
they are banging on the door –
Canada, must adhere
What saying SS and Victoria
holding the purse strings
Completely normal
W/S 99 – Ordinary Management
items – did not realize that
Whistleblowing,
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AST
Not as if drawing to our attention
some legal beach that we were
unaware of

WITNESS

AL

I suggest to u that You were fully
aware that the policy involved
legal breaches
No we have to manage the cash
the best we can – but not always.
Have to pay C&E by 19th month –
that would be a breach – this is
something entirely different
Are you trying to distinguish
between 2 different types of legal
obligations
Not always a legal obligation
Palpable nonsense
If buy goods a contract
Yes
If terms as to pay Contractual
obligation
Yes
And if do not pay – breach of legal
obligation
Strictly speaking
What do you mean strictly
speaking
Not the way the business works
Are you saying that MALUK runs
by not normally fulfilling its legal
obligations
No – what saying is the way the
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WITNESS
business being run is completely
consistent with my experience of
how business is run

AL

CHAIRMAN

And consistent with Supplier
policy
Talking about 2004 stat accounts
– refers to up to 2004 – I was not
in business at that time
Asking if the time you were in
business
It was consistent with the 2005
policy
Highly evasive answer
Why say not aware of
What says - as if drawing to our
attention legal breach unaware of

not aware of any process legally
obliged to pay suppliers in strict
terms

Airbus was paying us on a weekly
basis – then all of a sudden
unilaterally extended their own
payment terms
That’s economic muscle for you
Does not make it legal though
4/1145 – middle email PISTRE disruption to customers – similar
to freezing policy
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WITNESS

AL

Disruption was the same as
disruption caused by Policy
Which Magellan does it refer to
1144 – point of email is showing
that 2005 rumours circ that
Magellan had overstretched itself
and might be facing insolvency
This obviously relates to MAC and
I could not comment on that
You were working at that time
In UK
No rumours of insolvency of MAC
Not that I can recall
2/464 – appt to board
Am I right in saying that Victoria
has left and you are about to
clamber into the Saddle
4 days into tenure
Para 4 – do not anticipate getting
funds from MAC in near future
Yes
Your role to make sure that’s right
yes

4/1375 – at bottom C – “why is
the cash balance running so far
off budget?”
w/in 3 weeks shot of cash
No – it was running off budget –
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WITNESS
not same thing…

AL

4/1376 – ends ‘regards Shawn’ –
3rd paragraph – obviously current
cash flow shows.
You were foreseeing running
short of cash by Feb
Yes
And need to monitor daily
Yes
Normal practice
Yes
Policy re-affirmed – Creditor
freeze – I

I can’t see where short term
problem ceases – this is not a new
situation – the same
Not really – new financial year –
the end of previously year had
been higher – and now we had
significant sums at end of year.
When I wrote this I was conveying
to Dekker that still being tight
control of cash. To make sure we
could stand on our own 2 feet
4/1399 – previous page - Mr
Little quite a lot to say about it.
I continue to believe that your
Policy is FUNDAMENTLY flawed.
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

You must both take responsibility
of the consequences
Him saying disagree with your
approach
I don’t know what you are reading
– fundamentally flawed
In his opinion
Could have got lost in the post
Can think of supplier send 6k and
never received it – it had got lost
in the post…
Mr Little is asserting that he does
not agree with the policy – that ….
I don’t disagree – that was his
opinion
Your opinion is that it is a
perfectly proper way to proceed
Normal
Proper
Not ideal, but normal
Proper?
Not ideal
Why won’t you answer my
question?
Answered – in my opinion – not
ideal – but something that is
normal in my experience
Top of 398 – BL is unhappy – ‘how
we will get through this problem
without intervention from Canada
will be interesting’
We would try to avoid that
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WITNESS

AL

situation
4/1442/3
Bottom
Suppliers casing hard –
demanding answer as to when get
paid
21st - Fodor – can I have a
response
CPet – BL – several requests were
not replied to
Why not reply to requests
I was in hospital
1444 – need to advise…damaging
our relationship
Do you agree that it was
damaging relationship to
suppliers
Could not comment – I’m sure
there was some damage being
done
Now 7 weeks down the line from
BM that not have to go cap in
hand to Canada
Already you were going cap in
hand
It seems so…
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4/1445 22nd Feb

WITNESS

AL

Corrie Prinsloo – final demand –
can I now pay them…
8/2971 – bottom of page
23rd Feb – SS – 6-12 months –
nothing completed nothing to
auditors.
Leaving to me to sort out.
15th June 2007 – you’re providing
the doc to Dekker part of
conspiracy – wonder who gave
her that view
Not serious..part of conspiracy
All refer to when I was in hospital
People were expecting a response
Also knew I was out of contact for
2-3 days
4/1470.
First time say hello to staff
minutes
3 – banks/treasury items
ITEM 3 d liquidity
3rd line – struggling currently –
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cash is tight correct?

WITNESS

AL

Yes – this is corporation...not UK
Are you saying that not tight in UK
No
5/1656 – Jim Robinson – you
Every day it gets worse – on
stop… have no money when can
we clear acts
Who is Robinson
Manager within Bournemouth
On stop – not willing to provide
It does not say why
Did you know why at the time
Don’t know
Demonstrates BL’s point
clairvoyance – to know the risk
They do ordinarily tell you
Cannot order material because
have no money
Robinson’s view of the situation –
may be that it was not the best
use of the money – and may just
be Robinson’s view
5/1657 – gave the go ahead for
some yesterday –
NoW late April a further 500 k
already from Canada in the
beginning of the month
Difficult time – we were getting
behind on deliveries – operational
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WITNESS
reasons – in April 2006 – an all out
effort to correct situation with
Airbus – and with authority of
MAC- - no expense was spared
recovering that operation

Aug 2005 on - is difficult to see
where one cash crisis stops and
the other starts
It is – but had purchased a failing
company – no surprise that cash
was required to turn the company
around. Today the co is in rude
health
5/1657 – reply
“Shawn you do not seem to
appreciate critical every day…”
Clearly need a substantial
injection of cash
Pro-forma – COD- Cash before
delivery – it’s a jolly bad sign
It can be a bad sign – there can be
many reasons
Pro-forma will increase- suppliers
will take off special terms – and
put on COD
That’s what she means
Caused by failure to pay on time
Can be
Was
In some instances – no doubt
Day to day cash-crises – do you
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agree with this statement

WITNESS

AL

Not really – Airbus knew of the
additional costs
5/1658 – staff meeting 1662 –
MALUK – on COD with vendors at
Bournemouth – things had got
worse
No – suggest its possible that
comment came from the Cl
Its certainly consistent with the
email from Jones
It is – I was not on the call –
probably just the Claimant picking
up that email
5/1715 – JAB – RN concerns a
beef re- engineering bonuses –
call from SS – can’t pay; now we
have to pay this.
You spoke to JAB – told her that
had creditors calling that MALUK
was not able to pay
Raises a number of issues – bonus
Answer question
Not really totally the case – I was
saying to JAB that odd that…
Getting back up to speed with
airbus, but here we were
committing ourselves to more
funds out of the business that was
an unnecessary expense.
On one hand – a cash crises on
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WITNESS
the other sign up to other
commitments that were
unnecessary.

AL

CHAIRMAN

I actually rang Dker – concern that
we had committed ourselves to
this expense – AND Dekker said
that sums would be forwarded to
cover. As it was, sums not sent
because it was not required we
managed to find sums for the
bonuses from the UK
We will come on to the issue of
bonuses BL’s view was that if
commitment – you do so properly
– nothing irreconcilable to
committing to two payments
5th May MALUK had Creditors that
you could not pay
Do not recall – may have said
something – probably struggling
to pay
Why having such difficulty to
accepting JAB’s view of the
situation?
No
5/1801 – f)
Process of redundancies
Yes – but as a result of issues I
raised in May. We now needed to
let people go
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5/1847 – Jul 10th Cash flow
forecast – top has Dec 31st
forecast

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

MALUK Jul 7th 1,547, a change
from forecast 2.1 million
A deterioration of £700k
Yes
Budgeted £4.2 m
Current position 2.6 million adrift
from budget
Yes
5/1857
Bottom of page
Mr Smith – I’m not saying
business bad because of you –
cash management was very poor
– that’s probably why you entered
into a policy of breaking contracts
with suppliers
Don’t know how to respond…
I managed the cash situation the
best I COULD
5/1857 – reduction to 350 – what
at beginning of year
370-400 – that’s Bournemouth
only…
MALUK – 800ish
5/1907 – Staff meeting MAC –
liquidity – CASH IS TIGHT
yes
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Not only MALUK, but also MAC

WITNESS

AL

Yes I’m not on that call
Because you started a holiday at
that point
Yes
Where
In Florida
How long
10 days…
th

You went on holiday 24 July
Yes
st

st

1 week coincided with PU and 1
week of yours was 2nd week of his

Yes
Of the three of you Mr Little was
at the helm
yes
th

5/1928 – lower email 26 July
Corrie Prinsloo – daily cash
balances
Yes
Upper – to Steve Groot
Financial controller MAC
Within 3 days of departure cash
management was such that not in
a position to pay payroll
That what it says here
When you went on holiday did
you not foresee this
Looked at it for 2 weeks and said
to Cw that need not go to MAC –
but that was not the case. Same
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WITNESS
conversation with Steve Groot.

AL

The process – I will only ask for
cash from Corporate when I
absolutely need it.
There was a sense of frustration
when the Cl was in charge of the
UK – he would ask, and MAC
would see the money sitting in
the bank for a sizable period of
time.
So its been portrayed that I was
negligent or de-mob happy –
simply not the case – I had
conversation with groot/wade.
Everybody was aware of the
situation… needed cash and it was
forthcoming as always
5/1929
24th July – position on the
Monday of your holiday…
1/3 mil in account
Committed payroll costs – total of
committed costs £648k
Receipts this week
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AL

CHAIRMAN

Negative balance, committed
costs and def rec – company has
9k of available cash for the week
At bottom – list of creditors by ref
to when the payment was due
2,9 mil
2.9 mil of creditor all of which
were at least 3 weeks overdue –
that

That’s what this attempts to show
It does show
If the figures are right
Are you saying that its not right
I could sit here for ¾ hour tearing
this report apart
Its being suggested that this is a
representation of the perilous
state of the company the day you
went on holiday.
Suggested that you would have
known this
Suggested that Cl had reasonable
belief of doubtful solvency
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AL

CHAIRMAN
That in breach of contract
If don’t agree tell us why wrong…
And you say 30 mins

So much subjectivity
You dealt with the whole of this
mater in 3 paragraphs – why not
in more detail
Because I was aware of the
financial situation of the company
– weekly cash sheets – that’s
where I got my financial
information – and I was happy
with the he financial information
Its up to him
It is up to him and a matter of reexamination
If you want to take 30m mins feel
free
If look at top – un-cleared items
and receipts – mentioned
yesterday – cheques sent - that’s
what it should be. Does n’t mean
to say that’s what it is.
Corrie Prinsloo is the author of
this report – Corrie would
sometimes put in cheques that
had not even been sent.
Just to put the flag up – we’ve got
this issue.
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CHAIRMAN

Some degree of subjectivity of
that section.
Definite receipts – that would
typically go forward than the
Wednesday – a timing issue – still
be receiving payments
throughout the week
If receive a cheque on Monday –
will not have cleared by Friday
As previously stated – received
payments from Airbus on a
weekly basis - following
Wednesday – we would have
been in receipt of further funds…
Don’t get that here…
All apples and pairs.
If look at section on the bottom –
if they were really issues – we
would really have had legal issues,
bailiff – if there was not other
reasons for the payment /
nonpayment of these creditors
There may well be an explanation
Not necessarily to be taken as
read
1928 – certainly sufficient to
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AL

But would not be surprised if
there was the Cl’s guiding hand
behind Clare’s worries
Do you think you are capable of
maintain an objective view of the
claimant
Yes
Looked 2 weeks ahead before
going on holiday
Yes
1896 – let’s look at that
documents
I have copies…
If you look at the bottom left
hand corner – consolidated
weekly forecast 1207/06 cashflow
MALUK 29th
Turn over page
1897
Next page Maluk
Cash-flow reconciliation.
Across the top line
Week ending 6th Jan actual
July 29 – estimate ,4th August
estimate
Left hand side – description run
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AL

CHAIRMAN

2 forecasts minus 1.188 mil
Minus 1.44
22nd September minus all the way
through to the end of the year
This showed you that 2 weeks
away closing cash balance was
more than 1 million minus cash
balance
That’s what this shows – but
cannot take it literally
You saw this
Yes
Why not take at face value
Because if look along general
trade creditors – look in 4th
section from top – that line is the
payment of general trade
creditors – it’s a forecast. Had
discussions with Groot – what we
were doing was in an accounting
period – that would equal the
amount of trade creditors for that
period.

The general trade creditors –
reveals sums need to pay in a
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AL

CHAIRMAN
month.
This ESTIMATES WHAT MAY BE
PAYING – BUT THE REALITY MAY
BE DIFERENT

Yes
Reality may be different because
you may not pay those
This is an estimate – because only
pay when have the sums to pay
So that part of the forecast is
simply unreliable
It is unreliable – but only to the
extent of the time
And the unreliability depends
upon whether we decide to carry
on refusing to pay in breach of
the agreement
I said – depending on what we
could afford to pay
Its unreliable as to the timing of
the payments – not the amounts
There is an important point
here…if look at just above half
way – net cash generated/used.
If go through to end of the year –
Dec 29th the figure 1303 – positive
number gives a closing cash
balance of +23.
Would suggest that that is not a
company of dubious solvency –
that is a cash-flow positive
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WITNESS

AL

company
So you miss out everything
between July and Dec to reach
that conclusion
Different cash positions at
different times of the year…it can
be cyclical or seasonal
Cash positive in December does
not pay the bills in July
Its cyclical
1898 – accounts payable – 6.5
million. Table underneath – accts
receivable 7582 – point is that
company is owed more than it is
owed…therefore it is solvent
All part of 21st July package
But your test of solvency is not
the same test as we looked at
yesterday…
As they fall due
Yes
5/1898 – accts payable – divided
into periods of time 0-30 days ,
more 30 days, 60 days, 90 days
This is invoice date
Shows how long the invoices have
been outstanding – invoices
issued for more than 60 days
1.18 mil
More 90 days 231k
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AL

CHAIRMAN

Just by ref to invoice dates – 1.35
million more than 60 days beyond
the date of invoice
Does not mean overdue to
payment
This is your preferred way of
doing it
More than 60
0.5 million more than 60 days –
on this measure on .9 mil more
than 60 days receivable
If assume that over 60 days a debt
was overdue
900k receivable in 60 days
No
Period of dates – dates from
when invoice issued – do not have
regard to terms of payment.
If we assume that ordinarily that
payable w/in 60 days after invoice
– then anything after 60 days is
overdue.
Accts receivable – greater than 60
days does that mean 513 k
outstanding from dates of invoice
However – the assumption is that
receivable is the same – normally
it would be 40 days
If you want to get a better picture
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WITNESS

AL

Yes
Would also apply to get an
accurate picture – also apply to
debts of MALUK.
Will see that this was an
argument between you and Mr
Little – you said rely on this
document -he said daily cash
balances
correct
No cash problem
No long term
Cash flow problem when you
went on holiday
No – but close
Is there money I can chase – is
there money I will be chased for
Yes
If do that 1898 – using 60 day
boundry – MALUK £1.35m more
than 60 days from invoice – but
only (less)…coming in
If each chased equally hard –
MALUK would come off second
best
It would – but typical situation
with company that was right itself
…typical of what is going on at the
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

time.
Issue is can you draw on funds to
get out of the trouble – and we
could MAC.
I trust my line manager – also a
director of MALUK -if there had
been a problem – I would have
been alerted to it. I would be in
exactly the same position
But you went on holiday without
having made arrangements
No – I’d spoken to Steve Groot
You hadn’t told Mr Litle
I hadn’t – but I was responsible
for cash-flow
Hadn’t told Ms Wade I had told Ms Wade
Well why did she get into such a
situation of anxiety
Because Mr Little got on her case
Is that based on anything she told
you
Yes
Mr Little was the only local Di In
the business that week
Correct
Why not told him that risk that co.
may need funding
Why would I – I had told Mr Little
Your answer - you feel you had n
reason to do so
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CHAIRMAN

Yes
Courtesy?
The fact that I did not reflects our
relation
1896 – w/e 29 July actual –
closing cash balance – if run
together closing cash balance was
positive
100k positive – a source of
reassurance to you – comfort?
Not much cos only 100k
Couldn’t have been minus
No overdraft
What would have happened?
Bank would not allow it
V/1899 –positive 100k
Prior week reconciliation – ½ way
down column 250 – see that this
is disbursement 250k – in fact
engineering subcontractors pay 0
Payments held over
73 – 71 k held over
Payments held over 57k due to be
paid – nothing paid for electricity
Rents not paid
Rates
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AL

CHAIRMAN

General trade creditors 151k held
over
Only by not paying debts that it
has been possible to not e in
negative cash flow for the week of
29th July

You did not pay sums due to pay
so that stay in cash flow positive
position
Forecast, not due
Rent due on quarter days
Rents always paid on a quarter
day
5/1899 - Concentrate on
engineering subcontractors – are
these in accordance with policy of
only paying when banging on the
doors
No – unique to the Bristol office…
paying agencies
LUNCH

5/1896 – one of the things the
Claimant says in doubtful solvency
– this document is relevant
Yes
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When organizing disclosure – why
did you not disclosed this
document

WITNESS

AL

Not requested
It was relevant
I was playing a secondary role
You did not view this document as
being one that MAC thought was
relevant
That was a matter for MAC
When a request was made
MALUK and MAC refused to
disclose this document – I did not
get involved – can’t comment
As a Director of MALUK – how
could you not get involved?
I was not close enough to the case
– being dealt with in Canada –
Including JD I assumed they were
taking the appropriate steps
Should I be addressing these
questions to Mr Dekker
Not me
But someone in MALUK was
involved? Mr Underwood?
Not a MALUK question. Dealt with
in Canada
Did you know that MALUK had
refused to disclose the exit
interview of CPet and PP
No
W/s bundle CPR/7 – is that
accurate
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WITNESS
I don’t recall that at all

AL

5/2050 – attached is a list of 5 or
more invoices a year to a value of
more than 25k who are not on 60
day terms
On 3rd – Purchase orders. Mr
Shorrocks had identified that
some of the creditors had
reduced payment terms to less
than 60 days
That is what it suggests
5/2019 – Cash is tight.
I was only on the call for the bit
that dealt with MALUK
His is the call you hear ME say no
more cash
F – COD wit vendors – payables at
90 – 50 days
These are creditor and debtor
days
And if assume 60 days for invoice
– it would be a false assumption
Its an average – it’s a measure –
here are a number of different
ways of getting to the figure
5/2030 – day after the meeting –
follow up on the cash position.
I understand the position this
week that MALUK may be
overdrawn this week 0- the letter
must no go
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AL

CHAIRMAN

Implications for all directors –
what implications
Not sure what he was getting at –
there was no letter.
I did speak to the bank. Even the
bank does not refer to it as an
overdraft.
Olden days – hard overdraft, and
soft overdraft – a temporary
position – we had a couple of
instances where money was
coming in and we had payments
going out but did not quite marry
up. IT was not an overdraft.
What did you tell bank
That there were funds in the
system – can see money due – we
may have to release funds before
the other sums have cleared.
Never any discussion of a letter to
the bank. The bank wold know
full well of our position
There was no question of any
discussion of sending letter. Did
speak to the bank – put on notice
that may have to release funds
that may have to clear before the
funds would be released.
Asking if it was a problem for
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AL

them
Would they turn a blind eye to an
unauthorized indebtedness at the
bank
Absolutely not
5/2035 At time 500k received –
called for on holiday and to deal
with the problem of that week
But same schedule it is the bank
balance – its in credit throughout
But take away the 500k – you do
have an overdraft
Negative cash position
What is the difference between
an overdraft and a negative cash
position
The bank makes that decision
5/2030 – top email – copied to
Neill
Need £1mil 500k needed early
next week. We cannot avoid
PAYE –
You were being told that another
500k was needed to ensure that
the bills that needed to be paid
got paid
In his view yes
And made clear that UK dir in a
difficult position if PAYE not paid
Yes
And can’t expect the tax man to
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WITNESS

AL

2 separate companies
5/2032 – CW – BL
5/2033 what this company
received to 16th July 1.85 mil from
Canada and 500k from US
And it still needed more
Yes – not sure why that is such a
heinous crime
Corporation itself was having cash
problems.
I would regularly look at the cashflow schedules. In Sept we were 3
mil Cash positive. That was how I
made sure in my own mind that
we were ok.
Also had complete trust in MAC
that they could supply the
required funds. Had no reason to
believe that ME would not help.
But could also see that MALUK
was cash
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WITNESS

AL

Cash – no cash to UK.
BL said John told me this need
other ½ million
Yes
Do you accept this?
Don’t recall – but yes
Is worst position since joined
I do recall him saying that
Repeated to me twice at Air-show
– policy is wrong anyway.
We can look at what he I talking
about.
6/2370
To HM copied to Mr Neill - response
Am aware of these points – I did
investigate the issue but could not
find out who was making these
comments
Could see that someone from
Finance could get the impression
that policy – do not pay till
banging at the door
5/2046 para 2 referring to the
policy
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AL

CHAIRMAN

Yes
MS – suppliers reducing terms
I was aware of some suppliers
reducing terms
More cash needed – remember
that
Yes
BL – mid month creditor terms –
spread cash terms throughout the
month
Some sense with hindsight…but
not existing
Will ask terry and Stuart – is that
terry stocker ALL metal
Yes – do get confused between
the two
1st para – need the ½ million met
up and talk with John – did you?
Don’t remember
You don’t recall asking for
another ½ m
As a result of this – I don’t recall.
I cant find any email from you to
Dekker asking for the extra ½ m
Probably would not have done it
by email – would have asked him
or groot
5/2052 18h August
Interesting doc. This doc shows
that receivable 9.85 and accts
payable of 6.2 m
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WITNESS
Moving in the right direction

AL

And what is leading to this is a
whole load of deferments …
Yes
Following from your return – you
must have had a conversation
with CW She did tell me yes
Did you talk to groot
Yes
Groot say that MALUK could take
more risk
No he did not – I don’t know what
that means. What I had said was
that if I was there I may have
taken a different decision to Clare
5/2062 – as we stand…still not in
a position to release cheques
Actual funds available – minus
figure (309k)
By reference to credit terms
rather than invoice dates
Would relate to the figures on the
system
Whose responsibiliy for them to
be accurate
Mine
Clear isn’t it following 17th August
MALUK urgently needed more
cash
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AL

Yes
Clear that you were expected to
speak to JD about getting more
cash – but you have no
recollection
I’m sure I did something
Nothing in witness statement
saying that asked for money from
JD or Steve Groot
No
No documentary evidence of
asking for more money
No
Having seen reports that money
was tight – having heard Mr
Edwards no more money – were
you confident that if you asked
for money it would be
forthcoming
Yes
th

Were present on 15 and heard
ME say no more money
Yes – but followed up…
Mr Dekker’s witness statements
makes no reference to you asking
for more money
No
Suggest to you that you bottled it.
Never feel uncomfortable talking
to any of them…preposterous
What you did instead was to
complain about Mr Little’s
behaviour
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AL

I did do that
Because Ms Wade told you that
she was going to resign
Not entirely – I was coming to the
end of my tether – been since
approximately 2005. I was getting
really ground down.
Upsetting not just a work
colleague but also a friend.
I got home and rang Dekker and
said – don’t want to work here
like this any more
This wasn’t the first time I’d
spoken to him about this issue…
Throwing papers in 05 – long
standing thing – rang Dekker –
also frustrated with MAC – just
were not doing anything about it.
I wasn’t the only one with a
complaint.
Bonus payments – where the Cl
said to me – JBU – sits there these
are the bonus payment agreed
what is the squiggle?
That’s Jim’s authorization.
Asked Jim the question – have
you authorized it?
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AL

CHAIRMAN

No – I can’t authorize it.
Rang john - I think I already know.
To me this was an attempt at
fraud – in any organization he
would have been dismissed
I understand that these matters in
the witness statement.
Asked him what in August it was
that made him complain
What he is recounting are the
reasons why he felt necessary to
speak to Dekker, and left him
frustrated
With respect – he is not actually
doing that.

What doesn’t help is to
regurgitate evidence already in
the witness statement – but it
was something that was relevant
to you when you were making the
call
Can I just ask – as a consequence
of that call –a further call was
arranged for the 21st August
Most telling part is fraud – in any
other organization e would have
been dismissed
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Now the conversation you had
with CW re- resign:
I)

Closer to home; and

II) Brian
Yes Were those her words
More elaborate but yes
What words
Can’t recall
2054 – JAB’s notes
Yes
Did CW tell you that the
conversation about other people
leaving take place precisely at the
time that struggling to sort out
trouble with cash flow
No
Not setting you up to fail – the
troubles of that day were caused
by entirely your making –not his
That assumes that only this issue
– other emails
He did not think much of your
capabilities
No
He was entitled to that opinion
All allowed opinion
One he could back up with
objective evidence
Not the view of MAC
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creditors

WITNESS

AL

They did yes
Because on their orders
Yes
4th hand hearsay – set traps Alison
to mike, mike to Dave, Dave to
Shawn
I had spoken to all of them
Don’t say that here
Did not write notes
Note accurate
Yes – didn’t think to be more
accurate
Dossier – no dossier
Covered in J Dekker’s statement
If he as a director – thinks you are
underperforming or incompetent
– and is concerned that you are
underperforming. He would need
to do more than just say it.
He would have to back it up
Yes
With concrete example
Yes
Nothing improper for a director in
talking a critical view of a finance
directors performance
No
Rich asks if any formal complaints
and come to an end of the issues
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AL

No reference to the JBU fraud
allegation – do you notice that
Yes
You did not raise itduring the
course of the conversation
No I did not
This is a full and accurate note
Yes – I did not feel it proper to
raise the issue
This was a pre-arranged meeting
to discuss your issues about the
claimant acting inappropriately
Yes – in a formal manner
And you did
Yes
6/2107 – as we go into September
– right isn’t it that the cash
position started to improve
significantly
Yes – hence my happiness that in
a reasonable cash position
What BL wants to do is get control
of the backlog of overdue
creditors
Yes
What Little will say is agree with
AMS and Apollo to defer payment
That is what he is saying yes
To delay from mid month to the
end of the month
He will talk to the suppliers
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SO it would be agreed rather than
unilateral
Yes
6/2124 – improvement now £1.28
million – a significant
improvement
Yes
Bank balance 2.26
Un-cleared – 1.76.
Total available balance – 1.28
If you were to ad up all 1.86
million
Just to July – 945 k
Yes
6/2123 – BL’s reaction – we have
now got the cash – lets tackle the
overdue creditors
BNP – a bank MALUK agreeing a
factoring agreement.
They’d give a lump of money then
recoup from bills
Yes
Let’s fix our credit track record…
What saying - you’ve got the cash
– also got a bunch of overdue
creditors – lets pay them –
because it has caused problems
with other parts of co.
Yes
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sorted out the D&O cover
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AL

Yes
Do you understand D&O
Directors and Officers insurance
To insure against personal liability
to stop personal liability for not
carrying out duties properly
He his flagging up that there is a
risk of personal liability of
directors
That would appear to be what he
is doing yes
6/2242 – RR got financial
intelligence from Corporate that
Credit rating of MAC is CCC – only
one worse than this – high levels
of debt – liquidity is marginal.
What does that mean
Not much cash – imagine that it
was 2005
Whilst MAC’s cash is tight – for
the first time MALUK has a piggy
bank of cash
5/2066 – cash is tight
Yes
6/2175 – c corporate RBC request
a meeting this week re liquidity –
Royal Bank of Canada.
Its not just cash is tight – but that
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AL

Don’t know if a regular incident
It would be surprising if RBC was
calling in to say well done – you
are no longer in debt…
6/2130 – middle email – PU I will
run through this with Shawn
6/2138 – can see central portion,
on 10th forwards to CW
He is identifying a difference of
figure that you have identified as
overdue.
CW forwards it to you on 11th
Yes
6/2136 – you are responding to
2138
That would follow
There or there abouts – daily cash
balance and weekly cash flow
What you are saying – if we
assume that our terms are 60
days then only just overview/
Yes
But big word is – IF But it was not true that your
terms were 60 days as we have
seen
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AL

That’s his point and obviously his
opinion
When look at actual overdue –
looking at terms
What you must take into account
are the funds actually in MALUK –
we do have funds in Canada
If we got all this money – why are
we getting such grief?

Yes
And you say this is an offensive
email
It is direct, and abrupt
You understood this when you
received it
No
Did you have the businesses run
again to due dates
No
Why?
Because as I state in email below
– don’t consider its needed
Well as it turns out Mr Little
foresaw that you were going to
ignore what he had said –
2221 – has it sent to you. Did you
look at it?
Don’t recall – probably not
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CHAIRMAN

You do not do what he asks
when he has serious issue and
then probably do not look at it
when he does it for you and
hands it to you on the plate
Your position was stick to the
policy even if we have the money
to pay them
No
Yes – as we shall see.
6/2143 – what that assumption
does not reflect is that you do not
have 60 day terms
We’ve been through that answer
So why do all of the staff
meetings say COD/
GENERALLY
If COD is the exception – why put
that in the staff meetings
Generally people were on 60 day
terms and exceptionally COD
Second paragraph – now all
creditors requested we have paid
and that is an improvement from
August
Yes
His reply – please arrange to
release a further £500k – let’s fix
our track record.
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CHAIRMAN

Yes
Suggest what he is saying is this –
if you are right and no problem
wih cash flow – just release
Not answering question was it the
answer
If Mr Smith is allowed to read the
email
Did he understand the email
You understood from his email
that Cl asking to release?
Yes
To fix track record
Yes
And his point was we have the
money to do it
Yes
Step back – here you are –
contracts and debts due to be
paid – confronted with request to
pay creditors
Now in a position to pay them
Right isn’t it that you refused to
pay these creditors
I did not release the funds here.
As said yesterday where
requested we paid – not en bloc –
but on a case by case basis.
You didn’t improve payments in
the way BL suggested – was
because of the policy
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AL

CHAIRMAN

As always on paying those
creditors we can.
Even though much more cash risk
– we continue with the policy –
only pay when they are banging
on the door
We will only pay as we can afford.
Not intentionally withhold
So you do not accept will only pay
when banging on the door
That is correct
And you did not view an overdue
creditor as one you are required
to pay
If it’s overdue and we have to pay
then if properly payable – then
we need to pay.

I’ll leave it there
4.16 pm
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CHAIRMAN

Day 5

Have had a quick chance to ask SS
about that document.
Only other issue – note on the
general principles of the law
relating to Protected disclosures
Have you seen this Mr Stafford
No.
I don’t really think that general
note on issues generally is what
you asked for
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Mr Smith – in that 2310a - could
you insert that into bundle 6.
Thankyou.
6/2362 – a series of emails – the
last one is Keith Summers – body
½ way across – all materials on
stop unless can be immediately
machined.
Were you aware that instruction
that all material to be ceased
I was yes – but it had nothing to
do with cash – all to do with
stock.
Managing the entry levels.
Stock being purchased too early.
Consistent with the issue of a
company short of cash which
does not want to incur any extra
cash
No this is best practice – material
to go on machine
6/2148 – Mr Little to you and says
– still confused re- variable
creditor terms and invoice dates
No – saying that difference
between the 2
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CHAIRMAN

What he was saying is let’s pay
our debts……
Talking about creditors – not
debts. Talking debts due to the
Co through engineering – or the
company’s debts – its not very
clear…
Where are we?
Do you remember receiving this
email
Vaguely
What had you thought of it when
you received it
The conclusion I would have
drawn would be the one I just
said – its confusing – but I
wouldn’t have given it a 2nd
thought
6/2153 – BL doing his utmost to
accelerate payments to MALUK
No – not in this instance. Quite
the other way around. £329k was
overdue – we had undertaking a
price increase with Airbus and
that was being applied
retrospectively and the money
was due in respect of that. Went
back to April – to say that it was
accelerated in mind is not correct
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CHAIRMAN

Were you present for that part of
the call?
No
Covered this last week
6/2181 – cash available – unless
cash dispersed soon – assume
that we will have corporate
looking for some.
What BL is saying – if we do not
use the cash to pay for our
creditors – MAC will come to get
the money
If that happens – then you have
the situation where MALUK
prefers the position of the
shareholder over the creditors
No. Not one corporate team that
can sign on the bank account of
ther UK. Only if signed by 2 UK
directors.
They cannot simply take it
RN not a signatory.
There was a safeguard – also I’ve
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WITNESS
been in this situation before
where a parent co comes looking
for cash – where I know that I
would need to protect the UK Co.

AL

If it had warranted it I woul;d
have put myself in that position
again.
Quite – the point is - the
responsibility of the UK directors
– to decide how to prioritise UK
cash
I’m not a lawyer – directors do
have a duty to the stakeholders
aswell as the creditors. I’m aware
of the situation where the UK
directors can pay funds to the
parent co – however if honestly
believe it was the right thing then
ok
BL was concerned that MALUK
was going to prtioritise the
ashareholders over the creditors
A matter to ask him – I didn’t
think that was the case at the
time.
The all fitted in with the Cl’s
normal behavior. He always
sought kudos – and one ot the
ways he did that was bully that another way he did it was with
the creditors – get bills paid
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AST

WITNESS
earlier – it was an ego trip.

AL

Goes back to the ransom
creditors.
6/2189 – BL forwarded the email
and it looks as though you had
discussed the email the previous
week - correct?
No – conversation relates to the
£60k
How so?
Pet hates – a second subject
matter within one email
If you read the first sentence –
subject – daily cash report – as
per our conversation last week. I
don’t know how you could
interpret that any other way
No – computers upgrades last
week
Rather than pay creditors – make
computer upgrades
No – cash position very good
If so good – why not pay the
creditors
We were
Only in reference to the policy
No – as they requested
Which is different to as they fell
due
Yes.
6/2191 – BL to you – MALUK
intercompany payments.
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AST
Comments that we had not
discharged intercompany
payment.

WITNESS

AL

BL once again – attempting to
clean up the amounts of money
owed by |MALUK to others
Completely at odds with the other
side of the equation.
If a problem with cash – the last
people I would pay would be
intercompany sums.
I would largely have ignored this
email – completely at odds with
Corporate will come looking for
the cash
6/2195 – bottom email CPrinsloo
– SS assume you will release a
further 500k.
BL is saying – on basis of the daily
cash balances – surely can pay the
oldest creditors?
That’s what he is saying.
And I was saying I’ll have a look
and decide – entirely sensible.
NO point in releasing the sum
then - could release even more
the next day
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AST
Even where the company had the
money to pay – sums were paid
not when the sums were due but
when you decided it was
appropriate to do so

WITNESS

AL

Yes – along with 95% of all
companies
I think you will find that a lonelier
position than you summise
6/2196 – why couldn’t you
release that cash
Same position as now =- send in
the request and I’ll authorise the
payment – won’t authorize en
bloc amounts.
A more controlled approach –
more in line with corporate
governance
Re – corporate gov – and that’s
not consistent with the MALUK
supplier payment policy
It was appropriate in the circs
I’m asking you if it was
consistent?
Appropriate in the circs
Was it consistent?
And I’ve said it’s what we always
do and it was appropriate
IS it consistent?
Refer to the policy
1/77 – principles of this code –
minimum code.
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WITNESS

AL

Deliberately not paying creditors
is unethical
No –if any other way – we’d be
paying money on a daily basis –
bills don’t come in on a Friday
Deliberately not paying debts
where they are due is unethical
Not about ethical – practicality
No its about Ethics –
Difference of opinion
6/2195 – see the receipts. This
would allow up to 800k if needed.
Now have 330k more – why could
you not pay 500kl
Divisions tell me what needed to
be paid – and I’d give the
payments as they were requested
You are saying – because I ran a
policy of only paying people when
they requested regardless of the
contractual obligations
Yes – I would rubber stamp the
payments wished to make
6/2221.
Now in a position to see analysis –
of seeing whether creditors
overdue
Seen this document before. I’ve
already answered this question
Not asked question yet Page
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AST
2225. Not in a stop position –
normally will pay if in a stop
situation
Did Mr Jones have the situation
accurately

WITNESS

AL

Yes
Ok if threatens to stop – then will
get paid
Well
That’s what he says
If properly payable and
threatened to put on stop………..
There can be many many reasons
why could be delayed
But if no good reason then
you did nothing with the
information that BL had sent to
you
I did nothing
Then you are in no position to
say………………………
I had information
But you did not bother to enquire
I’m a little more removed - I’m
here to rubber stamp
And where BL provides info re
whether reneging on a debt or
good reason – you do nothing
I had confidence with Nigel Jones
– he was aware what was needed
Answer – you did nothing with
the info to see if reneging on
debts or good reason
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AST

WITNESS
I did nothing – cos I thought
nothing needed doing

AL

NJ sets out the Policy - Nigel –
when threatened too late.
When supplies threatened –
damage has been done
Yes – but they are well aware
6/2224 – you get involved.
The stance is absolutely correct.
When we get a further set of
receipts – next week.
Day after getting £329k from
Airbus – next day you say look at
it next week
No – special payment – 329k
receipt on 14th I was referring to
the normal payments. It’s that
payment I’m referring to.
You see the impression from
these emails – you did not want
to pay the creditors – is that a
false impression
Yes it is
6/2224 – Shawn I have asked you
– just do it – if you do not –
resigning as director of MALUK –
you are inept.
Did you discuss with
PU re that email
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AST

WITNESS

AL

No
Any further discussions that day
with PU re BL
Don’t recall – possibly – not
discussing that email – because I
did not know of its existence.
You can see BL’s point of view –
you have presided over cash
management crists in July – gone
on holiday – no cash to pay
payroll.
Creditor issue - not pay when due
Get money in hand then refuse to
pay out
If adjective inept is wrong that
suggest the other
Experienced, professional
Competent?
Yes? Nobody did not get paid –
we were not sued – sat here
today – a year down the line and
everything is healthy
Well I would suggest to you – the
approach you adopted – its
consistent to the one that Groot
suggested by Groot – take more
risk
He never said that – don’t even
understood what that means
6/2221 – right hand column – 13th
Sept – 14th no. alongside – that is
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AST
your mobile number – yes.

WITNESS

AL

Across to otherside. PU phones
you
7 minute conversation.
Previous one for 15 minutes.
The first is at 11.40. 45 mins after
BL sent inept email…
Are you saying that in neither of
those calls – PU did not alert you
to the fact that BL was being
critical of you
Don’t recall the content of those
calls – but he did not alert me to
the inept email.
6/2252 – we see at the bottom –
email 15 th Sept 7.53.
Shall continue to the policy in
para 3 – only paying the creditors
we have to.
Yes
As far as I’m concerned the policy
remains – will let the companies
have the cash THEY NEED.
Speak to John
Your stance derived from what
Canada wanted you to do.
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WITNESS
No no no – I had lots of
experience and John has even
more – he is UK director. If John
wishes to pull rank – he is my line
manager – then lets discuss it

AL

2253 – 2nd email – BL refers to
having spoken – as I feared you
would not do as we discussed…
He wanted you to talk to Dekker
On 13th I had spoken to Mr Dekker
– to make sure we were aligned.
So I was somewhat confused
when I saw this – then Cl sends
email the next day in
contravention of mine.
You send email at 7.53 – then BL –
not do as we discussed.
I’m referring to email to Dekker
Should time that as 10.11.
Perhaps enlighten to me of the
consequences. Are you saying
you were intimidated by that
email of BL of 15th ?
Absolutely – this was after a year
of bullying and confrontation. My
emotional state was not that
robust – that was a threat – do as
I say – or you will get the sack
You felt that up to the date of his
dismissal
Well got another one – he said –
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WITNESS
watch – but my wife had a
different view she thought he
would call the police…

AL

2252 – forward TO Dekker – as far
as I’m concerned the policy
remains
2250 – sends inept email
Youi had video conference that
morning that’s when the emails
pinged up
Yes – video conference had not
yet started
Are you saying that at no point PU
told you that inept email
Absolutely – there were 2 people
on that call. I actually asked them
to leave when I informed PU of
the email – at no point did he
refer to the inept email
15th send email get the reply –
7.53 – has the conference started
then.
No – didn’t start till about 9.00
All before?
Yes
th

Just been looking at emails of 14
Cl’s tone became more aggressive
Look at 6/2276

Yes
- Bottom of the page you write
letter – major suppliers.

W/s 78 – see what say there –
told us that relates to Apollo and
All Metal Services
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5/2046 – largely agreed with this
document.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Last paragraph on page
Terry Stocker – had been
discussed
Yes
Notes of the Claimant’s board
minutes. You recall this being
discussed
Yes – it probably was discussed
6/2107 – Stocker – we’ll discuss
Thursday
6/2103 – large email BL – you –
the send paragraph.
I have confirmed arrangements to
AMS – and suspect that Apollo
will also agree…
Yes
2138 – second emails- the one we
have just looked at. Notes
comments agreed by both MDs…
Yes
Email sent to you
Yes
6/2143 – from him to you –
deferral of AMS.
Yes
6/2147 – Wilkins – Apollo Metals
– 11th Payment terms.
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You owe money this week – you
can defer payment.

WITNESS

AL

Am assuming that helps quarter
ends – replies and copies in PU.
Yes
6/2195 – middle email – ring
Apollo lets discuss
Yes
Apollo if wish to discuss further
then speak to me – should be
rejected
Yes
6/2198 – Apollo is further
explored. Are they aware of your
requests – a decision.
On 13th – replies – re payments
terms – end of day
13th Sept 7.08 pm copy to you –
Stuart we do not accept the
counter offer
Ok yep
You were perfectly aware that BL
had been having discussuion with
Apollo and AMS
What you have just shown would
suggest from 17th August
6/2277 – you’ve got para 78 W/S
in front of you.
I was concerned that Cl was
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contacting suppliers.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

I was concerned OF THE MESSAGE
THAT this would suggest that
could not pay bills
Would you accept that what this
would suggest that – was that you
were not paying your bills.
No. I was a little slow on the
uptake – but these discussions
were entirely unnecessary.
The conversations would be
relayed back to Airbus.
They then spoke to Airbus – then
they got concerned. Then it
unnecessarily doubly damaged
us…
I’d like to carry on…..
He wants to explain his evidence
What is evident is that you KNEW
that he was discussing creditor
payments - you formed the view
that it was a bad idea
Yes – Airbus were main creditors
– they are paid religiously – paid
directly. And we could make
these payments. Because
aerospace industry is close knit. I
was aware that it could cause us
difficulty.
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Can understand that undesirable
to have approached rthe creditors

WITNESS

AL

Unnecessary
But you don’t put that in the
email – you say I was not party to
the conversations. That was
untrue wasn’t it
No. I can answer. I was not
aware prior to the 15th
September – not party that you
WISHED to discuss with them…
On 15th August 2 days before.
Maybe I was a little slow on the
uptake ...

11.50 a.m.
10 minute break

Return at 12.01
Lets just pause for the moment –
before we move on to the kill –
you’re kill of Mr Little…
6/2250 – forwards the inept email
6/2258 – BL is pestering my staff
all over operational issues
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AST

WITNESS

AL

6/2252 – 7.53 a.m – email we
have looked at;
6/2276 – 8.05 email of Apollo and
AMS
6/2238 – 17th September Shawn –
can you resend the
documentation re Friday – special
deals with customers – will you
provide the names of people who
have confirmed this to you?
Yes
6/2339 – would you set out the
responsibilities of a UK director.
In fact you did not provide
anybody with any of the
information requested of you
Sent email to JD – don’t intend to
respond
Mr Little went on holiday 28th
Sept.
1st day back was his last day – 18th
September
You regarded Mr Little as
combustable
Irrational, prone to outbursts
2277 - Made a complaint to BL –
about the suppliers – you were
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AST
fully aware that he had kept you
informed

WITNESS

AL

– but he had not kept me or Mr
Underwood informed that he
Intended to approach
Was this a made up allegation
designed to get a rise out of the
Claimant
Absolutely not – real concern and
took issue with him
His response fuck off…you were
trying to get a rise out of him
This was totally unexpected.
Could not believe that he had
been so unprofessional…
He had been attempting to get
you to deal with overdue
creditors – and you had refused
No. – he was trying to get me to
deal with the situation the way he
wanted – contrary to everybody
else
6/2310 – last straw email – either
make clear that he does what
makes sense business sense or
will resign
Unhappy with governance issues
8.43 – please send me a
resignation form – for MALUK
board
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You respond attaching one

WITNESS

AL

Yes
You must have been very pleased
that he was resigning
Of course I was!! He was a bully
and had been making my life a
misery – my nightmare was over
6/2276 – 10.09 am UK time –
forwarding emails
Yes
6/2297 – bottom email corrie
prinsloo – largely confirms – clear
up overdue creditors – my actions
will continue on that basis
Typically obtuse – confirms my
view – well what does it confirm
Its obvious – you refused to pay
creditors?
No – he was suggesting the same
thing as me – release steady
amounts to the creditors – only
difference is me deciding who is
best to send to.
9/2298 – funds available – just
under£1m – that’s the basis of
saying- we can afford to pay
creditors
Yes
Response 6/2304 – please be
more specific – that is hardly the
email of someone who is being
bullied or intimidated…
Exactly the email of somebody
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AST

WITNESS
who is being bullied and
intimidated…

AL

What’s he going to do…will I have
a job – I’m concerned re my
position
The only action you have seen
him do is request a resignation
form
True – but his actions were rarely
rational. I didn’t even look for the
links. Had given up trying to work
out why he acted as he did…
Quite a lot of emails from BL to
Canada…
Asks you to resend docs respecial deals – did not respond.
Right isn’t it – you refused to go
into work on 18th September. But
still dealt with emails and calls
I did what I could
But you knew that BL would be in
Canada that day
I did – my gripe was also with
Magellan – because they had
done nothing…I had to make sure
that I protected my position?
There was no way that I could go
back to work…
And if we look at page 6/2356 –
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AST
on 17th Mr Little who had spent
various emails re these issues –
subject recollection – Clare will
you please confirm that on
Monday after SS’s departure on
hols that you asked to see me
rather distraught…

WITNESS

AL

Para 2 – you are a qualified
accountant…
AST reads out the entire email…
What then happened CW rang
you?
No I rang CW to tell her not to
come into office that day.
*******Explained that not in
office – she was aware of the
Fuck-off email. Her position was
that if that does not get him the
sack, there is no hope for this
company…*******
Spoke to CW she was very upset –
about email from BL – I asked her
to forward the email to me and
suggested that she go home
If look at 6/2356 – he is asking CW
to provide information on the
facts surrounding the finances
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when you were on holiday

WITNESS

AL

There is also some request for
opinion
6/2354 – I really do not know
what to say.
Yes
30 mins later you forward it to JD
– and say she was upset/in tears.
She did not respond to the email
did she
Do know
Did you tell her that she did not
need to respond?
No that was her decision. All she
is saying there is that she did not
know what to say – she was very
upset and distressed…
Don’t think we need to look any
further in bundles 6.
Just pause a moment. We’ve got
in 15th you and PU forwarding
emails to Canada – we’e got BL on
holiday getting very concerned
about getting money to overdue
creditors.
On the 17th we’ve got you reiterating the very policy which so
exercises the Claimant
14th
th

On 15 send him 2 emails in rapid
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succession – then take entirely
false point re suppliers

WITNESS

AL

No
Refuse to provide information
regarding creditors
Refuse to go into work
Yes
CW elects not to reply to the Cl’s
requests – on 18th BL arrives at
Toronto airport and is promptly
sacked
yes
And then subsequent events.
Board meeting 29th September
2006
Yes
Your duty to give notice
Yes
He was still a director
Technically – but he had been
dismissed.
You knew perfectly well that he
had not been removed as
Directors
I knew that he had threatened to
resign
You did not invite him, knowing
full well that he was entitled to
attend
Sacked – and director position
goes hand in hand
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AST
Stole his voice at the meeting

WITNESS

AL

At the meeting – but not his voice
– he had accesss to all the main
directors…
6/2672 – if you are having
another board meeting I want to
be there….
Yes
6/2679 – meets again - removal
2682 – SS not received any other
notice of meeting
The reason you did not invite him
was because you did not want has
voice at the meeting
Nonsense – he had access to all of
the directors
19th – cancellation of cell phone –
6/2397
On orders of Dekker
I’m sure that’s right…
20th September considering
blocking all emails form Mr Little
That’s not my call?
You had no involvement or
contribution.
Not my call
Suggest it was something you
actively wanted/pursued
2461 – we have the ability to
block emails from his entire
home.
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AST

WITNESS

AL

Not just block emails from his
company emails – but entirely
from his home account.
Absolutely he was harassing
people
What it is, is yet another means of
silencing his voice…
Absolutely not – he still had
phone calls
You were happy to tow corporate
line – whereas BL had in mind his
domestic fiduciary duties
Part of that comment is correct – I
did tow corporate line – but made
sure that did not damage MALUK.

7/2791

BL is also independently minded –
but so am I. Problem was was
that I was not prepared to tow his
line…
Wrote in Jan 2007

When write this
Could Trib read this document
Written just before the financial
statements due in
Yes
You knew that BL was to sue
MALUK
Yes
Wrote this regarding BL’s bad
behaviour – has nothing regarding
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forging signature

WITNESS

AL

Not in here
Didn’t include it here – because it
was a well known issue – these
were less well know – less
tangible
Brings us to topic of bonuses
Both contractors and employees
Airbus wanted fewer independent
staff and wanted more employed
engineers
Wasn’t around – but it makes
sense and would understand why
Airbus would want it…
3/729 – “hope this is…”
My suggestion is engineers were
recruited on a permanent basis and so became entitled to receive
a discretionary bonus.
CEO Bonus
3/810 – this is the Filton Budget –
that is part of MALUK
The engineering division
The budget provides as one of the
items for bonus
It does
And this is a budget for a bonus
that has been provided for the
engineering staff
Yes
And this has nothing to do with
MIC
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AST

WITNESS
That’s correct

AL

CHAIRMAN

IN fact – bonus provision
subsequently amended in budget
to a lower figure – look at…
Lunch?
It looks as if the pessimism
regarding the timetable was
correct…
Yes
Lunch – resume at 2.00

Lunch

2.05 p.m.
Subject to what my learned friend
says I’ll hand up my general
principles
Talking about engineering
bonuses – 4/1286
CPet – Brian asked re budget for
bonus…
No bonus –
Your lack of awareness does not
mean there is not one…
Have also cc’d to see if they were
aware
Unique situation in UK…
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

To Rich sorry – should have
forwarded to you…If this is to
continue will; have some serious
discussions…
Says – we have discussed in the
past.
I’m confused…I’d have had a
discussion with
Do these emails relate to
engineering bonuses or not
I’d say – 10.23 – relates to head
office bonus.
Also got a response at 4/1288.
This is engineering
Yes
Was 80k
Was 100k previously
So approved budget had been
£100k - but 2 people left the
business
Yes
It had been high, 2 people left –
but then more joined
Yes
Who is responsible for the
accounts
PP – I would not expect to get
into any of this at such a level
4/1298 – bonus always a very
emotive issue.
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WITNESS

AL

BL and I (PU) will review and
Make recommendations.
The head-office is directly for
bonuses – leave it there for the
time being
That’s correct – but under the
impression that he has authority
to change anything.
He is endorsing precisely that it is
precisely there give bonuses
outside of the MIC
When read this understand –
what to stop the rumours now
Yes
Were you aware of any rumours –
NO
People were under the
impression that they were receive
the bonus
4/1301 ½ way in 4th line – steadily
accruing bonus numbers in the
final December accounts
Would seem to be correct
4/1595 – PP – I’ve been asked to
make 3 audit adjustments.
Also suggest that the very pot of
money was being removed
There was no obligation to pay
the money
The obligation was to consider
the performance of the company
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WITNESS

AL

No criteria was ever used
Employer’s failure to set out of
the bonus
Failure to set the objectives would
not release the company from
having to consider
Inappropriate to pay – no
approved bonus in place.
Sounds as if you are saying yes. If
there are no objectives – no
bonus
The Claimant’s business to have it
organised
Cl say – piece of paper which
could cause a significant amount
resignations
yes
The reversing of the bonus had a
significant impact
But where did you get the opinion
that things were sufficiently clear
for you to have reverse the bonus
Were you acting unilaterally?
No with - Dekker
Sit down what need to achieve –
discretion in bonus – does not
mean that you are going to get it
– its discretionary
End FY 2004 - that’s also the view
of PWC who sold MALUK signed
off
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When were FY 2005
I=GFinna=Financiakl documents
due in

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

This year May 2007?????
Yes
When due in?

Engineering Overheads
This issue regarding how
accurately you treat such
protected disclosures

The accounting policy of Mal Had
been …
Upto to 2005 0no issue
Ny nd of 05360k
Company was keen to insure that
we were adopting a consistent
position
August 2006 – it was adopted.
So 2 ways of treating overhead
accounts – one is

Expensing meajs

Can either expense them or put
them in the balance sheet
(1)Reducing profits – by treating it
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AST
as an expense.

WITNESS

AL

(2) not treat as an expense - but
something you could sell on in a
few years
ABSORBS OVERHEADS. The
obsorption of overheds.
It’s a tricky exercise - if treat it as
an asset are worthy a fortune and
then what is the realizable value
on something which is not written
off .
Realisable Value?
Realizable value – what you could
sell the item for
2 perfectly legitimate ways of
dealing withn overheads
The one preferred by SSP9
2/637 – PWC Report – accounting
treartment of accounting
overheads
No evidence of anyone having
been consulted
That’s right – not copnsuilted
Do you know who provided
figures for MALUK adjustments –
taking out of costs and putting as
an asset
Yes
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So what MAC was doing without
reference to anyone in MALUK

WITNESS

AL

Looking at it with hindsight – it
does simply pretty close.
It took out the cost figure – 107
dollars out of the costs of the
Corporate accounts.
And the effect was to increase the
profits by that amount. Because
going out of costs and goes in as
profits – it increases the value of
the asset.
4/1416 – review of treatment of
engineering overhead
Meeting by you, Mr Dekker Yes
Mr Little there?
By VC
A review of Magellan UK…
Mr Little didn’t say at that
meeting would require careful
consideration, did he?
Can’t recall?
Was it likely that he would have
said the first bit.
He was well aware of the issue.
And he repeated to you that he
was concerned
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Was it you that told Mr Precious
to adopt the accounting policy

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

I told him to write two
Email – not comfortable that a ….
PP is wrong in what he says. If
two combined – it would take
more work –more difficult work
I’m concerned that the way this
could be implemented and what
we are doing?
That is what he is saying – but
truth is the complete reverse
And goes on to say – all work goes
on the basis of a 40% margin – if
you make the change – its very
difficult to know if you are going
to hit target
Is there a correct procedure in the
bundles
Both are fine –it’s the change over
Next paragraph 4/1416 As a result
of changing the policy – one
becomes unachievable – as is the
budget.
If you have a higher work in
progress at the end of the year –
it’s a fair statement to make but
necessarily true
4/1415 – this has not been
discussed…
On the basis that on the basis of 2
different numbers…
You’re saying PP has got the
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wrong end of the stick

WITNESS

AL

Yes
BL – says that is not the
conversation you had yesterday –
both PP and CW believe you gave
an outright instruction. Did you?
No I didn’t
End of March – a further
discussion
Do not recall
4/1595 – 7th April – Capitalised
overheads
BL saying that he was unaware of
capatalising 104k of overheads.
Yes – he was not aware we were
going to do this – but he was
aware that we had been
discussing it
His email – 1st paragraph – he says
do the 2006
He didn’t it was going to be done
– he has concerns
And that numbers should be redone to eliminate is concerns
Yes
Did you re-do the numbers
No
Why
Request to John
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The July accounts did not include
capitalization of overheads,

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

No the Claimant refused to do it –
it was only when he left that we
got it done properly
5/1955
Can’t help with the significance
6/2012 – Jonathan Powell was the
successor of PP – costing Co
approx 10k more per year.
That’s the first lot of accounts
which will show the change of
methodology
And what Mr Little says – on
going through the results…surely
we must do this…
What saying was got to make sure
that there is a consistency of
treatment across the accounts
But the email is confusing – not
really raising any issues –
referring to other audit
adjustments and stats
We were now at the point of
making it consistent
Not happy that I got the sense of
your last answer…surely we must
do this…
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You’d agree with me that BL had a
huge commitment to MALUK

WITNESS

AL

Yes
And interest in the detail of
MALUK
Yes other people’s areas of
responsibility
And he would ask people their
opinions
Yes he would do that
He also hoped to see
commitment from others
Yes
Last minute adjustments needed
within budget and accounts and
Mr Little 1st Dec wanted support
from Alison Jones and wanted you
to show committment
Walking into my office and
demanding 4 hours of my time.
And when being told that no time
in the morning demanding that I
come in the on the weekend.

He had shouted at me the
previous day – I wasn’t feeling
overly conducive to helping him
on the weekend
You are finance Director and have
primary responsibility of the
budget
It was finalized – it was just issues
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for the Claimant…

AL

CHAIRMAN
Don’t understand this – was it
finalized or not?

It had been finalized
The budget – must important
point of contact between the
Paretnt and subsidiary
companies…produces the charter
Correct
PP had been requested to carry
out this work
Correct
Needed Alison Jones – and you
refused
Diversion of work
You refused to come into work on
weekend
No, I did come into work
Did you tell him you were coming
in
No
There were further errors in the
budget – and that’s why you came
in
No
You were not intending to go in at
all – budget in the hands of the
secretary
Claimant’s responsibility
The squiggle – simply did not
happen
It most definitely did happen
5/1840 – accept any of the
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these 3 pages
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AL

Don’t accept any of the criticism.
There are some however – where
PP is correct.
Did send out an email – deadlines
simply were never met – I had an
issue and I used those words – I
admit to that.
Always take holiday at month end
periods – the most appropriate
time for me to take my holidays;

Ok
We have spent a lot of time
looking at creditors – do you
believe that the actions you took
were taken with ther approval of
Corporate
Believe so – not aware of any
negative comment
Enjoyed the confidence of
corporate
Absolutely…only thing that kept
me there…
Thank you…
Clare Wade Tuesday
Phil Underwood
(tuesday/wednesday)
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AL
Rich Neill (Friday)

Tuesday 6th November 2007

Re – x
Approach to the completion of
accounts – 2/419.
Why was it you make it clear that
you are happy to discuss any
issues re the accounts
Not ing to be hidden – important
to show there is no smoke and
mirrors - open and above board.
2/461 – What was your view as to
the approach of the reexamination of the figures
Dekker’s position always
impressed on me - is to get the
figures right.
I want them to tell me everything
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they felt was material. Again may
not be material for MAC – but
may be material for MALUK.

AL

CHAIRMAN

So we’d sign and that would go to
Dekker or Neill – that process is
effectively Bill198
In Canada
Yes
How would see a likely issue
arising
From division – an ET claim for
example – time to put hand up
and say – its time to be aware of
this
So speak to division to decide
whether it’s a matter of
materiality
Yes. – Quite a hands on approach.
So it’s a question of whether a UK
issue or would need to be
reflected on by MAC
Yes
3/918
3/929
What was you attitude regarding
getting accounts sent on time
Strict – as we saw yesterday – he
referred to an issue yesterday
dealing with deadlines – because I
was becoming exasperated.
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It resulted in our parent not
getting the full picture of our
financial position

AL

CHAIRMAN

Arrangements to keep bonuses
secret.
4/1287 – you email sent to a
number of people – info about
bonuses
Yes
4/1285 and 4/1284 – bottom
email
Both from Cpet – BL. Were they
sent to a number of people
No – sent only to BL
Does the second email refer to a
discussion
Yes it does
4/1284 – 3rd email only sent to C
pet
Yes
Next communication - 4/1286-7
4/1284 – sent under separate
email.
My understanding is email from
BL to Cpet – next email at 10.14 –
at 4/1286 (at bottom)
Yes
My question – prior to C pet being
in contact with you at 10.14 had
BL been in contact with anyone
else
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CHAIRMAN

No
After Cpet has sent the info to
you – despite opening line of BL’s
letter.
Some 7 mins later 10.21 BL to PU
4/1286 – next email SS – Cpet
4/1284 – and have at the top an
email BL – SS 10.29
4/1286 – top two email BL 10.49
and 10.46
Prior to Cpet being in contact with
you, had BL been in contact with
anyone else?
Not that I’m aware of
Itv was suggested to you that the
reason why not to be discussed
was sent to you – was BL wanted
to be discrete
In your evidence when asked –
you believed that there had been
some discussions and that BL
realized that u had got wind of it –
and then sent emails at 1284 to
cover his tracks.
Now looking at it there appears to
have been an email.
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AL

CHAIRMAN
Were there any discussions or
was it just the email

Don’t recall =- CPet sat very close
to me. Don’t recall the
discussions – just the email traffic.
Probably at this time of year it
would be unlikely that I would
have been in Bristol.
Wherever you were you close to a
computer
Yes
Responded within 9 mins
You sit very close to her in the
office – but unlikely that sat in
office – but you do have access to
computer
Yes
Did you know that they were
corresponding on email about this
issue
I didn’t know specifically – but the
email does refer to it
8/3006 – Phil A Underwood.
Cast eye over the exit interview
3/3007 an last 2 paras on 8/3008
Does it surprise you that Mr
Underwood knew of the bonus
issued
No at all no
What does that say re BL’s story
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AL
that he was just being discrete –
fact that he had been promising
employees the bonus before it
was due?

CHAIRMAN

Its inconsistent isn’t it
6/2252 – email at 07.53 – the
email saying – “The Policy
remains”
Now turn to 6/2278-9
You picked up the vocabulary of
policy from BL.
Look at lower email in the chain…
Look at BL’s reply to that – upper
email on the page
Then send the key email 6/2278 –
what policy are you referring to
You don’t need to ask that…
It was frequently put to you –
Policy that creditors only paid
when screaming blue murder –
banging on the door.
Where does that come from?
6/2279 losing sales in
Bournemouth?
I was wrong – can’t get goods cos
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can’t get the cash – in fact I was
wrong we had not lost any sales.

AL

CHAIRMAN

But what I was saying was that – if
you haven’t got the cash, you
haven’t got the cash…that was my
point.
In regard to the evidence you
have given – irrelevant to
Bournemouth – had you received
an email regarding the
background of the issue
Yes – contact from Nigel Jones –
he told me that had not lost any
work
I recall seeing an email from
Robinson and Jones on this issue
3/1045 – looking at the second
email down – what were the circs
at the time?
Don’t dispute these funds – saying
that Canada would come and raid
us for these funds – this rather
upset PU
Not a team view
Did the financial circs continue
throughout?
Didn’t continue for very long –
probably into early 2006. Cyclical
– times when you have more/less
money
Never once receive a court
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summons for failure to pay
money…

AL

CHAIRMAN

Re: longevity – 2 to 3 months –
very difficult for me to recall.
The intense pressure – Autumn
2005 to early 2006
Yes although differing levels of
intensity- for eg – end of 2005 –
quite good bank balance
Was the Airbus project subject to
delays?
We were heavily involed in the
A380 work – this was famously
delayed
Once market place realized that
18 months out of synch. What
was the effect on satellite
suppliers.
There was an aircraft A300 – very
old.
Basically the understanding was –
given that cancelled – the
understanding would be that
Airbus would settle with us.
In terms of market place
expectation – and the detailed
terms and conditions on the
contract
****************Suppliers
would deliver directly into Airbus
– Strict terms of business – there
was custom and practice which
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overrode that. Everyone
understood it
*****************

AL

6/2195 In terms of the reality of
whether creditors were or were
not paid…
Up to date July, make headway…
Does this fit with your own
understanding
Absolutely – had carried out the
weekly cash flow – this fits in
perfectly that early Sept 2006 –
clearly not insolvent
Insolvency -No reasonable
prospect of avoiding insolvent
liquidation…
Was there ever a time when there
was no reasonable prospect
Absolutely not – I watched the
situation very carefully. I knew
very well what I had to do…
We also had an understanding
parent co. which was willing to
fund the situation as needed
In regard to these suggestions reinsolvency…
2/513-4
We see the E&Y sign off the
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AL
audited account.

CHAIRMAN

Have they signed off for every
year
Yes that have
Accounts for 2005 delayed – why
were they delayed
As soon as BL raised his potential
whistleblowing concerns E&Y put
the blocks on signing off the
accounts.
Said we and they needed to be
happy that there were not any
issues
Reference also made in xx that
there was a column headed
overdue in the daily cash sheets
Yes
If not paid in 60 days – but an
agreement had been made – that
would be delayed.
Would that creditor have still
been included in the overdue
Yes – system not clever enough
It would have required manual
alteration
Yes
4/1176a – bottom paragraph…
What do understand BL to be
saying
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He is trying to dismiss the
rumours by saying that UK Co
profitable – if off target

AL

CHAIRMAN

ME is a rich man
Yes 542 on the Fords list…
Position re MALUK
Supportive
Internal email – not trying to
dispel emails to the outside
world.
Sent to JB and RN
Henri is questioning bankruptcy
He is saying to RN that be careful
– this issue is hurting us – but the
fact that he has referred to
profitability is key
He is saying there is no substance
to these rumours
Yes
Hence reference to ME being the
richest man in Canada
Yes – some in the worst scenario
to rely upon
5/2046 – shown these notes at
the time?
No in preparation of this case
ME not sending money to MALUK
– JBU says sabre rattling.
In your view was JBU correct
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Yes – simply saying time to cut
the apron strings – stand on own
2 feet.

AL

CHAIRMAN

Dekker never relayed the
sentiment to others
Bottled out for asking for more
money
Nonsense – no reason why I
would bottle it.
Its very open and respectful –
even if I had made an error I
would have gone
Note from last time – where else
would I have gone…
Exactly
5/1896-1890 what is reality –
what happened to those debts
They were all paid – not taken to
court – just managing the cash
resources we had at the time.
IN terms of the case being put to
was that this co was verging on
insolvency and at one stage –
wrongful trading..
8/3106 – turn to last page
3109 -4th paragraph
Question to you is this…what does
that tell you if anything about Mr
Little’s view about whether the
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AL
company is insolvent

CHAIRMAN

Not an appropriate question
The question should not be asked
Does the content of that letter
surprise you?
Not seen this letter before.
But not at all
Another but related topic – the
reasons given by BL given to the
payment issues 6/2130

What was BL trying to get at –
what would the business get from
it?
Better relationship with the
suppliers
6/2269 – what was the rationale?
At the time my view was that this
was just BL getting the dispute
dealt with his way.
Also a way of undermining me –
put my position in doubt.
There was a history of CFOs going
through the company.
3 in 3 years
At this time – did BL raise with
you anything resembling a
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AL
whistleblowing allegation?

CHAIRMAN

No – he has a very combustible
character – not a respectable or
proper approach.
One final question…
7/2676 – In regard to the
question I just asked – the nature
of the concerns raised at the time
– Dimma to BL.
What think about Dimma says
I’m sorry this is all so leading
What paragraph to read?
Bottom paragraph 2676 and next
paragraph
The question will not help us –
Dimma will give evidence – he is
the best person to ask….

Return from break – 11.39 am

6/2221 – refresh memory –
suggested that you did not reply
to the email and it was
extraordinary.
Yes
Look at the email in context
6/2143.
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CHAIRMAN

Did reply
Seems I did
Bonus paymement – what did you
understand re – the bonus
payments should be paid
I could not understand why he
was so intent on paying them. To
my mind – could not get past the
word – discretionary - there was
no contractual obligation.
He said to them – you’ll be
rewarded for your efforts
You are saying that he did not
want to lose face with the
engineers
Re bonuses – did BL raise with
you – anything of a
whistleblowing allegation
regarding this issue
Absolutely not
4/1394 – Dekker sets out the
process that would apply to
bonuses – does that comply with
your understanding
This document does not arise out
of cross examination – and is a
leading question
What was your understanding
A CEO discretionary basis – did
not have a CEO…
It was his decision as to whether
to grant a bonuses – he had to
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AL

CHAIRMAN
use discretion in relation to it

Yes he’d refer to the
compensation committee – but it
was his discretion –not the
Claimant’s
In terms of debates – were those
issues only that BL was raising or
management raising generally
We were all aware of the
situation – but the only difference
of opinion / dissenting voice was
the Claimant’s
Relationship with other members
of staff – lacking in objectivity.
4/1259 – relationship with John
Dekker?
My line manager
Does this allegation contain that
not supporting PU
I felt that I was giving PU the
support he needed.
4/1276 – “…I would positively
encourage you to do so…”
What is your take on this
He’s now given up on my line
manager – and is now taking up
with RN in an attempt to get me
fired.
Did BL speak to those below you
about your performance?
Yes he did
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AL
4/1355-6 – your take?

Cl is suggesting that I was
responsible for making Cpet leave
– but this simply was not fair –
she had always been looking for
another job
BL’s conduct towards other
employees
Totally unacceptable –well known
by my direct reports that the Cl
was trying to get rid of me.
Discredit me and remove me –
made my position very, very
difficult. PU and senior team in
UK and Canada gave me the
confidence to continue.
In terms of co. positions and
hierarchy – BL was CEO at
Mayflower – but tell Tribunal who
was CEO of MALUK
Wasn’t one – when I was
appointed ot was the 3 of us. PU,
BL and me, with PU carrying out
the bulk of the business, BL
carrying out engineering – which
accounted for about 10% of the
turnover
Why considered appropriate to
remove BL as a director
He wasn’t an employee anymore
– it was perfectly normal for an
ex-employee to cease carrying out
the duties of a director
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Taking away voice?

Not at all – complete opposite –
we made absolutely every avenue
op[en to him
A very full investigation by PWC –
who paid for it
MAC – a matter of public record
Alleged PDs made to you.
1/20 – 4th PD - refers to 6/2123
Did you understand that email to
be raising to you anything relating
to a whistleblowing allegation or
concern
Absolutely not – a difference of
opinion
Para 40 – 6/2339 (13th PD)
understand tthat a wb complaint
No
1/26
4/1413 – WB concerns – breaches
of legal duties?
Absolutely not
1/27 para 54 – 17th PD – tell
tribunal what you wish to say
about this allegation.

Don’t recall this conversation at
all – alleged to have occurred re17th August – conversation – Cl
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say occurred on 18th August.

AL

CHAIRMAN

I don’t recall this at all.
In any case - £60K would not have
been a material matter for the UK
accounts
Was anything you did in any way
affected by some belief you had
that BL was raising a
whistleblowing concern?
No not at all.
*************WRONG
TEST*******************

Wing (RIGHT)
Described the Cl’s attitude – did it
get worse over a period of time Yes it did – catalyst – when I was
appointed to the board Jan 06 –
built up and because refused to
tow his line
Was it personal or professional
It most certainly was professionsl
– questioning my technical ability
– but personal aswell – my
personal attributes – the way I
treated people –lackadaisal.
Both
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CHAIRMAN
A senior person – would you
noramally be expected to take
such stresses and strains.

Experience of 10 years – different
cultures – but never been treated
to such unprofessional and
disrespectful treatment
Why did not escalate this in a
formal way to Canada – obliging
them to deal with it
BL was senior – you deal with it in
a different way – to Dekker –
openly and freely to Butyniec – it
was a senior person.
Also felt that it would not help
things – there was no point.
Only when things come to a head
on 15th that need to deal with
things – sat back long enough –
and now need to force hand?
WING (Right)
Auditors – Jan / Feb 2006 –
included the period in 2005 – did
auditors raise any concerns about
it
No – and when the issues were
raised – the investigated it again –
it was a going concern…satisfied
themselves – no issue re: solvency
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business going forward

AL

CHAIRMAN

Audit close meeting – is that
where give their view
Yes – this is what we have found –
these are our concerns – need to
do x,y and z
And Cl; present via video link
Yes

Chair
You worked at Filton. Open plan
office
Yes – share an office with CPet,
CW and PP – and open office
outside that
Where Cl
Next door
Had the relationship descended –
no good mornings
Yes
Obvious to you
Yes – spoke to Dekker – If I had to
report to the Claimant – I’d not
take the job – this was before
started permanently…
Were there occasions when you
were able to hold a civil
conversation – or was it always
difficult
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No – there were occasions but
9/10 if we could not agree – then
I’d just be told where to go – or
that I simply did not understand.

AL

CHAIRMAN

One example – allocation of an
individual’s costs between
different divisions…
I didn’t get it…he just stormed off
He tried to explain it to you
We had a discussion – I put my
side.
His response was
To F off basically
Use of the language itself
Yes
When?
March/April time 2006
Arising out of that…
You have just told us March/April
2006 – f off.
Was that the first time he told you
to F off
Probably only time told me – but
often used language – I could not
give another example – I became
resigned to it
What if anything was particular
regarding the email you received
telling you to f off
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The language, the arrogance –
took it to another level – more
ability than you can understand.
That was bothersome – to have
that directed at you personally in
writing was entirely unacceptable.
Although had it verbally before, to
have it in writing – different you
can stop and think about it – not a
knee jerk reaction – takes it to a
different level.

AL

CHAIRMAN

Anything else – Thank you Mr
Smith.
May I call CW
Am I released – you are but we
may need to recall you

CW XinC

Swears in

Full name and address
Clare Wade, Westerly Road
Cleavdon, Somerset
Take time – can you tell tribunal
what was the period you worked
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AL
End Feb 06 – through to early jan
07

What was your job
Head office accountant
Who did you report to
SS
Can you recollect the
circumstances that applied when
you were appointed
Phone call from SS in 06 asking
what I was doing – had not been
working for a while. Said that I
was looking for work he invited
me to an interview – forwarded
my CV

And who would you be working
with most closely
SS, Corrie Prinsloo (accounting
work engineering division) PU and
BL
Any dealing was PP and CPet
I was effectively replacing CPet.
And PP yeah I would have had
some contact – dealt with finance
people in each division
In terms of the fact that working
with BL – =nature of BL and
others that he worked with?
What were his views on them?
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WITNESS
I was aware that there were
issues between SS and BL clear
from the start. You could tell –
but I felt that it did not affect me
personally – just got on with it.

AL

CHAIRMAN

Anyone could have a run in with
Brian he was tempestuous, but
would be unfair too say that I had
a lot of run-ins with him
SS
He said to me why would you
want to work with him – 3 other
people had left because of him.
But things had shifted at that
point
In what way
Up to July could stay out of it.
After that – I was getting pulled in
and did not want to get pulled in.
I felt that I was being
manipulated. Things had changed
When raised theser issues – 3
people had left
Upset me I did not like it –
unnecessary. Not professional –
possibly trying to undermine
Shawn and made me feel
uncomfortable
Up to July and even after the
holiday
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AL
Concentrating August 2006 – did
you form a view about where
work

CHAIRMAN

Decided that I was going to leave
Factors?
Travelling definitely – but als the
fact that felt I was being
manipulated
By whom
BL in a sense – and felt that
pushed one way or another
Sides
Didn;’t want to – why bring others
into it – it did not make for a good
working situation
Did you discuss with anybody
Told SS that I was definitely going
to go – but that I could be flexible
– I did not have a job to go to
For the above reasons
Yes
Upset
Yes – I was upset that I should be
in that position
Visibly upset
Yes
We know that you had that
conversation – you stayed a bit
after.
Why stay on a bit after
Because unprofessional and
unfair to just leave – had 3
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months notice – would not leave
them without head office
accountant

AL

CHAIRMAN

1/261 – 19th October.
Why decided to leave MALUK
Because of the traveling – that
was the official line – and I did not
want BL’s name to be mentioned
By time resigned CL had left?
Yes
Told SS that you wanted to go
before that
Yes
6/2356 – 17th September.
Refresh memory
How did it make you feel
receiving that communication
Upset to get this – confirmed
what I felt – asked to take sides –
was being drawn further and
further inton the issue. Think that
BL should be gone by then – this
was after he had told SS to F off.
Would have expected him to not
be communicating with anyone in
the company
Lose his job?
I would have expected him to
have been sacked – and now I was
being drawn further into the issue
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CHAIRMAN

6/2356 –
Fact that copied it to RN – might
as well have copied it to god. It
was upsetting that BL did that.
6/2364 – why send it to SS?
SS Not copied in – did not know
what to do – where do I go with
this. Very upset – probably crying
– I did cry that day
And indicated earlier that aware
of the f off email by this time
No she has not

Yes/no – email she felt that Cl
should have been gone because
he had
Issue of clarification
My understanding…

Please sir forgive my interruption
– ask when heard about this email
We know that you received the
email ON 17TH Sept 18.48 –
6/2365 – yes/no.
At time received did you know re
the fuck off comment?
I believe so – yes
You were upset to get email
on2365 – confirmed what I felt –
drawn further and further into
the situation. I felt he should
have been gone by then – after
told SS to fuck off – I expected
him to have been sacked and
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Just in that regard – do you
recollect – how it was you learned
about the f-off email.

SS said to me – you won’t believe
what’s happened – I thought he
was joking – I did not think
anyone would put something like
that in an email – thought oh my
god – surely he’ll get the sack now
SS’s evidence – if he does not get
the sack for this – there is no
hope for the company
Yes – that does ring a bell.

LUNCH – return at 14.05

Ms Wade – we spoke earlier re
the relationship between Mr
Smith and BL. Any view from CPet
Hand-over period – she did
indicate that she did not get on
with SS. PP did not say did not
get on with SS – but did say that
he disagreed with various issues
The relationship between PP BL
are SS
They were of the same view – if
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WITNESS
you asked I would say they were
on the same side

AL

Witness anything regarding
formally battering the other
SS said that he had raised issues
in Canada – but don’t know if
anything formal
Yes – no email – when saw that
Monday morning
Email that SS sent - upset – 18th
September – did you see anyone
else
Call from MW – on the call I was
upset – she said go home – I said I
had work to do.But she said go
and I did
How long away from work
Don’t know – wed/thursday
6/2364 – after yes/no email.
Suggest to SS that when wrote
saying don’t know what to say –
you were asking SS what to say
No – the suggestion was that SS
said did not need to respond
In regard to that can you help the
tribunal
I was forwarding it - after having
spoken to him in tears – don’t
know what to say – was part of
my exasperation,
He did not say one way or the
other – regarding whether I
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AL

CHAIRMAN

should reply
7/2723 – if we could look at 3rd
indent at bottom
Please do not – M Lynch has here
a witness who has not given a
statement – he may ask nonleading Claimant – if say this is
what the Claimant says – do you
agree or disagree- that is
somewhat a leading question.
I agree. I think you have to ask the
questions – rather than going to a
document and asking if you
agree…
Did you see BL in the summer of
2006 re cashflow and making
salary payments
I did – SS had been on holiday for
a day or 2. I had to see BL – salary
was out on Friday - and I did not
think we had enough.
BL was the most senior person.
5/1928 – tell Tribunal – sending
and drafting of the material
Sent day of the daily cash balance
– Corrie drew it up, she would
have alerted me – when we
looked at it - it looked as if we
would not have enough money.
Spoke to BL he said speak to Steve
to ask – currently insufficient
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funds – BL asked that I out in that
insufficient funds to meet payrolll

AL

Who asked
BL
Was that unusual for BL
Unfair to say just BL – he had
asked others – but I would not do
it myself
BL asked you to send it
Yes
Final matter – 7/2762 – letter BL
sent to you.
Tell tribunal – where were you
when he called you
Home
Did he have home phone number
I had not given it to him. I had a
call that day from Cpet – and I
said that I did not want him to
talk to me.
When he called – he said that he
had tried 37 different numbers
before he got to mine
How did that make you feel
Said wouldn’t speak to him – but
said call back. He did I was not
happy – but I wanted to be fair to
him
Did you expect to receive a doc
like this
No
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AL
Did you feel like responding

CHAIRMAN

Did not want to respond to any of
it
Is this a complete account
Same point again – he should ask
her – and then take her to the
document – not simply say is that
full account -its just leading
With the greatest of respect –
this is a letter where BL sets out a
conversation- - the question is
that a complete account cannot
be leading – or unfair
In tha case why not simply ask
what did you say – what did she
say
This is a different approach.
My experience- more weight is
attached if asked her first
In terms of the conversation with
BL – can you recollect any
discussion you had with BL re
involvement in this dispute
Just tell us what was discussed.
What converstion about?
Rang back second time – gave him
time slot – he apologized for
being later cos he had been
speaking to his minister – and he
did thank me for taking time –
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to talk.

AL

CHAIRMAN

Mentioned 37 numbers- -wanted
to know if I was aware of what
was happening – aware if it was
now a whistleblowing case – not
just unfair dismissal – it was going
to be very big and was going to be
the UK’s ENRON.
Again re-iterated the fact that I
did not want to get involved – a
case to answer professionally
even after the case
What mean by that
Words actually used
He just said - a case to answer
professionally
You assumed that was a reference
to you
Yes
He did not say that in terms
No.
He said that he heard that I felt
responsible for him being sacked
– because of the yes/no email – I
agreed that I did feel responsible.
He told me that that wasn’t the
case and that he did not hold me
responsible.
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He tried to confirm whether I had
had ever been upset by hi9m and
whether I had ever made me cry.

AL

CHAIRMAN

I told him that he had not
Was that the truth
Yes – there were things he had
done which had upset me but he
never directly made me cry
How long was the conversation?
10 - 15mins
In regard to professional concerns
– Did BL explain who would be
pursuing professional concerns
No, don’t think he did – did feel
that that was what he was saying
At end of conversation how did
you feel
Upset – it did upset me – last few
days about to leave and I’m still
involved in this battle. I told Brian
and Magellan that I did not want
to be involved
Can say how grateful R is that you
have given evidence.
Why did you not provide a
witness statement
I did not want to be involved
I’ve got questions on the
documents what do you want me
to do?
Ask now
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AL

CHAIRMAN
You received the letter 7/2762 on
9th Jan – did you read it

Yes
Reaction
Made clear that did not want to
be involved- and now still
involved – it was spin on what
HAD OCCURRED – THERE WERE
THINGS that were true and things
spin
Which bits economic with the
actuality
Its not that economical with the
truth – there are omissions – can’t
say that any of it is not true…
Para 3 – I’m also re-assured that –
what understand by that
He’d not made me cry directly –
just summarising or trying to
summarise what had been said Say not complete
Not mention whistleblowing etc
Say that he did not directly make
you cry – did things he did make
you cry

XX of Clare Wade
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AL

CHAIRMAN

Sir have you had the opportunity
to read PU’s statement

Read again
2762 -sugest to you as you said
when recall the situation – BL had
heard that you felt responsible –
he said in the conversation that
he did not hold you responsible –
that’s why helpful
Yes I can accept that
Minister of religion?
Would not find surprising
Not a verbatim note – mentioned
whistleblowing – because would
involve ethics and accountancy –
accept that
Yes
Mentioning that was not at all a
threat to you
Accept that but at the time – felt
slightly threatened
If going to send email – also send
to RN – but the choice is up to
you.
A letter to make it plain – make
contact with you in as gentle a
manner as possible
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Not really – I’d said that I did not
want to talk to him – get an email
and then letter in post – it was
still contact even if gentle

AL

But was gentle
Made clear throughout that you
do not want to take sides – both
re hear and the management
issue in the notes
Yes
5/1896 – cashflow p[rojection.
See printout date – bottom left
hand corner see date…MALUK
210706
Yes
This is your work
Yes
Product of other divisions work
sent to you
Yes
Consolidate
Yes
Updated weekly
Yes
Sent to corporate
Yes
To whom
Don’t know – sent to a central
mailbox – by I think top
management
The gods
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AL

Yes
5/1897 – 1900 – thes docs also
form part of the same document
sent weekly
Yes
Also sent to Canada
Yes
5/1901 – same run?
Part of head-office – one of these
for each division tha roles up into
the consolidated paperwork
Primary contact with people in
the finance teams
Yes
Suggest did not have a great deal
of contact with BL
Not have a lot of contact, but I
would have had contact with him
Mr Smith and Mr Underwood –
both on holiday week
commencing 24th July 2006 –
which meant that only director
located in UK was BL Yes
th

On 26 July – you received an
email from CP’loo 5/1928
Yes
You received it – looked at it and
it revealed to you that insufficient
funds to make payroll
Not quite – had seen this before
published
When saw this you were alarmed
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WITNESS

AL

Yes
Why
Because could not make payroll
This was unforeseen
Had not seen coming
SS had not forewarned you before
going on holiday
No
Went in to see BL as most senior
bod Yes
Right to say – you were somewhat
anxious a bit distraught
Yes
Vital to make payroll
Absolutely
You could then estimate how
much money needed for that
week
Yes
£500k
Yes
Also able to estimate that not just
that week but also further
problems after that
No not technically correct. Spoke
to Brian – he was concerned
about paying trade creditors.
I was worried about payroll (not
that Brian wasn’t)
Did you estimate that £1m was
required for next week
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No – not my estimate

AL

He asked for 500k immediately
Yes
And a further 500k
Yes
Needed to formalize that day a
request for funds
Yes
He said Groot
Yes
He indicated that he would
discuss with Dekker that evening
to reinforce your position
Yes
These issues normally made by SS
Yes
One of the reasons concerned – it
suggested if going to run out of
money – the company would be
trading within several hundreds of
pounds of technical insolvency
Not a concern – if short – we ask
Canada. Not first time ask for
money
My concern was that we make
sure we get in tye bank before
payroll
Groot 500k sent and cleared for
the Payroll
Yes
And cleared in time
Yes
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AL

Now come the middle of August –
there was another occasion when
you had contact with BL
Yes
Now Mr Little came into the
finance office – 17th August and
he came in to hand you
documents relating to his
expenses
Possibly
SS on telephone – handed you the
docs and asked you question re
the payroll issue
Conv 17th August after SS comes
back regarding the problems
He definitely recalls a
conversation when he was
crounched next to you
BL asked you if you had spoken to
SS about the payroll issue since
his return from holiday
Yes
You told him – not much point –
because overheard comments on
phone to Groot correct?
Yes
Should have taken more risk at
the time
That was my interpretation
Don’t suppose you felt like taking
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WITNESS

AL

No
Took the docs and BL suggested
that you return the docs that
afternoon.
He revisited the issue – couldn’t
quite believe what you had said.
Yes
Said that MALUK needed 500k to
sort out unauthorized overdraft
(WRONG - NOT CHALLENGED)

No – because we were quite
flushed with money

You were asked to produce a
spreadsheet with figure re how
much from Canada and what the
cash looked like
Yes – money received from
Canada –and reproduce the
spread sheet we looked at when
we had the cash issue
5/2032 – over the page – that’s
the funds from Canada
Yes
5/2034 – cash position from July
Yes
5/2064 – this is the daily cash
balance for 22nd August – you will
se that the available cash was
£903
Yes
th

5/2062 – SS writes to PU on 18
as you can see from this – as we
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payroll

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Yes
6/2138 – 10th September
If look at the second half – a long
email regarding daily cash
balances – above that email – BL –
you
Had discussion with SS re trade
creditors – and when he does you
will know why
Yes
This is the debate about what to
do with trade creditors when the
company has a bit of cash
He is forewarning you
Yes
Doc 2356 – yes/no document.
If we look at it I’ve been a bit
unfair. Because I have asked you
a bunch of questions that really
derive from this emai.
So you would say that 90 - 95% is
correct
Yes – the point is the bits that
aren’t
Need to look at the email 1 – 6
whether accurate or not…
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CHAIRMAN
Any that you disagrees with

1 – not true the first one.
The first one that disagree with you estimated that 1m would be
needed in the next few weeks
Yes
Next one – several hundred
pounds
Yes disagreed with that
Dealt with 1/2 now look at 3
I agree with 3
4
I agree with 4
5
I agree with 5
6
6 no – he did not simply say that –
it was my take. £40,000 - If had
released less would not have
needed the money
In terms of more risk – that was
your take on what overhead SS
say to Groot
Yes
Went on to tell me what actually
heard
Him saying – things would have
been managed differently
You were explaining why could
not have taken more risk
If I had not released more
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cheques – we would not have
needed the money. I was
overcautious if SS had been there
things different

AL

CHAIRMAN

You just said if had been more
cautious – then would not have
released so many cheques –
would not have needed the
money?
Said it to me separately – and also
overheard him with Groot
Can I have a couple of minutes
Yes
4.00
Yes
Not going to get to PU

4.05
In regard to the letter sent in Jan
07 – letter sent after tracking
down 37 phone numbers
At time did you feel that gentle
No
How feel threatened
Too strong a word – I did feel he
was trying to intimidate me
Contact with BL?
On average a couple of times a
week – at very least to ask him to
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WITNESS
sign cheques

AL

CHAIRMAN

Different sets of docs…
Was payroll met
Yes
Was that always the case
Yes
6/2138 – BL – SS, and one from BL
– you.
To SS – 6/21243-4
Did SS respond to that email
??
I’ll move on
6/2356.
If we move on to 2 – qualified
accountant
Yes
2nd half of number 2
Already given that answer to that
question
Concerned about payroll not
insolvency
3.

How much asked Groot
for?

£500k
He gave what you asked for
Yes
Produced spreadsheet – whose
idea –
I drew up first part – because I
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wanted to know what position we
were in - it lists the dates and
cash balance showed

AL

CHAIRMAN

Doc
5/2035
That’s the one
Was Mr Little involved in the idea
of producing this doc.
I produced 1st draft – he asked me
to put in the bank balance…
Your evidence was that you got
the £500k
You need to be very careful…
Read q. No5
What was the purpose of the
further 500k
There was no purpose – that’s
what he indicated to me – but I
didn’t feel the need for a further
500k – I agree that he indicated to
me
Getting email
Exasperated that being asked to
answer these questions – I wasn’t
happy
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AL

CHAIRMAN

Wednesday 7th Nov

Phil Underwood

Principal Statement para 28.
Any comments
Yes it was the preceding week
4th September – or a day that
preceding week
A day
Subject to that – do you have the
two statements – are you familiar
with their content
Yes
True
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AL

CHAIRMAN

Yes
Supplementary statement has not
been signed – please sign it.
Yes
Documents. Para 17 of PU’s
statement 3/790-791 (Keith
Baigent)
We know that you spoke to Mr
Baigent about this – how did he
feel
Can see that from the letter – he
didn’t like the fact that he was
being shouted at, sworn at and
bullied – I took the decision to
rescind the grievance
Grievance or warning
Request that have a grievance
hearing
Result
Baigent agreed that he would
withdraw his grievance
Why?
Because I apologized and
explained the situation
What happened to the formal
warning
I never saw any formal warning Was it removed
I can’t remember
It would have been removed in
return for dropping the grievance
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AL
Discussed the issue

I agreed to hold the grievance
hearing because one was clearly
needed
What think of the substance of
the grievance?
I apologized on behalf of the
company
3/1060-1060
Could you explain to the tribunal
what was your concern?
Bombardier – would meet – 2nd to
last paragraph.
Why were we suddenly pushing a
competitor?
Why have you pushed N’ Ireland
manufacturing.
Basically I thought the answer
given (3/1061) was satisfactory –
so wasn’t going to take any
further
BL’s response – what did you take
exception to?
I think shouting is unacceptable –
especially in emails. Anything in
capital letters is a form of
shouting and a form of verbal
abuse…
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WITNESS
I replied saying I objected to
verbal abuse

AL

CHAIRMAN

Why refer to MW?
Human resources – she needed to
know
Paras 26-30 of witness statement
5/2017 – top email – (turn off like
a tap email)
6/2141 – see same document, but
turn back a page 6/2140
Can you identify the email
6/2141
Your view
Not happy – complaints being
orchestrated and I was being
undermined – Terry opened the
meeting by apologizing saying
that not how he would normally
conduct business – but that BL
had contacted him and asked him
to write the letter
Do you have any experience of
MR Little…
Did it ever occur before?
There was a later issue that week
Prior to this
I was not aware of any…
Para 39 of the statement…
Very familiar with 1045
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**********Had been in a senior
management meeting where I
had been told – no more cash to
the UK.**************

AL

Came back to an email from CPet
– saying need to release further
cash to creditors…
Empty our bank accounts….
Forwarded it to Brian – saying BL
do you agree…?
He wrote back saying no longer in
cash loop and delegated authority
to me and SS.
The matter was handed over to
me and SS.
Just wanted to put in context
Cycles of payment
In the industry – and the
information is available from D&B
–average payments in the
industry is to pay creditors 17
days overtime.
Nowadays – 15 days overtime.
We are paying creditors better
than average – although not to
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WITNESS

AL

terms.
We are better over the last 12
months – better than average
And customer expectations
SS referred to an email – we
normally pay you each week –
now every other week.
Its something we just have to deal
with
Hence why have to be cautious
with our cash…
6/2216 – move on
Para 47 – 6/2250 – email above
‘you are inept’
You replied to the one above it
Call a board meeting.
In regard to the ‘inept’ email –
you received the email – then
realized that not been sent to BL
He told me
Did you discuss that email with SS
No – it had not been sent to SS –
things were rather snow-balling –
it would just have made things
worse.
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WITNESS
I was not very impressed as I said
in my statement

AL

CHAIRMAN

Conduct re – Stocker – para 51
W/S – if we could move first
Vols 5&6
5/2075 We have read this document
How important is Airbus to
Magellan
80% of our business – significant
6/2149-50
Looking at draft reply – the
tribunal will recollect that many
faces…in terms of BL’s position –
what was the significance of
middle paragraph 6/2151
This was a draft that I hadn’t seen
– to the actual version we did
send.
I saw the final letter –
Regarding this paragraph – he’s
basically saying that BL the main
point of contact in this area…
6/2291-2 – whose notes are these
My notes at a meeting
Explain what these are note of
This was the Airbus vandersteen –
main point of contact 15thSept.
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AL

Asked me to attend meeting. I
had already seen the email traffic
between SS and BL
Vandersteen wanted to talk
through the topics at the top.
A380 will slip again – trying to
understand why I’m there – then
he got really agitated. I accept
that he is personally a difficult
customer
He really went off on one – he
had not had a response to the
letter
He said that he was fucked off
Normal language
No
He was majorily upset with BL
Telling him what to do
BL had written a letter from
Airbus to complain..?
This was on the Friday – I was
gob-smacked –
He said that he wanted a
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AL

CHAIRMAN

response
He had ripped up BL’s letter and
written his own
I had to deal with the
situation…got in contact with JBU
Issue regarding to only wanting to
deal with one person…
Knew that BL wanted to be CEO
Steve said fucked off once – he
was really unhappy with the
relationship[
Your response
I was amazed – had no idea that
BL had been drafting letters for
the customer – relationships can
be close – they should not be that
close
So – the notes on 6/2292 – top of
page – Shawn and what
Shawn and cash threat to resign –
fuck off – I had already sent off
the email dealing with F-off -now
needed to send another one
Soon as I got back to the office –
wrote these notes – the issues I
needed to speak to JBU about.
In regard to JBU – 6/2293 – top
email that involves both the fuck
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AL
off email and the Vandersteen
meeting

CHAIRMAN

Yes
2/395 – this is an agenda for May
2005…
Item 12 – to what extent would
there be discussion regarding
cash-flow
Cash-flow is very topical –
something that myself and the
Claimant hold very close to our
hearts.
Daily cash-flow, weekly cash flow
Was it in any way unusual
No normal
The weekly cash flow – did you
receive these every week
Always
Who else?
Cash-flow as Clare stayed – a
broad circulation who need to be
aware
Looked earlier – matter of
complaint – handling of Paul
Archer – other references – look
at 3/834-5
Make an observation – most – if
not all are in the witness
statements – they themselves
strayed a very significant distance
than what contained in the ET3 –
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we are about to embark upon a
new instance of bad behavior –
not pleaded, not in any witness
statement – now lobbed in.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

There has already been one that I
did not object to – this is an
extraordinary way that a
Respondent is conducting this
case – this is not in any witness
statement at all
8th day
Email not referred to in any
witness statement – lots of
generalities.
This is simply not fair
Could not disagree more.
We have had the debate as to
whether or not this R is tied to the
specific allegations contained in
the ET3 – contain matters which
illustrated the fracturing of
business relations.
Have not had the judgment – but
may reflect the fact that
impossible to set out precisely all.
And relying on document in an
agreed bundle.
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AL
Nothing extraordinary – in taking
him to a document which relates
to what was Mr Little like?
An agreed bundle

What is the point of witness
statements – of supplementary
statements – its so that the other
side knows the evidence that will
put forward – it allows us to know
what points are being taken –
true – in the bundle – won’t tell
you what document we will rely
upon:
1. ET3 – putting response
2. R’ first round of W/s – we
were never supplied with
paginated supplied with
page references till 1srt
day of hearing
3. At least a compass – leads
to the schedule – we
thought we had lost that
argument – but at least
thought we knew what
the arguments were
This is the 4th bite of the cherry –
this is wrong and entirely contrary
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no forewarning – of introducing
new allegations of misbehavior.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

This is just wrong.
Unless there are any new points.
That should be the end of the
matter – now for you to decide
He’s right we will now discuss it.

Back – 11.33

There comes a time in every case
where enough is enough – where
wish to adduce evidence –
pleadings, witness statement and
supp witness statements…
Long witness statements rom this
statement.
If of significance and importance –
surprised that not in any of these
W/s – ensure that effective case
management – so that justice can
be done,
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Very well. Not go to more
documents
Clear from docs that a different
view existed between you and BL
re SS’s performance – what view
you had re SS
SS – capability of performing the
role – no problem with SS – he
has performed satisfactorily.
Cl did declare that he is not happy
– my view is that SS is doing an OK
job.
Not so much capability – but not
doing what he was told by CL –
really a difference regarding how
to treat creditors – which was
supported by ther management
team
SS was talking the correct
approach – I understood BL’s view
– the situation was we were
following the correct procedures.
Point was that SS was following a
correct policy – endorsed by the
majority of the Directors.
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allegations at this late juncture

AST

WITNESS
Back in 2005 – Cl said out of that
loop – delegated responsibility

AL

CHAIRMAN

Well aware of BL’s view – nobody
else agreed with the Cl.
More of a clash – able to pick up
the drift of what was going on –
BL was not happy that I did not
support his view.
He made that clear.
Will recollect – email – CP leaving
because of SS – you sent email
saying not true.
4/1355-6
I had forgotten this…
Why was it that sent your view to
JD?
Financial and JD is Head of
financial for corporation.
At this stage she was already
looking for a job – and the timing
didn ‘t add up for me – I didn’t
agree with what SS said
PDs were made to you
If the Whistleblowing in ET1 – I
don’t understand why doing this
now
You did this with the other
matters
Did Mr Little raise to you anything
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AL
that you thought was a
whistleblowing protected
disclosure

No – never used the term…and
was surprised later when he said
he was now raising these issues

XX of PU

4/1356 – can see your email
saying don’t blame ss for CPet
leaving
Saying don’t worry – MW will do
the exit interview – had nothing
to do with Shawn – before there
had been an exit interview
Yes
1406 – read this before
No
4/1356 – you were jumping to the
conclusion that this was Brian
gunning for SS It certainly read that way
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You did not take any steps with
Cpet to see if SS was the reason
why SS was the reason

WITNESS

AL

Not at the time
Nor at any other
Dealt with by MW
You did not
No.
Don’t hold much credence in exit
interviews – the position that
Clare was in reported to Shawn.
I didn’t get incvolved
You preferred to act on your
prejudices rather than acting on
the facts
No – not fair – I knew that she
was looking for a job – it looks
staged but it was not
I made an assumption
You would not have sent this –
unless your assumption was that
BL was gunning for SS
Only been in role permanently for
5 mins
I reacted based on the
information I had
You did not however and simply
assume that – you then reported
your assumption to Dekker didn;’t
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WITNESS

AL

Yes – thought it was the right
thing to do
You were reporting to Dekker
because it involed BL not Cpet
No – involved SS
What further developments did
you have in mind
The concern was at that time in
Jan 06 – SS doing that role. Not in
position very long – doing an ok
job.
CPet a difficult person to work
with – no-one liked working with
her - and reading the exit
interview notes – there was
clearly an issue there
Needed time to adjust
What we will see is a series of
occasions where you pass on to
more senior corporate
information which you think is
discreditable to BL.
Did what I thought was right –
when BL did wrong I said it
And to MW
Yes
One view was that you were
building a dossier against BL
That’s a load of rubbish – a
dossier against brian!?
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Quite happy to change dossier to
‘a collation of evidence’

WITNESS

AL

That would be a false impression
3/1060 – BL’s email at the bottom
- …when are you going to get it”.
Wrong to regard capitals as
shouting – sometimes it may be
angry – sometimes it will be
emphasis
No – capitals are derogatory and
shouting
I do not stand for being talked to
like this
Yes
Forward to JBU,
Yes
And MW
Yes
Who is Haydn Martin
My Sales and Business Manager
And in 2006
Employed by BL – employed as
sales and commercial manager
working for Brian.
At all times was he senior to you
or on a par
His role was always junior to me
5/1946 – to you
The Rome burning! Email
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By your definition Mr Martin was
shouting

WITNESS

AL

Correct
Someone senior to him
Addressed to myself and Brian
Shouting to Brian in an email
starting with Phil
Yes he was making a point and
shouting – and we did not have
words
He is addressing you
Yes
You did not send this to HR did
you
No – it was unusual
Not to HR, not to corporate
No
2003 – and Mayflower going into
administration
Everyone was trying to advert
Mayflower going into
administration
Yes
Stressful time
Yes
Emotional;
Yes
BL had to take 6 weeks of work
with high blood pressure and
stress
Don’t know the medical terms –
knew he was off not feeling well
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At time were you told off sick

WITNESS

AL

General understanding
Off with some medical; stress
related complaint
Yes
I’m saying stress and
hypertension – objectivity you
deal with this issue
W/s Cl had abandoned his role I
was left alone
Relayed evidence – not
abandoning
Telling you how it felt
Your response is one that reveals
prejudice against BL
That’s how I felt at time.
Cl worked exceptionally hard to
keep co going – spent more time
with BL than with BL – and believe
me my wife is better looking.
This was how I felt at the time
You worked with BL until 2006 –
emphasized that you felt
abandoned by him at time
Don’t understand
Have you always felt that way.
Did you ever stop feeling that he
had abandoned his role?
At time felt that he had walked
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WITNESS
away from his responsibility – he
could not deal with failure with
his ego – it may have been ego

AL

But when pressure is high – you
don’t walk away

When pressure….

(at this point – BL leaves the room
crying). The Chairman states that
we should break for both
witnesses to compose themselves
- PU is now also crying
We actually break for lunch at
12.30

Return at 1.36 p.m.
Before resume xx 2 points –
through you to Mr U – if at any
point feels distressed – he must
alert you AND BREAK AT THIS
POINT
Mr Little will leave the room but
would prefer the proceedings to
continue in his absence
Mr Underwood I had not finished
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his role in Mayflower – at time
you felt that Cl had abandoned his
role.

WITNESS

AL

If at the time you had considered
that abandoned- did you continue
to feel that up to day
Pretty stressful time – I know that
he did his best to make it a
success – but do still feel that he
walked away from his position
And that is a position u have
despite the fact that hypertension
and stress
We were all stressed
Not with hypertension
Stil feel that walked away from his
responsibilities - still feel that.
But I recommended that the new
purchasers should call him – and
my view was that he would come
back into the business.
We worked together – but now
no longer working for him –
working with him.
WE worked together satisfactorily
You said that it was generally
known that BL off sick
Subsequent to
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WITNESS

AL

At time – encouraged that view
Why did you not believe it
Emotional time – he could not be
associated with a company that
was a failure
He was swinging the lead
Did not say that – telling how felt
– felt abandoned at that
Para 11 – if it was generally
known on sick leave – why did
you not say that to John and Larry
Because it was known after that
time
Not what you said – are you
saying that on holiday
My understanding was he was
abroad at that time
A discreditable piece of
information – and not true
3/757 – lets have a look at what
you write to him on first day back
from sick leave –
You wanted to know what you
were going to be paid – you were
hoping that brian help write
money off
Last line –
Boss and mentor
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Making an appeal to mentor – at
a time when you considered the
Claimant having abandoned the
business

WITNESS

AL

Had always seen him as a mentor
up to insolvency…
Now back in communication
Don’t see wtat your point is
You make a direct criticism – but
contemporartry documents show
no such feeling of abandonment
I felt that he had
You said in w./s that he had – not
that felt
Its how I felt
Would you consider it to be rank
hypocrisy to feel abandoned –
and then call him mentor
Made clear that’s how I felt…
3/842 – we have always stood
side by side when the going gets
tough – is this the language of
someone who feels that he has
been abandonesd
This was 2005 – not going to hold
a grudge – trying to work together
and moving things forward…
And that makes it all the more
evident that your statement is an
attempt to blacken the name if BL
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AST
abandoning Mayflower

WITNESS

AL

For your note – sick-notes 2/569
2/571 and
8 weeks
In fact returned to work 1st
September and the full time on
11th September 2003
Around that time yes
Over the page – para 13 various
discussions – role going to have –
“during these discussions the
Claimant keen to reclaim as much
responsibility as he could for
himself ”
3/757a – this is an email sent to
BL copied to you – attachment at
757b – 21st October 2003 – see
that – proposal for BL
employment
1. BL’s continues current
position – best position;
2. BL – BL best suited after
stabilization if more
limited then make little
sense continuing with
same hours
3. 3 BL is terminated
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AST

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

BL is flexible – he will do what is
right for Magellan
3 weeks after MAC acquired the
assets – quite clear that you are
wrong to say that he was keen to
reclaim as much responsinbility –
doc says the exact opposite
I was referring to a meeting – BL
would come back to a sales and
marketing role – this is written by
pinsents – it was in negotiation
with RN
There are references to you being
involved.
Are you saying you were in a
meeting
My understanding was that’
subsequent meeting BL would go
sales and marketing
Subsequent to what
His return
This is subsequent to return
I understood that BL – sales and
marketing – then he argued his
case IT and engineering
I’m going to suggested to you –
you are unfairly portraying him as
someone who is power hungry
Not way meant to portray – my
discussions – both engineering
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WITNESS
and IT under operations – and
that was my recollection of the
events at the time

AL

When decided to write this
sentence -- -reclaim
What purpose did you have in
mind?
My view was at that time – BL
wanted to come back to his
original position
What purpose
My view
And what purpose to give your
view
This was my statement of events
as they occurred
And why think relevant to the
issues in trib to put that down
Think that clear that at time I was
somewhat disappointed that BL
retained so much responsibility –
return to sales and marketing –
both reporting to RN =- on same
level – then BL – operations
better run by him.
He wanted to have more.
I was disappointed that BL picked
up so much of the responsibility
at the time
Para 9 what was purpose in
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stating that he had abandoned his
position at Mayflower?

WITNESS

AL

This is supposed to be a
statement of events at the time –
this is what happened at time.
Responsibilities of Director and
how the positions changed
thought what was required in the
statement – my background and
move in to my relationship with
the cl
Do you contend that your
statement is comprehensive
Gave it best I could
Just want to know if you were
aspiring to be comprehensive
Yes
Access to all the documents – or
deprived of access to any of the
documents
Deprived from who
Did you have access to all the
documents you wanted?
Majority of the docs – yes
6/2234 – type script of notes.
No where in yiour statement do
you discuss any conversation on
14th September – why is that
Had lots of conversations on 14th..
Can’t see that these conversations
were of significant relevance
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AST
Why did you not mention these
conversations in w/s

WITNESS

AL

I have never said that not in
communication – so much email
bombardment – we were all in
communication with each other
Ok – 5/2046 – these are the typed
up notes of the meeting of 26th
August.
At bottom – Stocker email given
out – had rung him re-delivery
Look at witness statement par 26
on – this is the section you deal
with fact that email re AMS –
evidence in chief – took place in
week before 11th Septemvber
What say in 29 – when arrived –
apologised for email – taken
aback – orchestration.
Claimant had not told me.
About month earlier – BL had
specifically told you that he had
Stocker to send in a letter
At 17th August discussion email of
17th
Discussion of
th

Email was 15 August…
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AST
You go and see Stocker in
September
But Claimant told you on 17th
August that he had told him to
send in letter

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Sequence was – Shows me the
email – then I arrange a meeting
to Stocker – I knew that BL had
spoken to Stocker…
Felt undermined
But Mr Little is saying and his
contemporaneous notes in August
– he TOLD you that he had told
Mr Stocker to send the email
Already had the email – don’t
recall the conversation at all
Terry Stocker was the first peron
that told me that BL had asked
him to send email
Why did not deal with in the
witness statement
Has not asked when first saw
document – when – and if he has
why did not deal in w/s
Seen it before
Not seen it before
In it refers to an assertion that
you were told about Terry Stocker
– write the email – do you
recollect about being informed
about it
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WITNESS
No – read it out and said would
deal with it – BL handed to me
and I said would deal with it

AL

CHAIRMAN

1st realised that Cl had a hand in
the email was when Stocker told
you in September
Correct
Claimant says told you in in
August
No – surprised
Where is your note of the
meeting
in the note book
Why do we not have it
Lots of people in that meeting
Where is you note book?
In my office
In 2004 MALUK acquired Moores
Yes
At that time, BL forwarded to
other directs inc you a
memorandum regarding directors
duties
2/367 – a doc you seen before
May have done – one in my file –
slightly earlier
We know that corporate was
providing money to MALUK from
tiome to time – want to start
story Sept 2005
3/1045 – second one down –
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instruction from Canada

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Must have been aware that result
would be paying creditors later
than contracted for
Yes
You knew that he was always
unhappy
Delegated – wanted to all to be
on same page
But he wasn’t was he
Delegated
Over time Cl made his concerns
more and more clear to you
Prided paying suppliers on time –
wanted to do something that in
the industry was exceptional
Sorry did you say that doing that
allowed the person to get more
favourable terms in other
contracts
Yes
Resulted in abrogating terms with
suppliers
Standard in industry
Suggest that look at chronological
event – they appear not to have
been let in on the secret –
creditors were pressing very hard
Early part of 2006 – a very tough
time
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AST
And summer

WITNESS

AL

Coming out put in 60 more headsand the situation improving
That may be why – but the
creditors did not like the fact that
they were not being paid on time
Just as we don’t like not being
paid on time – but we had to
concentrate on collection as well
as payment
This morning you gave evidence
concerning how good you thought
the payment record of MALUK is –
answered – we are paying better
than industry average – although
not on terms
Last 12 months
Yes
2006 – 2007. A period all of
which is after BL had left Rs
Yes
Having looked at Dun and
Bradstreet is 17 days over terms
And you are better than that
In last 12 months
Middle August average creditor
payments was 90 days
I thought slightly better than that
5/2024 – payables at 90.
Yes
And this was at a time when you
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AST
could not get terms of 60 days –
because creditors upset that you
were not paying debts

WITNESS

AL

The majority would have been on
60 days.
They would have been grumpy
people – but were mostly on 60
days
5/2050 – a number of suppliers
have taken us off 60 days…
Yes
5/2030 – letter to the bank –
must go overdrawn
Just after ME said no more money
Don’t recall that
SS does – is he wrong?
I don’t know
If we needed the cash – then he
would pay it
Don’t go to bank
Is that how you read that – don’t
go to the bank – come to me
Yes
All other avenues – before
allowing to exist
Yes
Certainly not saying that never
needed overdraft – just come to
me
First port of call – ME
Day after saying no more cash
Not my recollection. – I
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AST

WITNESS
remember him saying that a year
before. But not then

AL

Return from break - 1455

5/2062 – bottom email from SS –
BL –
Mr Smith and you were
geographically remote from each
other
yes
Not seen a reply – is that because
there was not one
Don’t recall
5/2064 – daily cash balance – you
saw weekly cashhlow
Would have seen this at the time
Yes
And funds for the weeks were
minus £309k
Yes
6/2107 – daily cash balances sent
out – take a moment to read this
Yes
Understood what BL saying there
– getting more money in
Spoken to shawn – yes
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AST
6/2062 – bottom email – all
purchasing on stop unless can go
on machine

WITNESS

AL

Yes
Restarted asap – why stopped –
just asking for trouble in the next
few weeks
Yes
You did not contribute anything
to that issue – no email from you
no email - no
6/2123 – 1.28 mil – saying – got
money – should be paying out to
creditors
What BL is saying to you – have to
start paying Trade Creditors
That is his point
And if that does not happen resign from MALUK
Appreciate from that saying –
look need to make sure that any
issue of personal liability is
covered
That is his opinion yes
6/2130 Lower email on the holepunch – you say looks ok to you –
don’t see why cannot do this
Agreed to talk to SS on the
Monday
Is this a Saturday email
Yes
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AST
When spoke to SS what did he say

WITNESS

AL

Ran through points in email – said
still need to take a cautious
approach
Paying all at once was risky
Was he averse to taking risks
He is a financial directors CFO and
incharge of cash
Imprudent to start paying all
creditors on time
Essentially what had – D&O cover
21 days to get cover – we’ve been
through tight period – still need to
be cautious – need to rationalise
our position…
JDekker and cash team – agree
with SS – say maximize cash
When had JD and the other in
corporate say maximise cash
position.
At bms – held on Tuesdays REITERATED ON A NUMBER OF
OCCASIONS
w/s 38 – was agreed – calls
When start being told this
The change in our approach –
previous year 05 – but the
approach virtually all the way
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AST

WITNESS
through was to be careful with
our cash…the approach SS taking
with our cash was supported by
the corporate team

AL

2136 – what divides SS and BL –
BL is saying - can’t do sums just
on date invoice is issued – to work
out if overdue – you’ve got to
have some idea as to when
contracts say sums due
SS saying assume 60
Yes
You did not contribute
Said understand position – my
view was they were starting to
make headway
6/2143 – will see debate pursued
that BL’s email – still saying please
release a further 500k.
Yes
6/2148 - and quite right got point
of difference – 1m pull all the
debt through
6/2181 email to you – unless gets
cash dispersed – MAC come to get
it back – did you reply to this
email
Can’t recall – by this stage there
was effectively email
bombardment.
SS explained his position
You say correct – may be in acc
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AST
with instruction from Canada –but
not in accordance with
agreements made with creditors

WITNESS

AL

Had this debate
6/2189. You forwarded to SS.
Can perfectly understand that say
about to sign off £60K for a
purchase.
What I don’t understand is why
forward BL’s email to SS
One view might be that you were
telling SS what BL’s view was
about releasing money
Not what about.
Subject is Daily cash – and I was
concerned about daily cash
requirement
So why send email sent below?
Don’t know- on cash subject
6/2191 – make payments up to
date – what was your view about
that
Don’t know – so many emails
Reason – because there was this
issue as to what to do with these
creditors – you were the 3rd
director
You seem to have been more of a
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spectator than a participant

WITNESS

AL

SS remit for controlling cash flow.
At this stage =- a fundamental
disagreement between two
directors as to what to do
Dekker was the managing director
– in control – he was supporting
SS’s position
I couldn’t see how we were
breaching any legal obligation
Neither reports to me we have
our own areas of responsibility – I
understood each position – not
my job to disctate
I thought SS was the correct view
Because supported by Canada
YES
But understood BL’s view
Yes – but didn‘t see anything
wrong with SS’s view
6/2224
Obvious from BL’s issue – re inept
that this issue is getting very
worked up
Absolutely – my view was that it
was out of order.
I thought sent it – taking it
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AST

WITNESS
seriously – if sent this email –
need to have a BM – things have
gotten so serious to have emails
like this…

AL

13.32 pm – check to see if had
sent it
To me unacceptable –
relationship issue was a big one –
then got another email saying –
not sent it yet.
I was livid – playing games
But by then – you had sent it to
MW.
Not done anything to resolve the
situation – but to send it to MW.
Yes
6/2229
Its right isn’t it that you chose to
send this to HR instead of speak
to BL Absolutely – thought playing
games – lets call Board Mtg – sent
to MW and to BL in a minute –
that was my obligation
When received – why didn’t you
speak to BL
Why did he not speak to me
We were going to have the same
discussion again – Not in listening
mode
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AST
13.37 – no he’s not seen it –
discuss with me first

WITNESS

AL

6/2224
6/2234
The forward email to JBU 6/2229
Yes – important to keep line
manager informed
6/2234 do you recall speaking to
BL twice in the afternoon on 14th
September
I’m looking at notes of telephone
conversations
Asking you – do you agree that
you had 2 telephone calls with BL
on 14th September
No reason to think that we did
not
Do you disagree with anything
said in those conversations
Don’t remember having them
6/2252 – bottom email copied to
you- policy remains
Yes
6/2258 – do you see at the top –
complaint made to JBU – you
have chosen to forward another
complaint to him – pestering staff
over operational issues
Yes
Is there an email in this sequence
where you write to BL saying that
he is pestering your staff over
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operational issues

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

I was not included on the
circulation
As you can from email traffic –
when I see private in the title – I
get suspicious
I was very upset when I received
this email
Not answered the question – why
did you not contact BL
Where am I copied on any of
these emails – private – email
tirade.
Then find out that BL contacted
one of my managers – in one of
my areas of areas of responsibility
– saying how inefficient we
were…
What telling us in summary –
upset even annoyed about the
fact that CL appeared to you to be
getting involved in matters which
you felt were undermining you
Yes
The question is -you chose to
send that upset. Why did you not
contact the claimant to say that
BL what you are doing is out of
order
All very difficult at that stage – My
first reaction – to report to line
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WITNESS
manager – very concerned about
it

AL

CHAIRMAN

If had conversation with BL – not
sure where that conversation
would have gone
What mean
Another falling out – I was trying
to avoid that
The email upset about 2259 – why
having that conversation with one
of my managers – but not with
me – I was very upset
4/1131 – 23rd Nov – Vandersteen
Quite a stinging email
Yes it was – and was justified – we
had purchased Moores – and our
due diligence was not the best in
the world – it was nonprofitable…
We needed to increase the labour
force – but could not really afford
to do so.
I was unable to travel – things had
deteriorated – because I could not
travel
Tough customer – lean minded
and entitled to be cross
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5/1807 – from Vandersteen 7
months on – nothing has
improved in last 7 weeks

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Managers too distant from this
issue
Was this matter referring to you
and BL
No
To whom was it relating
To Canadians all going back to
Canada – our view was that this
letter inaccurate.
There was a price issue coming
and Canadians go home – that left
a bad taste in his mouth – now
unhappy at prospect of price
increase
Motivated regarding price
increase
3 things very clear – AUK were
unhappy that Canadians going
home
Another stinging email from
Vandersteen - but you say - a lot
of commercial jockeying
underlying this
Yes – delivering a message – got
better taking foot off the pedal
and Canadians going home
Emails usually in red
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AST
What did you make of him writing
his emails in red

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Not impressed – neither were his
customers – odd – comment how
odd he was for doing that
Why so
He thought he was very important
The impression was don’t mess
with me
That was the impression they
gave
2075 – orchestration letter – in
last paragraph – you discerned
the hand of BL
Not when first read it
It was only when told that TOLD
BL WROTE DRAFT THAT IT
TWIGGED – BL WANTED TO BE
CEO
1807 – too distant – what I
suggest to you is that
Vandersteen is returning to an
issue that he had previously
raised in 1807
Is it the same issue?
I read it differently – support from
Canada
And one way of dealing with that
is to have a CEO in the UK
And saw nothing sinister then
No
Vandersteen is provided by BL
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with a document

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Yes
Vandersteen is fucked off pissed
with BL’s arrogance
Yes – not happy at given a draft
Tears up draft and writes his own
letter
Yes
But you think that BL wants to be
CEO – and you think that
Vandersteen is going to include
something in this letter to
advance BL’s career
That was the view that I took
Vandersteen is very upset – with
BL – and decides to give BL a legup by suggesting that need CEO
No I concluded that
Did Vandersteen tell you that he
knew that CL wanted to be CEO?
No – it was my interpretation of
the situation.
w/s para 54 – Do you stick by that
Yes that was my opinion
The letter is Mr Vandersteen’s
take on what he wants to raise
with MALUK
Yes
Its content was what he chose to
write – let’s look at it 5/2075
Some significant
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achievements…unacceptable
…risks – regular senior review

WITNESS

AL

Many faces to deal with…
Leap of faith
Vandersteen is a very blunt
person - and says it in very direct
way
Bright
Blunt?
They were not happy – but he is
blunt – yes
Along comes BL on 15th August –
BL was attempting to manage the
letter that was about to come
Not orchestrate a complaint – but
to manage an inevitable
complaint – possible?
Yes
But BL had already trodden on V’s
toes by going to Gray
Don’t know
So the idea of BL providing some
managed notes – would have
been unwelcome
Precisely what Vandersteen said
And tore it up – and used his own
words
Yes – they were his own words
And that is what we have at these
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pages

WITNESS

AL

Yes
Yes what?
That is the letter

Friday 9th November 2007

Peg out facts of chief financial
officers – suggested at one point
by SS as many as six
Chris Language – June 2003
Richard Clarke – June 2004
Sept 2004 Victoria Fitzgerald –
Sept 2005.
Within MALUK there were some
people including the Cl who felt
that SS had made life
uncomfortable for VF
At no time
Not question – there was a view
Not expressed to me
6/2078 – money MALUK was
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AST
seeking to be paid by Airbus

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

NRC
Non –recurring costs
Aircraft certification is a milestone
a long way down the line
Yes – esp on this aircraft
What told to BL was that of the
various of claims MALUK was
making to be paid – 3 of them c.
£295k were to be paid there and
then.
Another 300k of purchase orders
were to be raised, and the
balance of the claim 883k was
going to be paid at milestones
further down the line
That’s how it looks
You agree with that
Yes
6/2077 – sent in fact to David
Micklewright and Iain Gray
Both senior people
Copies to a number of people
including you
Yes
It concludes with the observation
– not to be included
Yes
What proposed – not in
accordance with the contract –
and this will cause us financial
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difficulties

WITNESS

AL

Yes
The ultimate impact of this ion
MALUK profitability – we cannot
contine to expend these sums and
continue our obligations as
directors
Yes
He is saying - puts the directors
of MALUK in a difficult position
Yes
And he is correct – it would put
the directors in a difficult position
Trying to collect money
It would cause a problem to the
directors if not paid
It would cause a problem
Cannot contiunue to spend
money and still fulfil out directors
obligations
Customer needs to pay the debts
they owe so we can pay our
debts. Need customers to pay on
time
Not what question was – he was
saying that not collecting money –
but continue to spend would put
the directors in a personal difficult
position
Saying If we don’t get the money
we are in difficulties
And it was correct wasn’t it – it
would put you and directors in
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AST
difficulties

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

One of the issues – need to get
money on time
What Airbus suggesting did put
you in a difficult position
They needed to pay their debts
So that directors would not be
placed in a difficult personal
position
One of the debts that needed to
be paid – BL was working on it –
all working hard – BL picked up
the action – all doing our bit
Point of the question relates ot he
words – because of our position
of directors
Or bluster by Cl or was it correct
Being used as leverage – but yes
the debt at that time was
abnormally high – we needed that
money to be paid and managing
our cashflow
And at that time you did not want
to ask Canada for money
Should do it ourselves – difficult
to go when you have debts of 1.6
million – of money that you
should be collecting and
managing own debts
6/2216 – did you see this email at
the time?
Don’t recall
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Is it right that at the end of August
2006 – you were not bringing any
goods into the company

WITNESS

AL

That’s not the case
You see not bringing goods into
the company – could be seen as
not wanting creditors to raise
invoices
Idea was not to bring in goods
that were going to sit on the
shelves for 2 weeks – simple.
Was the financial condition of
MALUK the reason why goods
were not being brought in at the
end of August
Looking at initiatives - where
suppliers put them on shelves –
and only when used – are they
paid
So financial position was
irrelevant
No – not irrelevant – often
initiatives are brought in by a
need to do things
5/2018 – this is an email – bottom
5/2017 - Debbie Saunders to
Emma Marshall. She worked for
AMS
She did at the time
SMS
Supplier Management System –
tool used to manage material
Middle of august at a time when
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MALUK very short of cash –
seeking to delay goods and
material coming in to AMS

WITNESS

AL

Went over the top - Ballistic
Why
Walk around the site – saw rivits
stacked up – should not have had
that level of material on site.
Something was wrong
People not accepting – and we
were still bringing them in at the
same rate
Lorries with delieveries were
being turned away at the gates
Took my directions literally - no
where to put them – instruction
to stop deliveries
Yes/no
Don’t know – but I gave the
instruction to stop deliveries
But deliveries take a fair amount
of long-term delivery
Yes
And if don’t plan – can put
supplier in difficulty
Precisely what Airbus did to us
At time when MALUK in financial
difficulties – to turn lorries away
at gates could well cause
disturbance by a supplier
Sure – but not linked directly to
the suggestion that we had a
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AST

WITNESS
financial difficulty.

AL

I could see there was a problem
Is a co-incidence that you saw it
with your own 2 eyes when
MALUK had financial difficulties
I tour the plant regularly – could
not get delivery into the
warehouse
Turned away?
No it was unloaded in the open air
5/2017 – top of the page – the
complaint
Surprised by the tone of the email
– not managed the customer very
well – subsequent discussions –
ended up putting the situation
right
Continues – metal can be turned
on and off like a tap – fair
comment?
Terry tells it like he sees it, yes
Basically say: if to do with stock –
worried that you don’t know what
doing, if money – 7 days delay will
get you nothing – if storage – talk
to us.
Rib 8 cancelled for 7 weeks correct
Yes
That implies that if just to do with
stock control – overstocked to 7
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AST
weks

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

2 issues -moving stock to the
right and demand changed as well
He says 2 things – rib 8 stopped
for 7 weeks.
And now – within 3 weeks rescheduling again
Yes
Was that correct
Yes that was the case./
SMS was a new system – was
some manual intervention
Someone was interfering with it
More of a mistake
Then you see the second
response - no response by now 17.42.
Point is that no one been in
contact with him between 10.30
and 5.45
Yes that’s right
No email of explanation
Re-scheduling of materials – and
no one giving a response
And it so happened that BL
attended Mr Stocker that
afternoon.

No
yes

Suggest that Mr Stocker raised
this with BL and BL suggested that
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AST
he should write a letter.

WITNESS

AL

It was a perfectly proper thing for
him to have done
Can’t comment – don’t know if
visited – assume spoke to him re
delaying payments
Yes and got an earful.
But if it’s the case that did get an
earful – hardly surprising that he
would say – put it in writing - give
me an email?
He may have done that
Email came to your attention
Yes
17th August Ex-co meeting –
copies of the email handed out
and BL explained how the email
had come about
Don’t recall that at all
He explained that he had rung TS
and asked that put in writing
No – not right – first time I found
out – was talking to TS
He explained at the exco meeting
that he got an earful.
He never said that he had asked
TS to send him an email.
He said that he told TS that he
would would discuss the matter
at the exco meeting
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AST

WITNESS
No stage said he asked for the
email
First I knew that email had been
requested by Cl

AL

CHAIRMAN

Was there any discussion at the
Exco meeting of the email
Not discussed the fact that the
email had been generated at the
behest of claimant?
That is correct
The email and its content was
discussed
Yes it was
At the Exco meeting – you said
yiou thought the email was over
the top
That was my opinion but don’t
recall saying that
Told people at meeting that you
would follow it up with TS
Yes – already arranged
Anyone share view that it was
OTT
Yes procurement manager
CL’s view
Don’t recall
BL did say at the exco meeting
that BL did email was at his
behest
Got that
Nothing sinister – he is making
sure that Mr Stocker’s complaints
are heard by the right person
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AST

WITNESS

AL

No issue with that
And if production is your
responsibility – and if production
demands are not being properly
managed.
If problem supplier has got
derives from the way production
is managing its affairs – the
problem from the suppliers
perspective is the purchase
department
Yes
And part of your responsiblity
Yes
And you needed to be made
aware of it
Yes – communication obviously
not good
Is it not in that context that BL
informs Mr Stocker that he was
part of the problem – this
problem needs to be drawn to his
attention
Told Brian had asked for the letter
– he felt needed to apologise
about letter
6/2224 (you are inept) - along
lower hole-punch – that arrives at
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CHAIRMAN
Think that witness has agreed
that if hear complaint – asking to
put in writing is a sensible thing to
do.

AST
10.55

WITNESS

AL

6/2231 – telephone call – to SS
just under 15 mins. If go across
12.10again to SS for 7 minutes
Then go to next entry 14th Sept
13.20 - is that MW’s number
15.19 – for 10 minutes
Are you going to tell tribunal that
in none of those calls would have
been discussing the probs with BL
Would definitely have been
discussing the relationship
between Little and SS
Did discuss that
Yes
Discuss the fact that described
him as inept
No – that would have been
inappropriate – had not sent
email.
3/790 – this is the letter left for
you by BL – re Baigent. Re formal
warning – where get this
document from
Not sure – put together a lot of
docs
You procure it or from someone
else’s files
Don’t recall – had to pull a lot of
docs
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AST
One you kept self – or for
personnel / HR

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Probably one I kept myself –
because MW was not around at
that time. Not aware
Would there have been a
personnel file for Mr Baigent
Yes
Dedicated HR
Had records – but a bit…
Where kept – were you keeping
them
I kept all things that I was
involved in – this is BL’s jotting
down on the CL
Those post – date – but what
does not – is the word Phil circled
My recollection is that the
Claimant asked
What asked is that the only
handwriting is the word phil in
bottom right-hand corner.
Only hand-writing was the word
phil in a circle – when left for you
Yes it did
All other bits was not on it
Don’t remember – I would
suggest that it probably would
have been - BL tends to annotate
…
You don’t know actually do you
No
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AST
Question is where did you get this
from

WITNESS

AL

Cant recall
You see =- there is no document
showing a formal warning as far
as we are aware
Don’t recall seeing one
BL accepts that raised issue with
KB, perfectly acceptable that put
note on file – but no formal
warning
Not sure – would have to check
records
At the time did you check the
records
Don’t recall – cl asked me to deal
with it
You apologized and it went away
Yes
But you did not at any stage
discuss with BL No we did we discuss this
Before you met – did you discuss
this with BL
Yes – can’t recall the details of the
discussion – Brian asked me to
deal with it…

Break – return 11.39

7/2601 – item 34- MALUK –
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results

WITNESS

AL

Requested £500k or so
I think it was
7/2676 – have you seen this letter
before
No
Dimma – Chairman of Audit
Committee – read letter
So far as whistleblowing
complaints are concerned there is
nothing in them
Yes
Issues raised do not warrant
further steps/ remedy – not
financial / governance
Are those opinions which you
would share aswell
This man is the chair of the audit
committee – I would agree with
his conclusions
Bundle 2 – page 2/507 – statutory
accounts 2005 – turn to page 511
– cvan see dated 11th July 2007 –
you were a director throughout
this period
yes
Had chance to approve
Yes
Saw directors report
Yes
Approved that
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Yes
Lateness of filing accounts –
relates to Cl
Yes
Delay Entirely put on the
shoulders of the Claimant
Yes – its what it says
Do you agree with it
The report was late, and it was
late – BL’s concerns was one of
the reasons
One of the reasons what were the
others
It was the main one
What were the others
There was a lot to investigate
Was it the sole reason?
Refer back to the FD – unable to
file the reports
As a director with responsibility to
filing the accounts – is it your view
that the sole reason for late filing
of the accounts
Sole…
Silence

Are you saying that independent
of the Claimant’s raising of
concerns and the investigations of
them were other reasons for the
lateness of the accounts

If Dimma letter says – nothing in it
– why were they not filed
immediately thereafter
Don’t know
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PWC not instructed until much
later

WITNESS

AL

We were discussing about
appointing someone
In middle of Nov 2006 – was it
your understanding that the WB
issues were dead and buried or
were they still alive
I wasn’t aware there were any.
I was not involved with the
Corporate team
Did you know of the status
I would not have known the exact
details
Did you have any involvement
with the audit committee’s
investigations
No direct communication with Mr
Dimma
Did you have direct
communication with anybody on
behalf of Dimma
Only investigation I was involved
with was by PWC
Did Mr Smith have any
involvement in 2006
Don’t know
Odd thing that Dimma gets the
view he did without asking you
any questions
No
Surprised
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

No
Because you thought they were
trivial
Did not warrant investigation
So why warrant delay in filing
accounts
We were all aware that
subsequent investigation by PWC
that the company agreed to
undertake – took along time
You have seen the PWC Report
Yes
Aware that although PWC were
asked to investigate a number of
issues,
Not asked to investigate
treatment of trade creditors
I was asked questions about that
Do not report on trade creditors
and solvency
No
I was questioned on tape re
creditors and cash
Having had those questions –
were you surprised that there
were no findings in relation to it
No – just part of it.
Such a small issue may have
decided not to report
Speculating – but saying it was
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
such a small issue they decided
not to report it;

5/2046 – please read the
document
Specifically – last paragraph 2046
– last 2 lines
Don’t recall the conversation
Anything else in that document
that you recall as being wrong
Not been circulated – unusual.
Do you have a note of this
meeting
Yes
Why has it not been disclosed
Only in normal note-book
Have a lot of meetings
Asked to provide documents that
are relevant
Relevant to my witness statement
Is your notebook with you
You were asked to produce
documents relevant
Yes
When asked to produce
documents that were
Only looking for documents that
were relevant to my witness
statement
Is that what you understood your
task to be
The issues around the business –
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WITNESS
those were the issues I was
looking for specifically - the
relevant documents I was looking
for

AL

CHAIRMAN

Were you given guidance by
MALUK’s lawyers
Were you given guidance?
No – I don’t believe I was. I
started from the beginning.
I didn’t realise that this meeting
was something that I needed to
find documentation for
6/2107 – email BL – SS cc to you
6/2123 – 2nd email – 21.19
An email you saw at the time
Yes
6/2138
6/2143 – saw at time
Yes
6/2147 – proposal – saw that at
the time
Yes
6/2195 – 13th Sept 2006 – 2nd
email down - BL – also ring Apollo
as discussed
Yes
6/2198 – we see continuation of
Wilkins Apollo discussion.
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You were completely aware that
BL was discussing payment terms.
Payment of credit to Apollo / AMS

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Yes – I discussed this with the
Claimant
6/2231 – right hand side of it
going down date column
7 entry for 14th September. On
phone to him for 33 mins.
Remember what discussed
Would have been going through a
number of issues
Relationship with Brian
That would have been an issue we
would have been discussing
6/2276 –we know that this relates
to Apollo and AMS – SS told us so.
Yes
You knew he had been dealing
with Apollo and AMS re payment
terms
Yes
You could see from BL’s response
that this allegatipon was like
lighting a blue touch paper
That email is in response – can
see directly linked
Can see – previous email…you
know from previous emails that
that was false
The evidence we have heard that
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
he had known since 17th August –
it was his intention before

You knew perfectly well that this
document was put on a false basis
because you knew that he had
been speaking to them
Problem with SS was wanting to
know why move payment to next
year
My suggesting is that you stood to
one side knowing that this was a
provocative email – took no step
to diffuse the situation
I had done my best for weeks
4/1394 – confirm recognize these
documents – just take a moment
That is an exchange that you did
have in January 2006
Yes
Is that it for this email
Yes
You wanted to know that he did
actually look at the email
Yes

RE-examine
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WITNESS

AL
Questions you were asked about
CPet.
3/1017 – if you could look first at
the email between CPet and
yourself and then look at BL’s
response at the top of the page.
Could you tell the tribunal your
view as to the sums that should
be released

Should be the FD’s decision
Knowing CPet as you did - does
that issue surprise you
No – she is getting conflicting
instructions in the emails being
sent to her
4/1408 – middle of the page.
1409 – shawn has taken away my
responsibility – again does it
surprise you that Ms Pettifer is
claiming that her authority was
removed and as she wanted more
power
No – knew she wanted more
authority – and that SS wanted to
control situation
Was Dekker SS line manager?
Yes
BL’s line manager
No
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WITNESS
We selected SS for the job – had
numerous discussions on the
issue –Finance team as a whole
could do with support.

AL

CHAIRMAN

SS was doing an ok job
What understand BL to be
suggesting re- accounting
functions
Suggesting recruit a replacement
for SS in the Bournemouth and
pushing CPet forward into main
office – he was only 9 days into
the job
1259 – apparent from email had
contact with BL re issue what was
your view
Inappropriate regarding the issues
Direct reports – who would that
include
4/1442 – what think of style of
behavior
Undermining inappropriate,
unacceptable
IN your evidence – you said that
BL was using CPet in some way to
pursue BL’s object of going BL
Don’t think so
How charcterise SS, BL and CPet –
working directly with Claire which
was not ideal – collusion is too
great a word – but against SS
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WITNESS
rather than helping SS.

AL

CHAIRMAN

Made SS opposition very difficult
You were asked questions
regarding disappointed re BL
leaving Mayflower – asked if
being hypocritical – taken to
3/757
Mentor page
Yes
Can you tell tribunal the context
in which this conversation came
about?
Basically – BL came back into the
business we’d worked together
through some tough times – I’d
made it clear how I felt –
discussions between the 2 of us.
One of the issues was that I had
invested money into Mayflower
You made views clear – 3/733 –
5th August email 22.02
Look first at 3rd from bottom
paragraph
3/754 – second paragraph.
What view were you seeking to
communicate Trying to get the business
through a difficult process – BL
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WITNESS
was not around – his direct
reports wanted to know why he
had resigned as a director

AL

CHAIRMAN

Was that something you also felt
Yes – why I sent the email
What now say about the
allegation of being hypocritical?
I objected to that
5/2046 – the notes made by BL I
regard to the meeting of 17th
August.
When first saw these notes
When referred to in this bundle
earlier by AST
When first time it occurred to you
that CL was making this meeting
important to the case
When AST took me to this
document
Were you not present in the first
week when SS was being xx
No – was in and out
5/2039 – there are a number of
manuscript
They are just about illegible is
there any issues about accuracy
Never had any reference to any
=issue relating to authenticity
Never been asked to have origanl
No
6/2140 at this time BL had a
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WITNESS

AL
conversation with Mr Stocker –
where Stocker made complaints.

CHAIRMAN

At that time would BL have been
aware that there were difficulties
being caused because Airbus had
changed the goalposts
Probably not
Stocker apologise to you – what
saying sorry for
For the fact that he had been
directed to send the email in to BL
apologising for the fact that told
to deliver some messages to me –
wanted to get things into the
open and move the relationship
forward.
I appreciated his honesty
Attack made – that good idea.
When had conversation with
Stocker – make sure that PU is
part of the problem
He felt that it was demeaning to
have said that - and thought it
strange that BL had asked him to
say it
You say in the note that you
should recognize that you were
part of the part of the problem.
Meaning of ‘you’ – production or
you personally.
The Claimant had used that
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WITNESS
termionology – straight away
understood that I understood I
was part of the problem - but
also relating to the company

AL

Was Stocker apologetioc about
that part of the conversation
Brief meeting – get off chest.
Discussion point and then moved
on with the meeting
6/2140 - first you learned that Cl
asked to write was there
Yes

Returned after lunch -14.23

2181 – as there was some money
around – Canada would come
after it.
Yes
Issues regarding matters the
money at any time did you think
that BL was raising whistleblowing
disclosures
No
6/2123 – did you feel this was a
whistleblowing issue that BL was
raising
No
What did you think the CL was
doing
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WITNESS
Trying to get a reaction.

AL
If we go further through bundle
6/2224.
You were asked why send the
inept email to MW so quickly.
Why feel send to MW

14th September – issues got
where it was a really bad
relationship. I read the email and
I responded to the email – I was
concerned
Hadn’t told any one about it save
MW – is that right
Did not discuss with SS – didn’t
see how that would help the
situation
62324 – notes allegedly made
from telephone conversations –
when was the first time you saw
this and realized that Cl was
allegedly taking notes
This tribunal
Do you have a recollection
Could have had the conversations
– I do not have a recollection.
Do you have any such recollection
regarding discussing the Claimant
and his position as director being
untenable
No
62291 – your notes of the
meeting with Vandersteen. The
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WITNESS

AL
airbus letter 6/2326.

CHAIRMAN

Can you tell tribunal what was his
account of what BL had done
He made it quite clear BL had
drafted a letter given to him,
Vandersteen had torn it up
written his own letter
Did V say anything to you in
connection wih BL attempting to
help Magellan
No definitely not
6/2077 – any view about
Magellan being insolvent or
trading insolvent
No – simply about getting in the
money as soon as possible
Baigent 3/790 – was Baigent of
the view that he received a formal
warning
He wrote it
Did he maintain the view
Yes
Were you involved in deciding the
remit of PWC investigation
No
When submitted were the 2005
accounts approved by the
auditors
Yes
Is the solvency of a company of
relevance to auditors
It is part of their audit process
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AL

w/s 60-61 2199-2201
w/s67 2290
w/s 68 – 2302
w/s 70 – 2340
w/s 74-75 – 2368-9
w/s – 90 – 2476, 2477,2478, 2479
Running Order.
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Monday 12 November 2007
Richard Neill

Note handed up yesterday. We
did not think that this is what you
asked for
Not been handed any note.
Will reflect – on the document at
the close of play today – once we
have made some progress with
the evidence.

I would like to call Mr Neill.
Please turn to bundle of witness
statements – tab 14.
Address –
Para 28 say met with Cl in 2004
That date is not correct - it was
April of 2004.
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WITNESS

AL
Content true to best of
knowledge and belief

CHAIRMAN

Yes
4/1259 – email ccd to you. Read
the first paragraph particularly
Read that before
4/1276 – positively encouraging
you,
What was your view of soliciting
views of those reporting to SS
Very negative views of going to
direct reports – without going to
the individual. Much happier if
the individual knew about the
situation – and was given
opportunity to respond. Spoke to
BL about this. Problem is that can
be selective and get a distorted
view.
You were concerned about this
practice
Concerned in relation to the
situation in which it was being
used.
Cl asked me to do it with his staff
– I did – with 4 staff. 2 I knew
were satisfied and 2 were
unsatisfied – and ended up with
the result you would expect.
6/2323 – if could focus on top
email – 15th September.
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AL

CHAIRMAN

What view when received this
indication from JD
Was troubled – we had had an
exchange that morning – re
infamous email to SS. This was
confirming the stress SS under –
expressing fact of corporate team
in Canada – a division between BL
and the people with which BL
would have to work with in MAC.
Also as director of the company
had to be fair to both individuals
6/2364 – this is a chain of emails
relating to yes/no email – what
did you think when received this
chain
This was confirmation of the
views I was beginning to obtain
on Friday night. Situation not
being helped by the emails being
sent.
An issue that would need to be
deal t with on an urgent basis
rather than by due process.
6/2372 – if had a chance to look
at that. Please look at notes
made by JAB – 6/2383-2389.
Typed version 6/2384
What about 6/2390
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AL
Yes if read those - may be more
helpful.

CHAIRMAN

Of course can’t confirm the
accuracy of a great deal of this
6/2490
6/2390 - What is RN’s evidence to
the accuracy of JAB’s note
To the best of my recollection it is
an accurate note of what
occurred
6/2490 – top email on that page.
Reference to giving documents –
tell tribunal re – the approach
adopted by Magellan re PWC and
audit committee ainvestigations
By time we came to look at this –
in the hands of the audit
committee. We were prepared to
be as open and helpful as we
could be given the direction that
the Audit Committee had given to
PWC
Having looked at that email – W/S
para 4. – refer to ME being largest
shareholder and chairman.
Did he have any other financial
investment
Shareholder – 28% - providing
financing of some of the
company’s needs – from time to
time also provided securitization
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WITNESS
to receivables

AL
W/S Para 36-37 We know that
there has been considerable
debate that CL had regarding
cash-flow and payment of
suppliers.
Do managers talk about these
issues

Almost from the onset of
Magellan – cash was one of the
biggest issues of discussion – on a
weekly, certainly monthly basis.
Control of cash – done at group
level. When issue came up in
2006 – part of routine business…
Was the fact that a manager
would raise cash-flow concern.
Waas the fact that Manager
raised such issues – grounds for
criticising
Managers were pretty vocal – but
management of cash – was for
the Corporate – rather than for
any part one part of the company
For criticism
Normal management processes of
cash management within the
company
48-49 – bonus to engineers.
Degree of pressure BL bring on
Respondent t pay engineers
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WITNESS
Worth commenting on some of
the confusion that existed
between MIC and bonus.

AL

MIC within budgets regarding
hitting key financial results –
monitored throughout the year
Discretionary bonuses – paid
when someone in the company
had done something exceptional.
Because the provision built into
the accounts – was seen as part of
the money that was there for
discretion.
As I understand it – had been set
aside for MIC.
Any money therefore needed to
be set aside from monthly
operating accounts.
Claimant thought we were
refusing to pay anyone – became
agitated – and angry – banged
tables/books – and at one point
offered to pay out of own money.
I would view it as a tantrum
5/1675 – top email. As at that
date – any decision as to whether
or not to pay bills
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WITNESS
No - still under the view

AL
Who would make decision

Discretionary bonuses- decision
would rest with me, CEO and vice
president HR (JAB)
W/S para 53 – refer there to JBU –
question of bonuses and issue
that JBU had authorized the
bonuses – what were the type of
concerns that JBU brought
Names – beyond just engineers –
not just engineers bonus –
********Secondly – he stated
that CL had fraudulently applied
his signature on the
form********
Before we leave – in that bundle
of statements – see statement of
Paul Nokes – para 12 of ther
statement.
Could you tell the tribunal that
you had assured or promised him
that bonus would be paid
Promise overstates what I said.
What I said was that MIC and
discretionary bonus – the CL was
representing such a discretionary
bonus to be paid – and that I was
sympathetic. And that given the
work carried out by the engineers
– such a payment should be
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WITNESS

AL

payable.
This was done to indicate that the
engineers work was valuable.
Don’t recall it as being as strong
as a promise
Did you discuss with Mr Nokes
the process
I think so – but don’t have a
recollection of going to that level
of detail – but I do recall
explaining difference between 2
Extent to which BL was aware
that no decision had been made
Think that BL was aware all the
way through – he knew
continuing to be discussed and
debated throughout the company
W/S 59-61. – we have reference
2201 – why not send memo re
misconduct
We had a number of statememnts
made and I wanted to hear them
directly from MW and SS – speak
to Chairman – pointing out the
difficulties that existed within the
corporation.
Agreed that best thing to do to
have a meeting to provide a
memorandum.
The next meeting would be in
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WITNESS
September – would provide
memo then

AL

Why not given
Fuck-off email and issues in the
office – the divisions were
deepening within the company.
On the Monday morning –
received the email from SS –
exposed to other potential claims
and damages. Things gone
beyond internal memo
Telephone conference 21st August
– draft memo. – 6/2199-2201 –
not sent.
Did you have any conversations
with the Claimant between 21st
August and 12-13th August
regarding his colleagues
Yes – discussed the practice of
going to a subordinate. The
claimant asked me to do the same
on him – he knew that I did not
like his practice and effect on
other people.
I tried to reflect – and suggest a
suitable modification to the
practice which would produce
better results.
You indicated of course that
things increased pace – 6/2290.
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WITNESS

AL
Email sent ot BL when became
aware of the deterioration of
relationships.
What was hope of BL’s reaction to
this

Hope that curtail the language –
looking for details of some of the
things he was criticising SS about
– hope to discuss that on
Monday.
*****I foresaw a conversation on
Monday – not just about that but
also the memo - and the issues
the Claimant was concerned
about******.
In fact, we get the response –
6/2302.
Further response 6/2340.
In a nutshell when saw these –
what was your reaction to the
issues you had raised with him
Disappointed that no
acknowledgement that he had
cross the line.
Aggressive – response.
What aggression –
I completely resent… a very
aggressive attitude – no signs of
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

remorse
In your view – what would have
been appropriate – what would
you have liked to have seen
Review on Monday – would have
thought – I am preparing my self
for full discussion for the Monday
6/2368-2369 – SS not coming into
work.
Look at top email.
Read again written on Monday
morning
Written after discussion in
Copporate mail regarding
implications of MW’s email
MW’s email had changed things
Yes
What was in your mind before
receiving that email
Discussion about issues
surrounding BL’s concerns – ways
of moving forward – way of
repairing the 3 relationships in
the office
Discussion around the
behavourial matters AND the
matters of his concerns
Yes.
He was wholly focused on paying
creditors
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AL
We know that received MW email
re SS
Saw managers within office.
Could you convey the concerns
and the mood of those three
managers when they came to see
you

Large corporation – employ these
people to perform – the more
time spent on behavior – less
time on activity. These concerns
were becoming a major problem
to the ongoing performance of
the company.
The UK was affected by this – but
was beginning to spill into other
areas as well.
Attitude of Ms Ball, JBU and
NAB – conveys that fact that she
was frustrated in dealing with
matters like this quickly – she was
looking for an end so that matters
could move forward
JBU – concerned about relations
with suppliers and customers –
and also affecting delivery
performance
JD – concerned about the welfare
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WITNESS
and health of some of the
employees in the financial
department in the UK and the
effect that would have on the
company

AL

Say in email that – had intention
to discuss. What changed your
view?
The actual act was the decision by
SS to stay at home because he felt
so harassed – but from that the
secondary influence from the
employees in the UK and then in
Toronto – that was the primary
iisue re change in thinking
Because SS stayed at home –
other less senior staff became
aware – and began to comment
on what was going on between SS
and BL.
These comments were coming
back to the Canadian office
We know from email to ME –
parting of the ways was
appropriate –
When come to that decision – just
before we sent the email 11 on
the money.
Meet at the airport –
conversation on the way to
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AL
Sheraton

Asked 2-3 times whether had read
emails and whether had
understood them – said yes
I was feeling frustrated – arrived
late on the Sunday – duplicated
on the Monday – frustrated
because they were issues raised
by management
Me replying in exasperated tones
He said 2-3 illegal acts – by
Magellan – that had me really
frustrated.
Thought he knew that I had
signed off on the accounts of UK
organization – very frustrated
So I answered frustratedly - why
just 2-3 , why not 5-6.
Said sarcastically – I now realized
that that was not not appropriate
Did you at any stage feel that
Brian was raising any
whistleblowing issues
No I was surprised when
whistleblowing suggested
Employment could not continue –
said that decided that dealt with
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WITNESS

AL
as a matter or urgency – why
decided that should occur the
way it did

Well in the MW email laid out a
process – to be followed in
England. I placed a fair reliance
on the contract between him and
the company – did that because
he had said a number of times –
perhaps my time to sign off my
chips…when negotiating etc
Contained provisions for
termination – senior employee –
use the contract to bring the
employment to an end
In terms of Canadian commerce –
cases involving senior employees
– that way of handling matters be
viewed
Not a lawyer – where a contract
exists – boths sides agree to live
by the terms of that contract –
when time for the relationship to
be severed or enhanced- then use
the terms of the contract
Had used previously satisfactorily
And use compromise agreements
Was your decision to terminate –
in any way whatsoever to
supposed whistleblowing terms?
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WITNESS
Absolutely not – was concerned
about the sustainability and ongoing future of the company –
given that now dealing with
organizational level – not just at
senior level but also at
management level.

AL

Needed to be dealt with
immediately
Fractured relationships
SS staying at home. PU
complaining bitterly, JBU making
complaints.
These were symptoms of a
fractured relationship
Tell tribunal whether ME is a
guarantor
Yes he is

BL was promoted to Vice
president in June 2005
IN June 205 – we re-organised the
co at he highest level – in that reassignment he got that title – it
can be viewed as promotion but
really a reassignment
Work for Corporate – tasks
including strategy, buisnss and IT
Yes
Required to work in Canada
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WITNESS

AL

Yes
Own room
Yes
7-10 days a month in Canada
25-30% in Canada
In 2005 BL says in relation to
MALUK and Corporation – 210
No way of checking – if he says it.
2006 – 180 days
Same comment
CEO till 2006
Yes
As CEO – signatories of accounts
of corporate
Yes
You were not a member of the
audit committee – but would
attend by invitation
Correct – but times when they
met in camera
Integral parts regarding budgets
in the component parts of the
business
Really in 2004
You were involved as CEO –
having an overview of
relationships with important
customers
Yes
Arrangements made with these
customers
Yes
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AST
BL was someone who reported
directly to you

WITNESS

AL

Yes
How many other people directly
repoted to you
Essentially 3
BL, JBU and JD
Dotted line with JAB – matters of
operational
In matters of corporate
governance - need to be vigilant
to make sure that corporate and
personal governance being
maintained
Yes
If someone raises a matter which
could have an effect on legal
obligations or corporate gov –
that would require being taken
seriously
Yes
Enquiring into the facts
Would agree
And ensure that they are the facts
– and not allegations being made
without true foundation
Also involves not jumping to
conclusions
Not to pre-judge – yes
When someone raises something
that could involve corporate gove
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AST
– important when looking at the
facts not to let personalities
deflect from the facts

WITNESS

AL

Agree
Indeed one of the points made to
AL was that getting reviews from
reports could produce a selective
and distorted picture
Yes
Views from peers copuld also
produce a selective and distorted
picture
Yes – depends on the sample
Always better to go by objective
evidence
Again I agree
Bonuses – need to look at that in
detail - but wanted to make sure
that I had heard carefully – 2 lists
regards bonuses. The amended
list – JBU had said that BL had
fraudulently applied his signature
Yes
W/S - Para 53 take a moment to
read to yourself.
IN that paragraph – you do not
anywhere suggest that
fraudulently applied signature –
why is that not in your witness
statement
Would suggest that Jo Ann related
that he had wrongly inserted it –
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WITNESS
makes that statement

AL

The subject matter of the
paragraph – was misleading SS – if
you felt that Cl had fraudulently
applied his signature – you would
have said so.
2 different things – misinformimg
SS and fraudulently applying
signature
The same thing – that sentence
reflects it…
6/2200 – end of second
paragraph – SS became aware of
these comments (SS competency)
undermining role re compliance
issues.
These documents – being the new
directives from Corporate – ability
to comply with was being
undermined.
3/1023 – detailed August
accounts – said to be a new
directive from Corporate correct
Correct
3/1000 – detailed accounts for
August accounts.
6th July 2005
Yes
3/929 – another one
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AL

Yes
3/918
Those were the new directives
from corporate which you refer to
in your memo
Not entirely - also regarding how
deal with finance itself
We can only go on what Pinsents
tell us
Appears that not new directives
Hard to describe them as new
Would argue that if implemented
in one year – and requires
inplementation – still applicable
the next years – the changes do
not occur over night.
This is the memo that is written
after the telephone conversation
– after the telephone conference
after 21st August conference
Yes – but not just conversation
with SS – but also my experience
with BL earlier in the year
We’re looking at 2200 – states SS
became aware of these issues and impeded his ability to comply
with new directives…
And these are the directives in
question
Yes
Are you sure about that
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WITNESS
Not just those – but also in
relation to the cash balance
themselves

AL

What directions were you
thinking about
About how deal with monmey
So you were interpreting the
comment as BL impeding the cash
management of MALUK cash
management
Harassing regarding the cash
management of the company
Were the new directives – did
that include the instruction from
Canada – the fact that Policy from
Canada – only pay suppliers when
banging on the door
Would not describe in that way.
To accurately forecast so that
could rely on such forecasts
3/1045 – probably seen this
before.
What PU saying – PU was
rehearsing his understanding of
an instruction from Canada –
don’t pay till threats are being
made to sue
Is that one of the directives you
had in mind when drafting your
memo of 2006
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WITNESS
Was not aware of this memo at
the time or phrasing – but I was
aware of the forecasting and the
need to control forecasting and
stilck to it

AL

Substance of the email – Canada
had instructed MALUK not to pay
creditors until they absolutely had
to – would you accept that
No – Canada would instruct
MALUK to find solutions with
creditors
So to revert to you draft memo –
is your reference to costing and
reporting systems- a reference to
the way MALUK manages its cash
New directives from Corporate
reporting systems in the UK –
relate to the completeness of the
financial reports coming from the
UK – until fixed those issues not
complete
Was the point yiou had in mind –
that you wanted Mr Little to leave
it to Mr Smith regard
management of cash and
creditors
What I wanted was cash
management to discuss ways of
managing the cash forecast in a
sensible manner – this would
mean – discussion before hand
and agreement as to deadline
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WITNESS

AL

OK
Ellanef – is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Corporation. It
manufactures components and
subassemblies for aircraft
Yes
In 2005 Ellanef entered a contract
with Boeing for 2005-2009
Yes
Under that contract Ellanef
agreed to give Boeing discounts
for the 737 integrator kit
Yes
And the 737 intergrator kit was
the largest item in the agreement
Yes
And – as a customer – Boeing
represented 60% of the revenue
That alone was not the integrator
kit
Accepted
IN Autumn 2005 – starting to
worry Corporate that the Ellanef
contract was not as profitable so
as to meet the profit forecast of
15-18%
Yes
To achieve the target Ellanef
would have to secure USD20m
revenue by way of price increases
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AL

CHAIRMAN

Don’t know about 20m – but
definitely increase revenue
Spoken about Ellanef having to
secure price increases
But also a reversal of the agreed
discounts - correct
I see them as one in the same
May see them as one in the same
– but 2 distinct issues
Had to increased the price
But agreed to decrease the
discounts
Yes
1/151 – do you see Board minutes
for the 8th December for MAC
Yes
You are present
Yes
152 – itemization of business
plasns
Yes
They were presented in detail by
JBU and BL
Yes
And you responded from
questions – and dealt with issues
regarding boeing.
Agree presented to meeting
Yes
1/156 – see that the last column
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profit as stood in 2000.

WITNESS

AL

Was reflecting an unsatisfactory
profit margin with Boeing
Yes
1/157 – part of presentation to
board on that date
Agree
2006 – projected to be $1.2 mil
During 2006 – when integrator
kits sold and delivered – what
boeing would pay would be the
discounted price
Yes
But because of the way the
budget had been done – decided
to pursue the effect of the
discounts from the budget.
The budgeted at that point that
would be reversed – but at that
point when Boeing took the goods
– they took the benefit of the
discount.
Yes
4/1224 – email from BL to u what
he is doing working day after
boxing day I shudder to think
What BL is saying - the reductions
were part and parcel of the
contract – based on discounts
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Yes
On several occasions Mr Little
explained to you his concern
about the way being treated in
accounts
Agree that present on several
occasions and the difficulties of
achieving a satisfactory outcome
Because accounts needed to be
accurate – and had no agreement
from Boeing that would reverse
the agreement
Had been discussed and had been
informed had received a
favourable indication – the issue
was not if but when
What was you understanding as
to why the Claimant was raising
this issue
Brian believed we did not have
enough certainty with Boeing to
go ahead with recognizing the
reduction of discounts.
However – the history of the
relationship was such that if
someone who was in a position
such as Mike made that kind of
verbal commitment we were
comfortable that it would be
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WITNESS
carried through.

AL

CHAIRMAN
Expand in answer – I think know –
but as a result – the Cl’s concern
was that the accoiunts were
misleading

That concern was unfounded
But was it his concern
It was
Before go into the details of that –
such a concern is par excellence a
concern of corporate governance
Yes
And that is doubly so in the case
of a publicly listed company like
MAC
If there was any such issue – that
would be a concern
5/1956 – 2nd August – the reversal
– still has not been agreed – is
that correct
I believe so.
We still had the comfort of Mike –
made in December and confirmed
And you considered that to be a
proper thing to do
Commercial recognition of
income is always estimated – and
with regard to accounting practice
– this was a proper thing to do
In the absence of an agreement –
you were comfortable in what
you were doing
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WITNESS
Yes. Presentation made by BL –
which demonstrated his
confidence in a good outcome

AL

But here we are 7 months on –
Q2 2006 – may have taken benefit
from discount waiver – on Ellanef
system - as said not comfortable
– nothing that acknowledges
retrospectivity to jan…”
No such written documentation
exists –
Sounding a very significant note
of caution
He is yes
Notwithstanding the confidence
you had – from Jan – Aug. Boeing
were only paying the discounted
amount
Correct
5/1957 – Zanata – Richards –
Trying to nudge to get some letter
of comfort
A number of measures being
taken – a rejuvenation plan –
Boeing had agreed to principles
behind claim based on ther
commitment – Richards felt that
he could deliver on the
commitments he could make.
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WITNESS
Wanted more than just a verbal
agreement – because now faced
with heavy expenditure

AL

CHAIRMAN

5/1988 – a response from Boeing
– 3rd August – lower of the holepunches./
Forwarding to BL
Above that sent to you by BL –
with comment – the “best”
response we could have got at
this time…
We asked and not made much
headway question
I think Dan Zanatta reported that
Mike – at a minimum had made
verbal commitment to roll back
on previous prices.
At this stage – consumed on
launch
Suggest to you that BL
commentary is a reiteration of his
concern regarding the $300k
discount as part of the profits for
the quarter in question – agree?
Agree that BL confirming his
concern about the way the
priocing had been agreed – BL’s
concern
Email of 7th August – best
response we could get – it relates
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AL

CHAIRMAN
to the issue that still under
discussion

5/2006 – this is a sub certification
sign off sheet.
This is the first time we have look
at this
After Enron – attempt to make
ensure directors did not look the
other way
Yes raised profile of how business
run – regulation in different co to ensure management is
accountable
What is produced each quarter is
a letter – adapt marriage
ceremony – given opportunity to
speak –now but we hold our
peace
Giving opportunity to give
concerns
BL adds endorsement - 2 issues.
Related to BL’s concerns –
treating as profits as discounts
not waived
Right isn’t it – nobody sought to
engage BL with this matter
Discussed every week
In weekly calls
Yes – all familiar with the issues
surrounding this integrator kit
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that a quiet word with guy in
Boeing was good enough for
MAC.

WITNESS

AL

A rather odd thing to have done…
Wanted to point out that in the
context of the public accounts –
this was not a material amount of
money – C$300k in an amount of
£30m.
$300 k for first quarter, $300k for
second quarter and $900k for the
final 2 quarters
Ask Dekker
Comparing discount with sales
Against gross margin
1/274 – this is a certificate signed
by you on 14th August 2006 – 5
days after BL hjad signed his sub
certificate this morning.
Yes
You fulfilling duty re filing
accounts of MAC
Correct
No untrue statement of fact – this
is you putting neck on block re –
quarterly files
Yes
¾ interim accounts – also
included another amount for the
discounts you were giving to
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Boeing which had not yet been
agreed.

WITNESS

AL

Yes
Profits were increased by the
value of those discounts by 900k
If not included would be
overstated
Would be a serious thing?
Would disagree – materiality –
material effect on final published
accounts – that is what we would
identify
At this stage – not been identified
At end of 4/4 this whole
recognition of revenue was
reversed and $900K was taken
out of the accounts
Correct
And the consequence was to
reduce the profits of the
Company by reason of that
reversal
Correct
7/2901 – Globe and Mail report
an analyst’s view…
The share price fell by 20% - in
4/4 when this occurred
Correct – but there were other
matters not mentioned that
caused this
1/298 – first page of 4/4 report
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WITNESS

AL

Roughly the reversal of the
discount had a 10% impact on the
actual profits shown
I’m becoming confused with
maths.
Are we talking of the ¾ or the last
12 months
Reversal in Q4
That would be in the 12 months
Do you think that investors would
be happy to know that the Co,
would be deliberately reporting
its profits in a way that would
need to be reversed?
Our investors are
Do you think it would affect the
confidence in company accounts
Have confidence in the auditors.
Auditors would say – we have to
have confidence in the managers
– they take the responsibility for
the accounts
Correct
They would be happy – that 3
accounts would need to be
reversed and corrected?
Silence
Revenue accruals – taking the
reversal of the discount – do you
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agree that those revenue accruals
should not have been taken at the
quarter ends?

WITNESS

AL

No – we had a reasonable belief
at the quarter ends that they
would be recouped
2/624 – PWC Report – by this
stage you had resigned
Still retained on a part time basis
Did you give information to PWC
for the purposes of the report
Yes – but not for each matter
investigated
2/625 – the revenue accruals
should not have been taken at the
quarter ends
I was agreeing should not have
been taken
Which is your evidence what said
just now – or what said there?
For first 2 quarters – reasonable
belief
But you took it for the ¾ in any
event
Yes I did
Then we have some
commentary… we agree with the
adjustment – should not have
been taken at quarter ends
Yes that is what it finds
BL’s position was made in the
absence of firm undertaking - is
supported by PWC’s view
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Yes
Will wish to consider whether
there has been any form of
financial engineering – best set
out by Steve Groort:
Always pressure…different
pressure being placed on different
people – nature of the outcome
will have impact on the decision
made
Please read 2.37 and 2.38
Did you feel under pressure to
report higher earnings

Yes
No – not at all

Did you feel that your judgment
was clouded as to the right
judgments
Not an accountant – rely on
accountants to make decisions
Do you think that dissenting
voices were too readily ignored
No
Para 2.38 (2/627) Materiality
consideration are not merely
governed by the size of the
adjustment.
Do you read that as a courteous
criticism of E&Y for letting this
adjustment go through
I wasn’t thinking of E&Y I was
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WITNESS
thinking of Magellan.

AL

CHAIRMAN

E&Y aware of these issue
2.38 is the last paragraph of
this section.
Please turn to 2/604 – other
observations
Could you read to yourself 2.39 –
2.41
OK
MAC opposed the disclosure of
the draft report in this case – are
you one of the people who knew
that it opposed this draft report
I was aware that requests had
been made
Tribunal this is not quite right.
Tribunal Order that PWC report
should be disclosed. There was
delay
This was a based on my advice
that must relate to final order.
This was a question of legal advice
Opposition of disclosure based on
his advice
Quite rightly saying that will not
take further based on Mr Lynch’s
assertion that based on legal
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AL

CHAIRMAN
advice.
While on the subject – a draft
report was prepared which had
certain conclusions in – what is
the status of the draft report if
removed from the final report.

PWC report does include
reference to the fact that the
content is solely PWC’s
responsibility
As said before – looking at the
pressures on people to get the
figures to add up
1/191 – consolidated balance
sheet for MAC – ½ way down –
liabilities $113m
We can move forward from there
to 1/236 – we have got the same
sheet – consolidated sheet gone
up to 123 million
Yes
1/259 bank indebtedness as 130
million
Yes
1/282 bank indebtedness 137
million
Yes
1/304 142 million
Yes
1/317 $161 million
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AL

CHAIRMAN

Yes
In examination in chief – accounts
receivables securitization
I’ll try again.
1st one provided by ME for
indebtedness
Second one – take accounts
receivable sell them off to a third
party – he pays quickly
Was that with banks and other
such companies
The security was a 3rd part EC – in
place to the beginning of 2007
Now Bell & Hunt.
You are selling your rights for a
discount – then for them to
enforce the contract which they
have rights under
1/298 – 4/4 report for 2006
1/309 – this is a document which
was issued on 2nd April – caused
stock market report.
Item 10 -5 year factoring
agreement with the trust.
Suspended its securitisation. Was
such suspension something you
knew about
Yes
Suspended before you had a
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

They came into financial
difficulties
Known about
This relates to US – financial
community – not known by me –
we were just the victims
Were you aware that this was a
likely problem
It came out of the blue
Credit facility increased to 175
million
Yes
3/1015 – read. Suggest to you,
BL took very seriously Directors
statutory obligations
Yes
Acting as a navigator through the
figures
Yes
st

5/1896 – week 21 July 2006.
Right in thinking that this type of
document you would receive
weekly from MAC
Yes
Would receive similar docs from
other divisions
Get 13 I think
5/1897-1899 – formed part and
parcel of the weekly consolidated
cash.
Yes
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WITNESS

AL

Yes
Experience – whilst not being a
financial wizard – are comfortable
reading these sheets
Yes
5/1929 – an example of the daily
cash balance.
Had a look where BL explains the
content of the daily cash balance.
Is it something you would receive
daily
Would – but whether read it each
day
5/1930 – that is more of what I
would have seen every day
Different topic -5/1646 –
engineering bonuses.
£80k in the MALUK budget for
2005 was indeed in relation to
discretionary bonuses rather than
MIC bonuses
I don’t know – I believe that it was
in relation to MIC – all admin staff
in the UK
Reason there – one of things that
MAC dealt with was to change
engineers from sub-contractors to
employees – and their contracts
would allow for discretionary
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bonuses

WITNESS

AL

First part agreed with – request
was made by Airbus, second part
– I personally was unaware of that
until in blew up in 2006
But in 2006 – you came to find
that it did exist
Yes – CEO discretionary bonus –
when created- only one CEO – he
was in Canada – that’s why I was
surprised that it was existed
Evidence of Mr Smith.
5th November at about 12.55
AST – took to Filton Bonus
engineering bonus – 810 – looking
at 810 – I said budget provided for
bonus – see 810, he agreed.
Budget provided for engineering
staff – he agreed –
I said nothing to do with MIC – he
agreed
Would you agree – that nothing
to do with MIC
I’d hate to disagree with Shawn –
but budget agreed at the
beginning of the year. At the
beginning of the year was
unaware of the bonus – but was
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WITNESS
aware of the MIC plan
People who participate in MIC
plan – put forward to
compensation committee – level
of entitlement of committee –
states you have been approved

AL

Applied to BL
And others
But it wasn’t a process that was
applied to engineering staff
generally
No
What we seem to have – a
divergence of opinion for what
this lump of money represents.
Yes
We have engineering staff which
allows them to be considered for
a bonus
Yes
The object was to incentivize
Because we sell – not just that –
ensure that we yield the financial
results we want
Incentive scheme is of most value
when the people who might get
the bonus when they are aware
that they might get the bonus
Works best when both know the
basis on which may get bonus
Aware 15% bonus in contract–
and aware bonus money in
budget.
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WITNESS

AL

BL was in charge of the
engineering division – expected to
motivate staff so that hard work
could result in that bonus being
paid
Knew quite clearly of the MIC plan
Already accepted re MIC plan not clear – that was MIC plan
Best worked if dangled
Yes
There were employees – working
with the belief that may get that
bonus
No knowledge - but would expect
that with what I’ve read
5/1646-7 – a bit of a spat here –
BL’s point is that the bonus
provision has been taken out of
the accounts.
SS unhappy – not aware.
BL – as discussed on 4 previous
occasions. Agree or disagree that
discussed
Not validated the dates – agree
that the discussion.
But keep going back to the
difference between what is MIC
and what is bonus.
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4/1298 – read the email that PU
sent – you will see that he is
drawing the distinction – the head
office bonus is there precisely for
discretionary bonus

WITNESS

AL

Paid to those not on the MIC planshould inform Corporate for
approval.
Making plain point –
Dicretionary
Outside MIC
For outside MIC purposes
Key - within each union – in each
one agreed some form of bonus –
not just bonus not seen
discretionary – these would be
things like non – attendance –
with the union
But this is all to do with the
removal of the bonus from the
accounts.
Suggest that under no account
would you be removing nondiscretionary bonuses agreed
with Unions
4/1301 – email date 15th Jan – JBU
and also to you.
Bonus payments being used
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WITNESS

AL

Not saying part of MIC – accruing
it – it really shouldn’t be tinkered
with
He has not mentioned MIC in that
paragraph I agree. Explaining why
accrued the 80k.
Looks upon this as part of the
comp package engineers would
be looking at
What is your reply to that
I don’t believe that there is any
money set aside for that
You don’t say at that time that BL
is barking up the wrong tree
Believe that in paragraph before
that…says entitled to discretion
4/1378 – this is copied to you – ½
way down page – copied to you.
BL is getting pretty agitated - £80k
for bonus – whatever scheme it is
under is about to be removed
I think he was right to be
concerned about the £80k – but
not his decision to make.
He had to start making his
complaint to pay this sum to the
engineers on a pure discretionary
basis
SS responds 4/1461.
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Dekker – make the case. Saying I
understand where we are – got to
make the case.
And discretionary rather than
under MIC
What is your evidence in relation
to 1461?
You read it and the email from BL
to you – what do you understand
it to mean
MIC bonus – was not earned –
therefore any bonus had to be
discretionary – and offering some
reasons why a discretionary
bonus should be paid.
What putting to you – what BL
drew from email – up to us to
make the case – £80 k
engineering and 20 -head office
Would agree with that
And when says that – whilst did
not promise Nokes that would not
receive – you were sympathetic.
4/1511 – bonus not approved
today – MW forwards to Martin
Bellia.
Yes
BL – writes to you later that week
Is it right that around 3rds week
of March – you had told BL that
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the issue that week

WITNESS

AL

Can’t recall
And that JBU and you had agreed
that should recognize the younger
engineers re bonus
Yes
4/1515 – your response to that –
top email.
4/1590 – sent to you re audit
adjustments – 2 comments –
telecom last Wednesday…
Reversal without any input /
referral to us,
Then sets out at some length –
the case – 4/1593.
Recognise the document – please
read
If look at bottom of 4/1593 –
alerts to the reversal of the
bonus. The effect is to remove
the wherewithal to pay bonuses.
No – as was eventually done – put
in for the month actually taken –
not against the accounts
Concern – treated as an
accountancy issue
No – appear from paragraph –
was below market – the delay was
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WITNESS
we had to go and satisfy the
questions – were we below
market – if so what steps need to
be taken.

AL

What prompted this email was SS
saying going to take this out of
the accounts.
Right that BL wrote to you –
saying - entitlement to be
considered for the diicretionary
bonus – if we do not even
consider it – we’ll be breaking our
promise
Yes we had that conversation –
that is why I listened
4/1609 top email
Recognize this
4/1611 – sent to you – summary
of goals / achievements
4/1612 – part and parcel of it
4/1616 - Clare, BL and Shawn.
This is another document by BL
trying to make the case.
Doc more than just Engineering
bonuses. I took this that each of
these groups should be
considered for a bonus – different
to what we had discussed
5/1629 – read. BL reporting to
you slightly mutinous ranks
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WITNESS

AL

Reporting that his credibility had
been damaged – by reason of the
bonus issue
5/1666 – 1st paragraph of large
email – sends it first time on 21st
April. You did not reply to the
earlier email
Don’t recall its possible
5/1668 – large email first and
then forwarded to you
In first paragraph of Poulain’s
email – reference to contractual
discretionary entitlement.
Fair to say that Engineers getting
a bit ‘uperty’ at the delay
We had taken a long time – but
wanted to exercise discretion
properly
5/1675 – now in May – right in
saying – a solution of sorts
reached – 5/1682
£67k?? – But
BL not comfortable with that and
revisited the issue - 5/1715
Yes BL felt that incorrectly arrived
at…
16th May – you’d had enough
JBU had had enough,
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WITNESS

AL

Yes to the point of being
objectionable
Taking up a lot of valuable
management time
Yes many man hours
But no doubt that best interest of
MALUK
Would agree that if that simple –
he was concerned about his own
credibility
Not inconsistent
Widely known at that time – if
engineering eligible – then can
turn into a case of who shouts
loudest
Feel that dealing with this issue
lost BL managerial good will
Yes – there was some. But if this
had been a one-off people would
have got over this – but just part
of a process
Often easier to ignore someone
raising issues at length – than to
engage with them
Don’t agree with that- if had
legitimate concern then need to
deal with…
But if continues to make concerns
in face of answers…
Nay-sayer – can make you
unpopular
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WITNESS
Yes can cause problems if
incessant

AL

By July 2006 – BL unpopular in
MAC
Was a degree of difficulty
In MALUK
Issues re SS, PU – frustration by
reason of some of his actions
Of course when someone who is
unpopular is subject of a
complaint – you have got be
careful top look beneath surface
of unpopularity
Yes
In July / August received several
complaints
Yes
Senior colleagues
Yes
With whom you knew BL was
unpopular
Difficult relationship with
Commented up – from colleagues
in Toronto
Yes
With whom had difficult
relationshipCorrect
Essential – to sort out the wheat
from the Chaff – to understand
the substance of the complaint
Correct as well
Order
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

HM,
Nigel jones
MW,
JAB,
In terms of video link – this week
realistically – can’t use
Wednesday afternoon
Unrealistic to think – Friday
afternoon.
Unlikely to finish both in one
afternoon
That would leave Monday.
Beginning to wonder if we’ll get
to the end of you case by Monday
afternoon
With regret…
Effect – 4 days in January.
He may deferred yet further,
Experts – not prudent to have
their evidence before the
Claimant,
They’ll want to listen to what he
has to say – hearing his evidnce
Agree – best they give their
evidence at end
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AL

CHAIRMAN
Back to back at end. Not in this
tranche, possibly not in next
tranche

Tuesday 13 November

Management discussions – what
need to do – is whether they
comply with the definition within
the act.
Would give some focus to the
hearing.
In reality, however,
Basis for that is case law which
picks up on the pre-amble of the
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WITNESS

AL
Act – in the public interest.

CHAIRMAN
What anxious to avoid – is to
argue what is and what is not a
PD
Don’t want to put either party to
more work.
Subject to what AST says- we
understand what you have to say
– but when it comes to closing
submissions – will expect that it
will follow the line of the act

Not happy – unpleaded
allegations – we have found
ourselves dealing with a case
where the Respondents who have
neglected or decided not to be
clear – we think that you were
right to ask AL to nail his colours
to the mast – not in a round
about way – but bluntly.
All a bit of a moving target – its
slightly less of one.
But we should be able to say with
real precision about what he says
in relation to each pd.
You have been very gentle with
him – understand not want to put
to extra work
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CHAIRMAN

We are entitled to to know what
the defence is, we should not
need to wait until closing
submissions.
WE have made it clear. Our
position is set out – happy to
bring the authority with me
tomorrow. But clear what our
position is
Well - we do understand what
the Respondent is saying.
Deny any protected disclosures
took place.
We can see why they say no
qualkifying protected disclosure,
And also see why they say – not
protected disclosures.
What is also apparent – is what
appears to be a good faith
argument.
It is clear to us and therefore clear
to the Claimant.
We will not make a definitive
ruling on this matter – because
will need to discuss between
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6/2217 – Bottom email first.
This is written by Henry David to
Boeing – all to do with the
reversal of the discounts
Its to do with the increase counts
No – read the third line – it is
about the reversal
Alright yes
Magnitude of what proposed –
and the arduous task – need
commitment…if allow us to
reverse – would help.
If Boeing could commit to this in
the next few weeks that would
give the board of directs the
confidence they need.
You were wrong yesterday when
you said that had the confidence
in the reversal
No – we did have the confidence
– they had orally told us- and we
were confident with that
But as a snapshiot – Board
needed reassurance
Yes
And sought reassurance
Yes
Reply – this email did not provide
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AST
the re-assurance that was sought

WITNESS

AL

No – but did give us reassurance
that this was not going to be a
quick decision
And dispite the fact that not
provided the re-assurance
requested – its right isn’t it that
you continued to take the reversal
in the accounts
Yes – because we were
comfortable that it was the right
thing to do
IN Aug 2004 – MW was recruited
Yes
Prior to that, no HR
But MAC did have
Yes
Headed up by JAB
Yes
Reason for having a dedicated HR
individual in UK was that
employment laws in England are
different to Canada
Not just that – local
understanding – different labour
laws throughout each region
And how UK labour laws operate
Yes
Would you agree with me that
through 2006 – MAC was required
to pour large sums of money into
MALUK
Yes
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AL

Correct – the budget suggested
no more
Trade creditors were not being
paid in accordance with the terms
of the agreements
Terms of arrangements made
between the company and trade
creditors
Are you saying that having sat
through this Tribunal – that the
reason not paid on time was
because arrangements with
suppliers had been made
Can’t say that but it was the
message from Canada
Not what PU took from the
instruction was it
Have read PU’s memo – an
overstatement…
Striking that he had not taken the
message to be – go and arrange
deferments
From the tone of the email – he
understood the need to make
arrangements
Will take you to documents – the
situation in the UK – not
systematically to make
arrangements – but to
systematrically to refuse to pay.
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AL

Were you aware of that?
Aware that TCs were pressing and
no money to pay
Repeats the question
I was not directly aware of that
You were directly aware
No-one told me – I knew that the
situation was being managed –
and that TCs were pushing
Were you aware that some TCs
were not being paid to terms?
Was aware that TCS were
frustrated at the situation and
pressing to be paid
And what did you do about it
Weekly discussions – about how
to manage the situation
To manage cash in line with
business needs
That is a euphemism for not
paying until really had to
No – but everyone was doing it to
us – everybody was extending
terms
The message was to ignore the
legal position and do what was
best for ther company
Delaying terms
No breaking payment terms
I have no knowledge of each
individual terms – but to manage
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WITNESS
in accordance with industry
practice

AL

You did nothing to encourage
MALUK to stick to its contract
terms
Disagree – put in money where
required and had meeting – and
told them to make arrangements
We told them to manage In
accordance with industry
standards
Cash tight for both MAC and
MALUK in 2006
Yes
6/2175 – Sep 12 Staff meeting –
under liquidity – RBC – Royal Bank
of Canada Yes
Meeting re liquidity – that’s why
wanted to meet cos money tight
RBC has an analyst – sees liquidity
as a key guide – he believed that
going forward – that to sustain
our position - there was
inadequate cash/liquidity to
achieve ourt goals.
So he alerted the managers to talk
about that – to see if more cash
was required
Someone in RBC said – not
enough cash
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WITNESS
Saying not enough cash to go
after the new plans…

AL

Cash was tight anyway
Yes
Was it a co-incidence that if not
have enough cash – we’ll give it to
you
No – good banking practice
Do you go that week
No clear recollection – but we did
speak on a number of occasions
But one of your responsibilities
Yes
6/2403 - a week on – again RBC
requests a further meeting
yes
Is it right that RBC requested 2
meetings
No – this is the same bank.
If there had been questions re
liquidity – CIBC that would have
had the discussion
Yet it is RBC that was concerned
about liquidity – and was
requesting meetings
No – they saw opportunity to do
more business
Its bad timing for MALUK to have
a cash problem at the same time
as MAC having same problem
Yes
And a bad time to be having TCs
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AL

Yes – it was a bad time – but
industry practice
Anecdotes or reports re BL
Yes
You took no formal steps
When come with gossip – I’d say –
please provide some evidence to
show this occurred – if did this –
then I’d see BL
So prior to 2006 – when these
stories were brought to you did
you say – provide me with some
evidence
Yes I believe I did – substance is a
better word
And no-body could have provided
substance to me
– but it was provided to JBU, and
JAB
Had it ever been brought to you
attention prior to 2006
I had direct knowlefge of it
Some people do swear some
people do not – you knew that BL
swore
Yes – on occasion – But was only
aware of him swearing as an
adjective – not him swearing at
people.
5/1896 – this as saw yesterday is
the consolidated cash flow for
July 2006 – top hole punch – 6
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AL

Yes
If run along that line come to 100
– then 28th July negative cash
flow – 1 million pounds
All throughout that negative cash
balance – until the very end of the
year.
Said yesterday that you saw this –
were you happy that SS was
adequately managing MALUK’s
cash
I was not happy with the figures –
but spoke to JD…
When saw and spoke to JD and SS
– was it Magellan’s decision to
pay more cash to MALUK.

It was our intention to provide
cash – when each company
needed
If there was a cash- surplus in one
- would have it remitted to head
office – for use in other areas
If an accumulation of cash – you
would expect it to be made
available for other areas of the
group
Yes
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MALUK to pay money to other
areas of the group you would
expect that money to be paid
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AL

Can’t make generalities
But the effect of that would be to
subordinate the interest of the
the UK company / creditors to the
interests of the group
No – standard cash management
– in accordance with overall
corporate need
Puts directors in an invidious
position – and makes the UK look
as if it cannot pay its creditors in
positions when they can
Asks the Directors to give blessing
to a situation where cannot pay
creditors when debts fall due
If we did not do this – then bigger
problems elsewhere.
My real problem is the term
where debts fall due.
Agreements made to defer
But the evidence overwhelmingly
suggests that no deferments were
made
Silence
You were a director of the UK
company
Yes
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AL

Yes
Been a director of UK com before
No
In UK can become personally
liable
Yes
And that company would be
acting in breach of contract if not
paying
If breach the terms
Personal liability if trading when
insolvent
Had been provided an
indemnification – and had
insurance
But not saying that the existence
of the insurance – could ignore
their duties under UK law
Don’t believe that they were – the
instruction was to make
deferments
You gave the answer were
indemnity arrangements
Not saying that the existence of
indemnity meant that could
ignore the obligations
Silence
Director – who permits the
company of wrongful trading –
may be disqualified from sitting as
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a director – the indemnity does
not answer the peril

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Surely the disqualification – will
the thing most upper in the
tribunal’s time
If believe that chance of
insolvency

5 min break

Tabular format – when we started
the case – we indicated that it
would be of assistance – in
fairness also of assistance to the
Claimant – having made that
request – CL have a reasonable
expectation that provided in that
format.
Having asked you - only fair that
you provide it.
Provide your case – on what your
position is – would help focus
mind in bullet point format to the
point.
We are grateful - but on Thursday
Morning
Mr Neill – we’ve been looking at
the staff meeting 15th August – in
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the course of that meeting – ME
Edwards attended by phone – at
one point he said words to the
effect that no more cash to UK

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Correct
Bundle 6
All familiar with no cash – date?
th

15 August…
6/2242 – Malcolm Pollard at RR to
you.
Essentially – RR was alerting you
to the fact that financial reporting
agency -looking at Magellan – it is
high risk – ccc – 2nd worse rating –
liquidity is marginal.
Agree that at 7 / 8th Sept –
liquidity could be regarded as
marginal
Yes – liquidity was tight in early
fall
6/2241 September – a further
email - Bob Segal to you.
Informed that all RR was placing
Magellan on hold till strong
financials demonstrated.
Yes
6/2276 – fuck off email.
That was forwarded to you on
15th - back down to email – its
clear from BL’s words – that he is
384
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angry and exasperated

WITNESS

AL

Yes
And angry and exasperated at
what SS said in his email –
regarding payment terms with
other suppliers
Before get into supplier – should
talk to each other - that BL
resented that and wrote what he
did
We can agree that its what SS
wrote that exasperated BL
Yes
Clear to you reading that that SS
had some gripe about processes –
and this reacted like a red rag to a
bull
So that directions from Canada
could be followed
You would not have known one
way or another – whether SS was
right in his criticism of BL not
following process
Correct
I had enough of this now –
suggest that there was more to
this…
It was the first 2 words that
concerned me – these 2 words
was the final straw
There was history to this
exchange
Yes
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AL

CHAIRMAN
Before go on – you say due
process who had not followed
due process

SS was trying to follow due
process
So from the emails – you could
not tell whether the Claimant had
followed due process or not
No
And due process was discussion
between the Board before
proposals put to suppliers
Yes
If turn to 6/2302 – you replied.
1st paragraph – make the point
that appalled by the language –
not privy to the payables.
Not privy to the background
Yes
Fiduciary duties – must both
respect financial decisions –
respect for the corporation.
What financial decisions do you
think that BL not supporting
Cash management – of the
corporation – how to manage the
cash – and that was done on a
group level.
Cash decided at group level
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Cannot make decision – without
the buy-in of others.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

At that stage you did not know
whether Cl had done what
accusing him of
I was aware that BL had made
conversations alone – not aware
whether done with knowledge
Suggested that BL did tell them
what he was going to do – and did
tell them that he had
It was never put to SS that BL had
spoken to SS prior to speaking to
AMS and Apollo.
I put to him the attendance note
– that was expressed in the future
tense
Meeting note – BL saying either
that he was going to or had, had,
meetings – substantial emails
showing that was having
discussions.
SS’s evidence – whatever
occurred on 17th – prior to that SS
was not aware that BL was going
to.
I cannot recall whether you
challenged him.
But whether you challenged him
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CHAIRMAN
or not.

I’m not saying that it is common
ground
This situation has blown up – that
this was an accepted fact – that’s
why Mr Neill has no idea what has
occurred in the last 10 minutes
6/2276-7 – when you looked at
SS’s email 6/2277 – obviously
been speaking to suppliers – not
party to the fact that you wished
to have these discussions.
Did you interpret SS saying
something very recent?
I looked at it and concluded that
senior people in the UK were not
acting as a team – regarding key
suppliers.
Why I reply that its necessary to
discuss things
6/2107 – top email dated 2nd
September 12-13 days before SS
writes email to BL -2nd line – we
will delay AMS and Apollo until
Thursday.
6/2302 – of course in the
paragraph of your email – can’t
discuss without the buy-in of
others – you were not aware that
13 days previously that BL had
informed SS that he was going to
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Apollo were you.

WITNESS

AL

Going back to 2107 – I would
assume that BL was trying to
delay AMS and Apollo and then
that he would tell SS
Question actually was - when you
read your email about the
previous email
Correct I did not know
And did not know that that email
had not elicited a complaint from
SS
Did not know that
6/2123 – if look at large email in
middle – 2nd paragraph – have
confirmed arrangements with
AMS mid-month.
When you wrote your email – you
did not know about this email
either did you
No
And you would not know that this
email had not elicited a complaint
by SS about this
Would not have known – I agree.
6/2143 – top email – reference
11th September – deferral –
unaware
Correct
6/2147 – bottom email – Apollo –
BL forwards to to PU -- unaware
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AL

Correct
6/2198 – see there emails –
further emails – customer – PU
and SS copied in on those.
Back to 6/2302. Cannot make
deals outside of process – suggest
that if you had been shown the
emails we just looked at – you
might very well not have written
that paragraph
I would have written the
paragraph writing slightly
different language – should be
adequate discussion and
agreement regarding the cash
management of the company
What you should have done – was
to preface that paragraph with
what you had done with the first
paragraph – not privy to details
Not – not talking about
generalities but specifics
But you are assuming that SS is
correct
Next paragraph – argument in
progress with a colleague –
childish…
Suggest that quite clear that BL
took his duties as a director
seriously.
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Concerned at the creditor policy –
his reference to resigning as a
director was not silly / childish but
was a sense of concern at his own
person peril
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AL

But had threatened to resign on
several occasions – bonus –
Bournemouth.
I was coming at this situation on
that aspect
Asked for the details for the
payables – will deal with issue at
Toronto. Had in mind to look into
the background
Yes
Look in toronto
18 September - yes
Balancing exercise re cash
balancing of MALUK and other
companies in the group.

Yes
Ask SS what emails he had in
mind when wrote email
Can’t recall asking SS directly but
discussed JD – greater details
Did not have a decussion with SS
– but spoke to JD and said needed
greater details
Yes
Difficult times – going through
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difficult waters
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AL

A380 program – severe cash
restraints, the demand was
increasing on other issues –
because of that – had to manage
cash very carefully
6/2202 – please find out the
situation – I am resigning from
UK.
Saying -just look at what is going
on – and what suppliers has
affecting deliveries.
I am resigning from MALUK – as
cannot do our duties effectively.
Must have alerted you –
something quite serious affecting
ability to carry out duties
Has threatened to resign pick up
chips as director – move on, often
said it
It was necessary wasn’t it to pay
close attention to see if he was
making concerns about serious
issues
I was saying – prepared to listen
6/2309 – it just started snowing
emails – see what BL does here –
later on 15th sends you another
email – copying in Edwards – not
just trying to get attention of line
manager but also the most senior
manager of MAC
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WITNESS
Agree that trying to get attention
of ME

AL

Attached email of 15th – daily cash
balance – re ability to clean up
normal creditors – daily cash
balance – CP’loo. –
6/2308 – receive on 28th – shows
a lot money in bank – and a lot of
over due creditors.
W have a lot of overdue creditors,
we have money – would should
be paying them. That’s the
message
He was trying to convey that
message.

5 minute break

Only in fact 2 occasions when BL
threatened to resign as director.
One being bonuses – and the
other this issue
Can confirm those 2 think there
was one other – but need to be
more accurate in my thinking.
You can confirm those 2
Yes
6/2310 – did JD show you this
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email at the time
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AL

I have seen this email…it could
not have been 15th, would have
been 18th.
Saw this before you dismissed
him
Yes
Makes quite clear – that a long
line of inadequacies – criticizing
SS’s commerecial abilities
Agree
Last straw – is in fact what is
referred to in SS’a email – 3rd one
down…
The policy remains.
The last straw is SS’s insistence of
the creditor policy
SS saying that he was allocating
money in accordance with the
groups cash management.
Because of this BL saying that SS
had no understanding of business
needs
Goes on to talk there about
resigning from MALUK –
remaining with MAC
Correct
Unhappy with governance issues
– raising with Dekker – that there
is a governance issue
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WITNESS
In his opinion.

AL

To judge from this email – not
only think that a commercial
issue – but also to his mind part
of the governance issue
Correct – to his mind
6/2311 –
Think this was money coming into
the company – he was
accelerating payment
6/2312 – sends email – accused of
special deals – lets see the
evidence – right that when read
his email – BL making 2 points –
what is the evidence that I have
been doing special deals
Correct
And saying here is evidence that
SS and Dekker – knew what I was
doing
Yes
Sends to you email 6/2214
6/2318 – looks when you view the
flurry of email – BL was going
through his emails – going
through he ones he felt you
should see.
6/2124 – you looked at this when
you received this..did you?
There were 2-3 schedules – I
looked at all of the emails on the
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WITNESS
Sunday night.

AL

Sent many – did you look at all of
them or some of them
I glanced at all of them, - and tried
to look at some in detail
Don’t you think before sacking BL
– it would have been better to
have looked at the documents –
rather than just glancing at them.
Read for discussion the next day
Straight forward story – you
looked at them.
2124 - 1.2 mil in the bank – little
under 900k of trade creditors
from July 06
Correct
6/2318 – as well as sending to you
– also sent email to SS and
forwarding it to you.
When read this – you would have
appreciated that what BL bringing
to your attention about how
much should be released to pay
creditors
Yes
About £950k should have been
paid at the end of July – 45
overdue to terms…
Drawing to your attention – that
as part of the history – there is an
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AST
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creditors should be paid when
company has the money
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AL

Agreed that is what he was trying
to do
Reminder – 2319 – what
reminding you that the cash
position was so acute that may go
into an unauthorized overdraft
Yes
Money had been needed in April
–and he was reminding you –
occurred at time on 15th August
Email says that
We cannot avoid PAYE.
This reminder is intended to
explain where MALUK has been in
the recent past – and why
important to pay trade creditors
Recent past – in fact Mayflower
was in the recent past – we made
god every one of the debts – and
continued to make sure all
cvreditors were paid
Accept that the reference to
history – related to Mayflower –
but also reminding you that in
August – risk of overdraft at bank
– failiure to make payroll –and
issues of PAYE
Yes – but all made
But he is providing – so that you
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can understand – using available
money to pay trade creditors

WITNESS

AL

His anxieties about creditors
And that’s why bring to your
attention
Yes.
6/2324 – BL saying – we can pay
them – ought to pay them – and if
do not – we are going to do
something about it.
Yes
And SS being supersillious
Given the history – BLs statement
could have been a number of
things – he was right to ask
Could be to escalate – could be to
report
Yes
Now have two directors who are
mistrustful
Yes – also threatening
Certainly consistent with
frustration of SS digging his heels
in
6/2323 – obligation to be fair to
both sides
He was reminding me that there
was a danger of listening to the
loudest voice – keep it in balance
6/2334 – sequence – 2337-2334
What you have – is a long chain
dealing with history.
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WITNESS

AL

He agrees with you – but there is
a tendency to undermine – issues
with SS need to be dealt with
directly.
Ok
Point making in his email – is you
may be criticizing me for email to
Alison – but I have a good
reasons.
But what ever the situation – you
should be considering why SS has
not dealt with this situation.
Might agree that that is a relevant
situation
Reason why overdue creditors got
into that position – is because SS
is underperforming
That is what he is saying
2 people left – reference to PP
and CPet exit interviews
Did not read those notes
But what saying – is that there are
people who have left who had
concerns/doubts about his
performance.
Yes
Issues abvout cash management,
issues about governance, issues
about competence of SS.
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AL

And these issues to be discussed
in Toronto on 18th September
Did not imagine there would be
individual performance appraisals
on any individual
But did envisage fixing the
relationship with SS
Yes
And that would involve listening
to BL’s concerns about SS and the
reasons for them
Principle behind memo – was
general discussion - not criticism
of any individual
6/2338 – what he is asking SS to
do is to give chapter and verse on
the supplier negotiations and
deals which were the subject
matter of the email on 15th
September which caused BL’s
anger.
Yes
Saying - watch out for this
information – so know what we
are talking about.
Speaking about 2 different levels
here
You can hardly blame Mr Little –
the email from SS contained no
specifics
Not in the email
And a response would have
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AL

Did not see one NO
6/2339 – for the benefit of Rich /
Murray – summarise the duties of
Directors…
Why no Board meetings?.
What he wants is more info in
time for the strategy meeting.
Yes what says
Wants SS to demonstrate that he
understands directors duties
I have read that the different way
– for our benefit to tell us. Do not
read into that that BL was
challenging SS’s understanding
Striking that he did not write
himself to explain – it was SS’s
view that he wanted…
Quite clear that one of the things
that BL wanted to discuss was
how it created an issue for UK
director duties
Yes
SS did not provide a reply to this
email
Correct
At this point anything asked by BL
to SS – would have been replied
with a slow or non- response.
6/2340 – 2nd paragraph – started
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a process in Canada – prefer
before staff meeting – should
then be escalated under
WHISTLE-BLOWING

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

What he is saying - is I have raised
with you issues regarding
governance.
If necessary – will be escalated
under the auspices of the WB
Procedure/Audit Committee
Understood a number of things
Was that one of them
This was the first time I had seen
this word used
And related to the previous issues
he had raised with you
I THOUGHT SPECIFICALLY THE
CASH MANAGEMENT ISSUE
I understood a number of things –
RN related it in his mind to the
cash management issue.
Will add that RN thought it
related to the cash management
issue.
You wanted to say other things
He wanted to know why had been
copied to others – important that
he knew – why not through UK
Board of Directors.
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Of the 5 UK directors 4 views
were clearly known to me –
unnecessary

AL

CHAIRMAN

Unclear whther WB issue related
to not going through the not
having the board meeting or the
cash management issue
Thought you said earlier that you
understood that it related to cash
management issue?
2 interpretations – one was cash
management the other not having
gone through the UK board of
directors
Was also looking for some
indication that BL accepted that
he had overstepped the line – I
did not find it.
Numbered paragraph 3 –
referring that in a separate email
– grave allegation re suppliers –
making clear that he felt this was
a grave allegation.
Again how he perceived things
had happened = I’d asked – and
would make a decision at the end
of the day
You had not asked SS for
information
No – asked Dekker
But it raised from complaint from
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WITNESS

AL

SS not provided anything
Why not asked for specifics –
Because I believed that SS was
talking about the time before had
approached suppliers – not about
individual
It was specifically about specifics
– look at the first sentence
There may have been specifics
But what were they?
Don’t know- was not provided
with the details
BL saying I did not do it – but you
did not ask SS
No
But did not ask SS
No
You knew that BL had asked SS
Yes
And he had not replied
Yes
6/2277/2276 –
This was the one where I
concluded that SS was talking in
principle
No he is not – he is complaining in
the first paragraph – that BL had
been talking to suppliers and
wanted him to stop
And it was this email that
provoked BL
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Yes
And you asked BL for suppliers
that BL talking to
Yes
But did not ask SS for details of
allegation
No
Why not?
Wanted to see how wide spread
this issue was among the other
creditors
Its vital this point – as we
discussed this morning - If BL has
been provoked – important to
know what has provoked him?
Any obstacle in his way – BL
becomes aggressive – loses his
temper
So not necessary to find out what
SS was talking about in concrete
terms?
It would have been had things not
mnved on – if I’d have had the
meeting on Monday – then would
have asked
Who?
SS.

Lunch….
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AL

6/2340 – email looking at just
before lunch.
And you can see from last
paragraph – gravity of its contents
envisaging a meeting on the
Monday.
6/2342 – Joyce Stuttard – you
assistant.
BL was trying to ensure that you
had got the chance to get emails.
Infer that he is taking all of this
very seriously
Yes
6/2345 – middle of August.
Read both
6/2356 – email sent BL – CW
You saw this on Monday 18th
Correct.
This is BL askling CW to provide
her recollection to a number of
specific items.
Cash Management.
Difficulties encountered
Correct
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It was a series of very precise
questions
Yes
Opportunity for CW to add any
thing further which she feeks
relevant
Yes
Not uncomfortable with anything
she did
Yes
He wanted you to have the
benefit of her answers
Yes
Not an email written in an
aggressive fashion
Disagree – she is being asked to
answer yes no – abruptness in
way put – can be said to be an
aggressive email
What is threatening about the
sentence in no way am I
uncomfortable with your actions…
Doesn’t that disarm any view of
threatening
No – need to get through the
issues 1st
All regarding the cash position
Agreed
All regarding the meeting he was
expecting to have on Monday
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Yes
Cash management in MALUJK
Yes
Elicited – not for the purpose of
undermining SS Agreed seeking information – but
the manner in which he asked –
abrupt
Heard what you say – asking
about undermining SS. The
abuptness was for the purpose of
undermining SS./ Don’t
understand that…
What made you think that
undermining SS
Agree – that seeking information.
Abruptness, and fact going to CW
conveyed a second issue in the
email
Do you think this could be
interpreted as an email requiring
information for the meeting – not
for the purpose of undermining SS
It could be interpreted that way
Did you have a sufficiently open
mind to read this as requiring info
for meeting
That is how I saw it…………
6/2360 – at bottom email seeking
info from SS. Already seen
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Yes
Saw on Monday 18

th

Yes
What SS says in second paragraph
– he will not reply unless it forms
part of a formal process.
When you read this – did you
think that it meant WB or
disciplinary
Not WB – some sort of
investigation into what had
occurred
When you saw this, you read it
that SS was expecting some sort
of an investigatory process
Yes
6/2362. When read that – you
would have appreciated that what
Summers saying – told by
purchasing that material on stop
unless put straight on a machine
Correct
BL wanted you to have this in
mind when have a discussion on
18th
Read this and was perplexed – did
not see cash mentioned in any of
these emails.
Did not know if this related to
cash or not
So when saw – machines on stop
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AST
– you did not read this is as being
something that had anything to
do with cash management

WITNESS

AL

Not how I read it
6/2370 – received that 11.43 pm
– would have understood that BL
wanted you to be aware that
Gardners had been told that
sending in a legal letter was the
only way of getting paid,
Relevant to the cash management
issues to be discussed that day
Agreed – but investigated – the
letter had been sent in by junior
member without full agreement
or understanding of superiors
When was that investigation
Don’t recall the date
Haydn used the term expedite
payment.
Did not know whether the
expedite payment was before
contractual terms or were already
in breach
You understood the terms
Yes
6/2366 - the UK disciplinary
procedure – relevant cos BL
employed by UK company –
Yes
JAB not expert in UK labour laws
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WITNESS
Have to ask her – but believe she
is not

AL

You are not an expert
Correct
1/87 – document made available
to both you and Ms Ball
Available to JAB – not me
JAB told you it was available
Yes she did
So far as you are aware, she had
looked at this
So far as I was aware
What did she tell you as to how it
compared
There was similarities – in gross
misconduct – was very similar – in
particular bullying
Were you interested to know
what was contained in the
disciplinary policy
Was interested but did not have
time to read
If wanted to you could have found
time
Yes
You did not because you were not
interested in finding out position
regarding UK Labour law
No – looked at the sections of
what the definitions of gross
misconduct
1/93 – you would have seen that
reads that employee may be
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AL

CHAIRMAN

Yes
Read section 10
Yes
Page 94 read it
Yes
What that told you was that one
of the reasons is if the presence of
the employee in the work place
may interrupt investigations
Yes
Isn’t it right – that what you were
told of SS’s relationship – that BL’s
relationship would hinder an
investigation…because Mr Smith
did not want to be at work with
BL
Did not conclude that because BL
in Canada and SS in UK. Did not
conclude that normal reasons for
suspension existed
1/88 – appreciated from very first
words – the procedures were
statutory – did you realize that
Yes
Applies to all employees
Yes
Realized from reading that – this
was the policy that would apply to
BL’s position
Not entirely – also looking at the
employment contract – and that
too deals with termination under
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looking at that.

AL

CHAIRMAN

But saw that this policy applies to
all employees
Yes - but also not a contractual
document
A statutory regime
Yes
Have to pay attention to this
Yes
Procedure – set out in writing
Yes
See step 2 invite to meeting
yes
1/89 – did you see investigation
Yes
Did you see must be investigated
by manager
Correct
Witness statements will be sought
and copies given to the
Correct
You have said read 1,2,10,11
I concentrated on 10 and 11 and
then quickly read through the
other sections – I was more
interested in the contract
Did you read paragraph 3?
Not in detail
Not in detail
Quickly went through – because
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not a contract – would not take
precedent

AL

But did not know
No
Did not ask MW
No
1/89 – consideration must be
given to decide whether
suspension needs to be ordered
with pay
Skimmed through this
I looked at the word
consideration – and we did
discuss the merits of
consideration
If you were skimming through:
Need for investigation
If suspended – then yes
Not confined.
1/89 – you did see informal
hearing
Yes
Did see formal hearing
Yes
You saw verbal warning and
written warning
Yes
You saw final written warning and
dismissal
yes
You did have a discussion about
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AL

More whether we dismiss for
gross misconduct or something
else
But also suspension
Yes
Knew this document had
something to say about it
Yes
And knew that would need to
look at this document in more
detail
Yes – if we were going to suspend
You deliberately decided not to
follow the policy at all
Correct we decided not to
The result – BL was not told of the
allegations made against him
Verbally at the meeting in the
airport
No investigation?
Agree that we did not follow this
– we used the contract
He was deprived of a hearing at
which he would have been able to
present his side of the story
No – he went to Audit committee
After he was sacked
Yes
Yes was deprived of any hearing
prior to dismissal
Yes
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AL

6/2368 – 9. So far as you were
aware – MW had not been copied
in on all of the emails sent to you
Correct
You had a better view of matters
than she would have had
A more comprehensive view
3 – she refers to the email to CW.
But you knew that that email
could be used as an information
gathering for the meeting to be
held by the two of you
Agreed with the term could be
viewed
5, in this paragraph HR advises
that BL should be suspended so
can be investigated.
Then says – need your directionfrom that sentences – she was
expecting to be the person to
handle the suspension of BL.
I’ve read this – still read this the
same way – she was looking for
advice as to how to deal with SS,
CW BL.
A general employment contract
So you read this and thought – a
lower case c – and therefore does
not need direction from me
JAB
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AL

May be right – I did not read it
that way
Last paragraph- need you to tell
me how to proceed in this matter.
Yes
She is seeing this as a UK HR
matter
Agree –there is the suspension –
and then the issues of fall out –
you know that people will talk
about it – how di you deal with it
Hardly going to make things
better to sack him without
investigating it
Make no difference
Might make a difference to BL
If I was a senior exec and
suspended for Gross Misconduct
– I would see that as…
BL was coming to Canada due to
spen the whole week there.
Correct
Away from SS, CW and everyone
els
Correct
You did not request any further
advice from MW or JAB
Not ask from MW
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AL

Don’t recall
But you see you had a week with
BL to address these issues without
BL being near any of these people
The way the story had broken
You had a week to deal with this
issue – without BL being
anywhere near the UK staff
Yes – deliberately chose to use
the terms in the contract =- made
things easier for BL – widely
known because of re-organisation
Gave him his contractual rights to
to termination – but required him
to waive all of his other rights
Ordinary thing to ask for
In Canada
Any idea if appropriate in UK
Take any advice
Look at compromise agreement
When
After compromise agreement.
We expected some form of reply
to the letter which would lead to
negotiation
The problem with going down the
discuiplinary route – you have to
investigate and also have a
hearing
It would be quite disruptive
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AL

Yes
And at that hearing BL would have
advanced his views as to what
had been going on
Did that with Dimma
He would have had the right to
put it to you
Yes

Return – 3.18

In your witness statement – you
make no reference to having read
the disciplinary procedure
Because did not think it was a big
issue
Have a look at w/s – para 80. –
last sentence. I would also have
been concerned about effect of SS
Expressed in conditional – is this
something that you thought at
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CHAIRMAN

Subsequently
Any thought about the Claimant
causing difficulty would have
been addressed by suspending
yes
6/2372 – this is the letter that JAB
drafted for you in advance of
going to the airport on 18th
September.
Did you sign this
Yes
Get to the airport having resolved
not to follow the disciplinary code
Correct
Not to suspend
Correct
Can circumvent this – went there
to dismiss him
Yes
BL asked twice – had read all of
the emails sent to you
Yes
Then asked what thoughts on the
emails but you did not reply
Don’t recall
Possible?
I said yes to both – the second
time in very frustrated terms
Sit down – BL ordered a water
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AL

Yes
Then you came straight out and
said you are dismissed
A number of broken relationships
– difficult for the team to work
together – best that we part
ways.
BL asked what he had done to
deserve that – did you say that
you were not going into that
Yes – I did not want to go there
He attempted to raise with you
issues of business performance
and governance May have done
You said words to the effect that
you were not going to debate it
These things discussed in
management.
2-3 illegal actions, and you said
probably had committed 5-6
Correct.
I recall taking place in the corridor
– just after turning to JAB and
asking him to take a note.
It was a sarcastic comment –
which I now regret – If I had been
aware.
So are you saying that dismissed
in the corridor?
No – after we sat down and set it
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AL

CHAIRMAN

up
6/2363 – says fractured – must be
sitting at the table
Yes
But then goes straight after and
says – 2-3 illegal things
Yes
Was it said twice – sarcasm had
not worked
Suggest to you that it did not
happen twice?
Well you can dispute that. I made
the 5-6 comment – but it
occurred in the corridor.
Can I raise one question. The
comment in response was “why
not 5-6”
What is your clients case in
relation to that
That Magellan had committed 5-6
illegal acts
Without the flippancy
Yes
So you are challenging the
admitted words
You asked BL several times during
this meeting – you asked whether
he was going to resign
Whether he had resigned
Started to leave and BL asked
whether any of the other MAC
directors were aware of the
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AL

yes
And you said that ME was aware
Yes
What about the directors of the
UK company
I told no-one. Am unaware that
any of the UK Directors knew
The effect of your dismissal
meeting was to prevent him at
that time from raising with you
the issues he wanted to raise
No at all – we had a series of
conduct issues climaxing with fuck
off email.
I had to do something to solve the
division
The effect of the way you dealt
with the meeting prevented BL
from raising his issues
I felt that I knew the issues he
wanted to raise.
My actions prevented him from
going through it one more time
You dismissed him in this way on
this day – precisely because you
did not want him to raise these
issues
Disagree
And you preferred to have in
place a FD that would loyally
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AL

No – prefer to have a team that
could work together
The issues tht BL wanted to
review with you – BL wanted to
raise them at a very bad time
Yes
6/2478 – this is an
announcement, made publicly as
was the one on 6/2479 – sent to
customers and suppliers.
Yes
Do you say that sole reason was
because of fractured relationships
within the company
Yes
6/2476 – email sent by Stuttard attaches these announcements –
take a moment to read it please…
Ok
Sole reason – the fractured
reason – your email at the time
say ‘ main reason’
Were there other reasons
No
So why does this email say mainly
because of fractured relationships
This was an explanation to the
Board of Directors – not for
external consumption.
You can argue today – but at the
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WITNESS
time – I didn’t think it was a big
deal

AL

Must have had other issues in
mind
No
It insinuates that had other issues
in mind that will not be stated
Could be interpreted that way
Couyld be termed as a non hostile
non rankerous termination –
because fractured relationships
Hoped that would be the way it
could turn out
You viewed it as a non-hositle
termination
Yes I did
6/2478 – You don’t thank BL for
his contribution to the company
do you
No – but do wish him success
Don’t thank him for his efforts
No
You would normally expect a nonhostile non- rankerous
announcement to thank an
employee
Can read into the announcement
what you will – did not want any
misunderstanding
What misunderstanding
You did not want the outside
world to think you were grateful
to BL?
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AL

Correct
Difficult to square that with your
statement that it was a nonhostile dismissal
No – we thank him
Started off making changes to
structure
This organization will be better off
without BL
Making changes – to streamline
the organization
Only change is that the structuire
is getting rid of BL
MAC is looking for improvements
Truth is that you did think that Co
would be better off without BL
Better off without the in-fighting
Without BL – would not be having
an employee saying this is illegal
and that is illegal
No we have people all the time
challenging the status quo
2nd paragraph – obviously the
other thing – this has happened
very quickly
Correct
BL has gone – he has gone very
quickly and we do not want to
thank him for his contribution
BL had been in contact with a
number of our suppliers – and
was dealing with them as if he
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AL

We had to make an
announcement – who was talking
for the company – and when
making enquiries…
It leads neatly to the point – the
purpose of the second paragraph
– is don’t talk to BL
About MAC’s business – if you
want to do this – speak to others
BL – out of work – in need of work
– the people that he may choose
to look for work – would be other
people in the aerospace industry
Yes
By sending this announcement to
suppliers and customers you were
also sending it to prospective
employers
Yes
If received this as a prospective
employer – alarm bells would go
off
Yes – but need to look at how we
got here
It became chaotic – because he
was making phone calls
The need for clarity does not
explain the tone of this document
it could have been put in more
neutral terms
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Is neutral
No chance to comment on this
announcement
We sent him a draft – and then
gave no input on the draft – or
any other suggestion.
We did not then give him the
opportunity to comment
Doc sent to BL. Email had by this
stage been cut off
Correct
6/2485 – do you not think this is
more generous in spirit
Yes
Problem is – if look at the top.
Did not send him this draft till you
had already sent the less
generous draft we have just
looked at.
2476 – the announcement made
publicly – past tense.
Sequence of events – made on
20th they are not generous – and
the draft was sent by fax – the
FOLLOWING DAY
Can’t comment on the date
difference
If you drafted the doc at 2485 –
why could you not have used that
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AL

2478 – designed for a specific
purpose. The language of 2485 –
does not give this
You could have drafted as equally
generous a draft…
But suppose you are right about
the chronology – sent and
rejected – if you thought it fitted
the bill – why did you then revert
to the less generous wording – it
looks like a fit of pique
No – different purposes
You are a director of MALUK
Yes
Aware of duties
Yes
Why was BL not given any notice
of the meetings of the BM in Sept
and Oct
Was not aware he had not been
He should have been shouldn’t he
Yes
BL’s concerns eventually came to
the attention of Dimma
yes
What involvement did you have in
the WB committee’s work at MAC
Almost nothing
What did the almost comprise of
Spoke to Dimma – given files –
refer the files – but based on
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what’s in them was not WB

AL

CHAIRMAN

Who referred to
Dekker, me and JAB
Referred for what purpose
He did not believe that was WB –
sent to us for safe keeping
Not involved in the investigation
Not at all no.
Thank you very much
C1 - Opening Skeleton
C2 – Chronology
C3 – Dramatis Personae
C4 - Misconduct
schedule/allegations
C5
R1
R2
R3 – note on stat procedures
R4
R5 -

14th November 2007
XX of RN contd
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Mr Neill – I’m going to be talking
to you briefly regarding Aeronca.
A subsidiary of MAC
Correct
Aircelle – main customer – 50% of
its turnover.
Yes
Constructed nacelle and in
particular the A340 aircraft.
Correct
That is a 4 engined aircraft
Correct
For every aircraft sold, Aeronca –
sell 4 nacelles
The bits hanging from the wing –
do the whole of the engine
enclosure – Aeronca supply the
exhaust components
For each aircraft – Aeronca – sell
4 nacelles – research and
development costs in designing
products
Yes
Expected that the number of
products sold will be sufficiently
high – higfh enough to cover
those non-recurring costs
Yes
Recovering non-recurring costs –
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AL

Yes
Incur NRC at start of the project –
without knowing the likely
number of aircraft
Yes
But you have projections
Yes
Period of time expecting to make
sales – was to stretch to 2020.
Would put that a different way –
certain number of products per
year
Over the course of the life of the
aircraft – would expect there to
be sale of spares
Yes
Longer the life – more spares
Ytes
At outset – believe sales between
300 – 500
300 rings bells – 1200 nacelles
Aeronca – expected to write off
the NRC over at least 250 aircraft
Yes
In fact the NRC – turned out to be
significantly higher than expected
– in March 2005 -an agreement –
reached future price rises – the
escalation agreement
Correct
The total investment – amounted
to 40% of assets - $100 m
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CHAIRMAN

I think that is high
Expand?
We have also sold similar units on
other aircraft– for all 3 is C$300 m
Estimate?
About $70 m Canadian
Its right that the accounts of MAC
include the Aeronca accounts
Correct
The NRCs form part of those
accounts – capitalized and treated
as assets
Correct
Value of assets in MAC accounts –
themselves depends on whether
the sales expectations are realistic
Correct
If everyone’s expectations of sale
proves to be too optimistic – the
level of profits would come in to
doubt
Correct
4/1437 – do you see – just above
1st hole punch – email BL – you
Toulouse is the headquarters of
Airbus
Yes
A340 – 7 A340 sales campaigns
they expect to lose to Boeing –
They no longer believe that they
have a product that works…
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Can no longer carry any more
than 75 aircraft
What BL is reporting is that having
spoken to Airbus Toulouse – there
is a concern that the A340 will no
longer sell in the numbers that
had previously been expected
Correct
st

4/1457 – 1 page of quarterly
representation letter – when
write and sign the accounts – put
in any concerns
Correct
4/1460 – February 2006 – RN/JD.
Clear from the fact that BL
included this issue – he was
raising it and wanted it on the
record as a serious issue
Correct
8/2992 – Industry Newsletter –
just above 1st hole punch –
Airbuses’ tragic quad jet -A340.
777 clobbered A340 by a 10-1
margin.
No choice but to forecast a
gradual death of this plane
Look at figures 8/2993 – total 163
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AL

CHAIRMAN

Ok – make an observation – the
manufacture of new aircraft – not
the population of the fleets or
repairs
Already sold the aircraft – and the
repairs – is simply the capacity to
sell spares
Yes
Important to have worked out how many miles travelled –
airlines working hard.
There was some discussion and
debate within Aeronca – whether
they had forecast the rate of
spares quicker than was accurate
Don’t agree – spread over the
number of components that
Aeronca expected to sell – looked
at EACs purely from the
manufacture of new components.
There was time to include within
the EACs spares – started doing
that in the last years
Originally did not take into
account spares
Yes
Fewer sold – fewer the
opportunity to sell spares
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Yes
300 originally thought – 2006
April – were only 74 old aircraft
out there
Correct – that is what this
document says
There was a meeting in Toronto –
8th August 2006 – which was
attended by you, BL and others.
Whilkst there he discussed with
you his concerns of the balance
sheet treatment of the A340 NRCs
Correct
Said to you –
There was an arbitration on going
regarding the way the price
increase worked.
He said even if Arbitration goes in
our favour – still have to write off
all the profits…
Agree that he discussed the write
down of profits – would add that
uses a very specialist titanium
alloy.
We had agreed with them that
they would pay the full price of
increased in Aluminium price.
I said to him that we had ignored
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CHAIRMAN

the spares.
Also agreed regarding how long
these planes would last.
I said that the anticipated sale –
there is absolutely no question
that we would cover all of the
costs…
PWC go into this.
We looked at this very seriously –
before we came to that
conclusion
Already had a plan from Airbus –
that is higher than that briefing

Airbus now more confident?
Its very technical – aircraft can fly
anywhere
You did not share the pessimism.
You cynicism about that
pessimism has been vindicated
because you have sold more?
Correct.
I chose to call the suppliers and
discussed with them how they
saw the future – they said this
estimate in the journal was
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When have that discussion
Q1 2006 –q.3 and another one
just a month ago
You could see what forecast said
-and spoke to RR
One of many
Said that it was pessimistic – and
as events turned out – proved to
be pessimistic.
Yes
8/2998 – Dead plane flying. April
2007 – over page. They have said
that the forecast - not 163 as
previously forecast – now 139
Yes
Still predicting low forecast
Yes
Belies the optimism that you have
just stated
Moved the numbers up by 3 –
phased out by 2010 – do not hear
Airbus saying that
The fundamental is – even if
pessimistic – the sales were never
going to reach the 300 aircraft
originally projected by MAC
We had projected 1200 nacelles
sold – we have now added to that
– the number to be sold through
spares – that takes the number up
to 1500 – 1600
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Significantly in excess of needed
To the original EACs we have
added in the line for spares – and
looked at the total number that
will be sold…

AL

Either way – it exceeds the
number
Ignoring spares – concentrating
on the number of new aircraft –
has MAC ever reduced its
expected number of aircraft sales
from 300
Yes – the pessimistic scenario
Accounts are based on
pessimistic?
No realistic
Where are accounts placed?
Between the two
Where is it now?
Lower than 300 – probably
between 250 and 300
MAC has down graded the
number of aircraft to be sold
Yes
When
Each quarter end – look at likely
sales – we do it at each quarter
end
When down grade
Each quarter end
When start
Q4. 2006
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AL

You did not share anything about
BL the reduction of service life?
I showed him a copy of the work
done regarding the expected life
of the plane – there was some
certainty based on the research
carried out in Canada
5/2006 – the sub-certification for
2/4- -see 2 items here A340 – TO
DISCUSS.
On an important document – the
issue of NRC – clearly formal
concerns expressed by him
Yes
You would have been clear that it
was NRCs that he was referring to
Yes
Given that you had a discussion
on the 8th – and he signs
certificate with qualification –
must have been clear that BL not
entirely comfortable
Correct – but his experience –
with airframe – more with engine
and spares – parts wear out and
are replaced more frequently that
wings – so a difference in our
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experiences
6/2115 – will see dated 7th Sept
2006 -An Airbus doc -move
forward to 6/2117.
3rd box down A340 – 500, A340 –
600
Assuming also 7th Sept
These are the projections
No plan for production
It does not look healthy for 2006 –
and appears to be diminishing
from 2005 – 2008
Yes
Aware of this at time
Yes
There was pessimism from Airbus
at the time
Yes
The only trade estimates referred
to by PWC – are Forecast
International
OK
No reference to the Teal
forecasts. You had access to
them.
Did you provide Teal?
We gave everything we had to
hand – included the plan for
production. Did not included the
International – I think it included
Teal – but cannot recall
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Yes
6/2240 – BL’s notes of a
conversation he had with JD –
need to review.
Reference to Monday afternoon –
reference to 18th September.
Looks as if spoken to JD – and
foreshadowed his intention to
raise on the Monday
Did not know that intended to
raise – but had been on the staff
calls for last year – the arbitration.
It was known to me that an issue
that was vibrant and alive of
which BL was one.
Thank you.

Re-Examination

Recall it was put to you that there
was a designated office – was it
his own office kept for him
2-3 offices – floating offices. BL
used one of them regularly and
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WITNESS
would store files there.

AL

CHAIRMAN

Corporate governance – how
significant is that
For Board of Directors – its own
committee. This board –
reflected in documents –
processes and its an important
part of how we deal with business
affairs
Directors of that committee will
check to see if there are changes
in laws – and that can alter the
way we carry out policies
1/82 – WB procedure – would
that be available for employees to
see
Yes
1/83 – reporting procedures – to
report matters to Audit
committee – did BL take that
procedure during his employment
Onl;y aware that he raised that on
15th September
Did he actually take it?
Not sure – only found out in
September
Only found out on 15th
Yes he raised it in an email that he
was going to raise it
We know that after his dismissal
he raised it with Audit committee.
Tell tribunal – what was the
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AL
attitude of Magellan to provide
assistance to that investigation

Decided it should be independent
accountant – decided would run
an open book – what ever they
wanted.
A lot of time spent. Mr Dekker
spent more time than me – a lot
of time was spent
Cash-flow and creditors.
5/1929.
You were taken to this doc – you
explained had not seen it at the
time.
There were various criticisms you
had in mind
Bottom – creditors due – whether
it recognizes any agreements
made with creditors – or whether
automatically done
6/2200 and 5/2054.
Compliance with new directives…
If we look first at notes of the
telephone conference – could you
tell tribunal – what for you were
the central concerns at that
meeting that worried you.
2-3 things the issue was cash
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WITNESS
management – BL and SS – the
aggressive way BL had been
pursuing CW. And the
representations that had been
made because of SS

AL

And likewise – if look at the
memo – 2200-1. What were the
primary concerns
The belief that any approach –
going to reporting staff – should
be done with permission of the
director – ask fair questios

Should be a goal or a plan arising
from it…
Asked certain questions re
solvency – asking questions of
Canadian banks meeting.
What was the bank’s approach
regarding supporting MAC
Banks entirely supportive –
should say that upfront – they
regularly meet with us – these
instruction – indebtedness, cash
flow. Agreements are put in place
– level of borrowings – and
convenient partnership.
Banks are looking to give more
money – especially when we are
looking at new products
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As a matter of fact was there any
risk in reality of MALUK going into
insolvent liquidation

CHAIRMAN

0 risk:
Although ME made it very plain
on telephone - no more cash – my
experience was that he always
made dramatic statements for the
management to effectively
manage the resources.
There was 0 risk
7/2712.
Meeting involving BL – after
termination of employment –
penultimate paragraph on that
page.
What is you view of BL’s own
view.
Not entirely clear about this
question – not a meeting that RN
was present – not a document
which was introduced.
Don’t doubt that it is relevant but
not for this witness
Agree – understand that will have
questions for BL
In regard to the concerns that BL
did express – you heard the
evidence – credit terms – do you
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recall that – did you view those
issues as whistleblowing issues or
what

Did not regard as a
whistleblowing issue - viewed it
as very serious – not a
whistleblowing allegation
Ellanef – primarily for Dekker,
On what basis did MALUK’s
management and MAC’s
management consider that it was
appropriate to rely on the
discount in regard to Boeing
There had been at least one
meeting – based on that the reps
reported to executive
management and boards of
management that completely
satisfied with getting a
satisfactory outcome
And indeed a written agreement
was obtained
Yes
Was there discussion within
Magellan
Staff call – Boeing and how
progressing – discussion of how
accounting treatment – himself
and myself. Also with E&Y
throughout the year. That’s why
confident appropriate
5/2006 – 9th August – did BL
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WITNESS

AL
object to the accounts being
signed?

Object?
Did he say the accounts should
not be signed off
Don’t recall him saying that but
did make his concerns known
1/268 – BM 10th August
Meeting of board
1/270 – if look at paragraph =report to audit committee – do
you see that Dekker – no new
claims reported under the policy –
do you recollect whether BL
raised any issues at the time
No he did not
1/271 – do you recall whether at
that meeting BL raised any
,matter at that stage
Don’t recall that he did
Re Ellanef – if we start with tele
con 21st August 2006 – you SS etc
– in regard to that – was the issue
of Ellanef relevant to that
Not discussed
In regard to the deterioration of
the relationships – was Ellanef in
any way relevant
Not at all
When you sent your emails of 15th
Sept- having received emails – did
you in any way have Ellanef in
mind
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WITNESS

AL

No
In sum was it in any way relevant
My view all about how BL was
behaving and the relationships
becoming divided
Behavior? What mean
Aggressive behavior, aggressive
tone – that kind of behaviour
6/2276-2277 – if recall – you were
xx the events relating to Apollo
and AMS – can we focus on the
point.
If look at 2276 – when you saw
that Director was being told to
fuck off – what did you think
I was appalled by the language –
being used in a very personal way
– a personal attack.
When wrote your email to BL
6/2202. If we look at your email –
what kind of response were you
hoping for
When receiving an email of this
type –would expect that he would
become defensive to some
degree – and his reply reflected
that – but as said before looking
for acknowledgment that he had
crossed the line
Explain the feelings he had when
sent the email – would have been
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WITNESS
much happier with that response

AL

CHAIRMAN

Procedural aspects - the contract
approach – rather than the gross
misconduct -JAB – Director of HR.
Did you discuss that with JAB at
the time Yes at some length
What was JAB’s view –
Made clear she made clear that
she supported MW’s approach –
then went through the issues –
she understood the fact there was
a contract that was in place which
allowed for my actions –
therefore could be invoked
And 2273 – final paragraph –
where JAB – taking moral high
road – what say about that?
I think reflects the final position –
a fairer way of treating BL – than
the Gross misconduct path – a
more satisfactory outcome
Suggested to you – that dismissed
BL – contract route – that you did
that in order to silence BL – what
say
Disagree that did this – facilitated
with ME and Dimma –
presentation of the issues – which
more correctly in accordance of
the policies we had in place What raising with them?
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AL

Yes
Said hoped for a non-rankerous
dismissal – then the
announcement – 2478.
In terms of seeking to achieve a
less rankerous parting of the ways
– achieved
For suppliers – the contact they
should have should be with them.
Our concern was his contact with
suppliers – causing confusion –
main aim to clear with suppliers –
who was responsible for what.
I viewed the announcement as
being neutral.
Aeronca – 2/607 – PWC report.
2/623 – read out paras 2.22 –
2.29/. Please read out
What understand to be the
central finding of PWC
The whole approach we were
adopting was reasonable –
regarding the forecast of the
aeroplanes and the amount of
revenue that could be
maintained. We have experience
of these aircrafts coming in for
25-30 years.
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WITNESS
This says was not an
unreasonable approach

AL

A recurrent item – and a number
of different views – was that a
basis for criticising those
managers.
The fact that managers were
expressing their views was that
seen as wrong
No a healthy debate
BL would raise this issue – was the
issue discussed with him He would participate in these
discussions- while he was on the
line in staff calls
Did you understand that these
were meant to be whistleblowing
concerns
No not at all
His views were considered to be
the most pessimistic views –
I did not understand that to be
whistleblowing
Was this issue in any way relevant
to BL’s termination of BL
No not at all – all about behavior
and misconduct
Complete re-examination
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Tribunal Questions

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Female wing
W/S 53 – say brought to your
attention – expand?
Asked JBU to give some evidenceat a later point – JAB came in and
she said here is the evidence – I
said need some evidence to show
that this was a frauadulent use of
signature
Given that did you feel that it
was appropriate to discuss with
the Claimant
I did not discuss with BL
Why?
I was seeking some better
evidence
Chair – did JAB come back to you
– and you pursue it
I have no clear recollection – but
she could have done it
Did you pursue that further – or
leave it as it was
I left it as it was at that time
You never did have any questions
with the claimant?
No
Chairman
6/2340 – you received the email
from BL sometime on Sept 17th –
the Sunday before the dismissal.
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
2nd paragraph.
“you have started a process in
Canada – resolve by Tuesday PM”
– what did you understand was
meant by that

He wanted to sit down with me 1
– on 1 to discuss his concerns –
the alleged whistleblowing items
– and included in that would be
the email I sent on 15th -cease the
abusive behavior.
But he uses the word process –
are you saying the process you
had commenced was the
opportunity for his to discuss his
concerns
I understood it to be a generic use
of the word
Each quarter – we have seen the
form that has to be signed by
director – 6/2006.
Opportunity to give concerns
If director feels that there is
improper conduct – wrongful
trading or insolvency - what are
the options available open to the
Director – apart from making it
known on that form
That form is seen by both JD and
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WITNESS
myself – if there are comments
we discuss with the individuals – if
that is not accepted by the Audit
committee – we’d then give
opportunity to the maker of the
comment to make wider
representations

AL

CHAIRMAN

Not the question asked.
What could the claimant have
done In addition to signing this
document – if felt concerns.
What further could he do?
Take to the chairman of Co –
Chairman of Audit Committee.
ME is an accessible person
Could he refuse to sign the
accounts
Yes
If he refused to sign accounts –
what consequences
Report to Audit Committee – then
some form of enquiry
What would be the status of the
accounts until such time as all the
directors had signed off
The accounts normally discussed
with external auditor – issues
raised in that meeting. If there
were any issues – then it would
be reported and the accounts
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would be delayed until the issue
resolved.

AL

CHAIRMAN

So they are normally signed – but
if not – then discussed by Audit
committee – and if was –
accounts could be delayed until
resolved
Yes
RN – MAC is a publicly quoted
company – would I be right in
saying a delay – that would be a
pretty negative signal to the
market
Yes as it would be for any public
market
6/2340 – copy your email – in
view of the gravity of this letter
what is he referring to?
Taking exception to me saying he
was bullying
In the penultimate paragraph –
again what is he referring to
The 3 subjects
Penultimate paragraph – what
referring to
On receipt of my email – he had
already instructed external
advisors
I had not anticipated this
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AL

CHAIRMAN
You may now return to Canada

Break for Lunch – return at 1.30

Examination in Chief – Haydn
Martin

I call Haydn Martin
Oath.
Haydn Robert Martin.
Address
Are you familiar with the content
of statement
Yes
True to best knowledge and belief
Yes
4/1215 – was that the first time
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AL
you found out that the Hamble
Account was being removed from
you

Yes
4/1261 – tell Tribunal what the
circs were that resulted
BL sent me the previous email just
before Xmas – enter into contract
with Hamble for A350. BL was
handling this.
I was only really involved with
Hamble to get price increase on
parts.
BL was concerned that working
the price increase at that time
could be prejudicial to the
negotiations he was having with
them.
I’d missed BL’s email – and
already had a meeting set up for
6th January.
On way to meeting with one of
my colleagues.
Different to BL’s w/s – but don’t
know who is right.
My recollection is that PU called
me first – and said where are
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

you?.
Then BL called asked where I am.
He said does PU know where you
are going – I said yes.
Then shouted at me – and we had
a lagre a I missed the email.
When I got back to the office –
next day received this email
Did you try to explain the
situation to BL?
I modified my behaviour – and did
not ask for a price increase – I
thought we had resolved the
issue.
The meeting was already planned
…I actually had a letter prepared
asking for a price increase – I held
that back
The issue was resolved by you
changing tactics
Yes – next day got email – he
questioned my honesty.
I am prepared to accept that I was
in the wrong – however we had a
company in trouble – and I was
doing my best.
I didn;’t know how my personal
honesty could have been called
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WITNESS
into question.

AL

I raised it with BL – junior
member of staff – if he was going
to question my honesty – 1-2-1
not with a junior colleague.
If move through to 4/1268.
You contacted MW – why
Been called dishonest – and BL
was questioning it
Reference in email about terrible
row – tell about that
Can’t really remember the detail –
why was I going to Hamble – did I
not understand the instruction –
when I tried to defend my
position he hung the phone up.
Did not get a word in edgeways
5/1680 – explain the significance
of this document.
BL – involvement with a company
called Moyola – could be a
competitor – BL was directing us
to put business this way.
About to enter difficult
negotiation – using Moyola as a
subcontractor – they had a good
site.
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WITNESS
BL invited Airbus personnel – to
go to Moyola site.

AL

I could not see how this was
beneficial to MALUK.
I told BL that I could see AUK –
cutting us out and just going
straight to Moyola – Simon Price
was invited and Mark Mcyitire.
The following day -meeting for
price increase – 5 mins into the
meeting McIntyre – said maybe a
way of avoiding a price increase is
to go straight to your subcontractors…had a guy in Moyola
yesterday – really good co.
It did not happen – but it made
the negotiations all the more
difficult.
7/2810 - lisa Thomas
My PA
Para 2 – does that set out your
recollection of that incident.
One thing that not completely
sure – I thought he was at
meeting with Airbus – he says not
Opening line of para 1 –
When tribunal 1st became aware
of brian –I was asked to put my
views down – I did not realize
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WITNESS
how important my views were –
when found out the importance I
really looked at the dates – and
worked them out

AL

Why asked
Very concerned – spending so
much time with infighting –
business was slipping – raised an
issue regarding the issue at
Bournemouth – he said sit back
let them fail – he off to Canada –
things different when come back.
I was not to help fix things – but
sit back
Bumped into him at hotel after
dismissal – he spoke about the
different issues – in that
conversation he accepted that he
had said that to me – but that I
had misinterpreted – he said that
I was no longer general manager
at Bournemouth – that I should sit
back and let Phil and Jim deal with
the situation.
Let the people whose job it was to
deal with it.
When in his statement he says
said something different. It was
very clear to me.
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AL

CHAIRMAN

My response was that it was
people’s jobs at stake
When said that
At original meeting
You said that
Yes – the buyer was threatening
to take work away from the
business – if there is something
you can do to help – you have to
do it.
5/2046 – have you seen these
notes before
Only as part of this process
Were you in attendance at the
exco meeting
Yes
Last paragraph 5/2046 – are you
familiar with the issue – the email
that Terry Stocker sent that was
critical of Magellan.
Terry Stocker told me about it
himself
What said
Turned away – trouble with the
scheduling of the material.
Problem with having lorries
turned away.
Keep 5/2046 open.
6/2141
Aware of this email – told that BL
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WITNESS
had instructed him to send this
email

AL

CHAIRMAN

Back to 6/2140 –
Going back to 5/2046 – looking at
the final paragraph of BL’s nbotes
– can you tell the tribunal what
your recollection of the meeting
was
I won’t say that there was no
reference to that at that meeting
– but I have no recollection of it
being discussed.
I knew about the issue – because I
had had a conversation with Terry
This is precisely the problem of
taking this witness to 2140
When told you
Before the meeting of 18th
September
The exco meeting of 17th August?
Really am struggling to
remember.
Terry’s told me about the issue a
number of times – he said that in
the meeting he had with Phil by
saying Phil – if you don’t accept
your part of the problem you’ll
never fix it – no hope of fixing it
Knew precisely where that came
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AL

CHAIRMAN
Those words – what context used

Where he was coming from.
Who said and to whom
Told by Terry Stocker – BL told
Terry to tell those words to Phil –
to open the meeting to discuss
the meeting…
After saying them – he said you
know where those words have
come from don’t you…
So – what TS was saying was that
the Claimant had told Mr Stocker
to say to PU that if he did not
accept that he was part of the
problem that no hope of solving it
Yes
And said to you that - you know
where those words came from
No – he said that in the meeting
to PU
I’m going to record that this part
of the evidence was given after
sight of 2140
Thankyou sir
Going back to

Your evidence is that you have no
recollection of what was said on
17th August.
What said before was no –
recollection

That’s right
My note too
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AL
The relevant note refers to an
email – perfectly legitimate

CHAIRMAN

It’s a matter of weight
2 final points. I’m not talking
about hotel encounter.
Can you recall whether you had
any telephone conversation with
BL after termination
Yes called me when he was in
Canada – asking about business –
I said can’t discuss – no longer
work.
He said -that’s all rubbish – I’m
being retained as a consultant
I said that when that happens will
be happy to talk
View of BL
Amply covered in W/S
Yes it is
Very well

XX of Haydn Martin

Want to start by asking a few
questions re – let Jim and Phil fail
– said that bumped in to BL in a
hotel after dismissal – and
discussed this topic
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AL

Yes
Acknowledge that said words to
that effect
Those exact words
And gave an explanation – don’t
accept the explanation given
Did not fit with my recollection /
understanding
Meeting was at Aztec Hotel
Yes
13th March 2007
Yes
7/2859 – this is a document
created by you
Yes
And deals with the contact you
had at the Aztec Hotel
Yes
There is no reference in that note
– about let Jim and Phil fail
No
Why did you not include that part
of the conversation
It was a mistake
How did you come to make that
mistake
I missed it – I apologise
And how long after the meeting
did you make this statement
Next day
Whilst matter still fresh in your
mind
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AL

CHAIRMAN

Absolutely
If still fresh in mind – how could
you make such a cental point
He was not disagreeing with me –
also in BL’s response to my first
comments – ones we looked at
earlier – he acknowledges in that
that he said it – did not note the
significance
What referring to?
When went to BL – received a
letter back from his solicitors – in
that letter he accepted that what
said and said that I’d
misinterpreted that response.
So much more shocked that he
was saying that he was taking
through the documentation
Did he show you some tribunal
documents
Yes
Including the ET3
Many documents
Right isn’t it – that one of the
allegations made by the company
in its defence – was saying letting
Jim and Phil fail
Yes
You knew that one of the
allegations was this
Yes
But you did not think important to
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make a note on what he had to
say on the matter

WITNESS

AL

First time I knew was going to be
a witness – at this meeting
You knew had been asked by PU
about this issue
No – he asked me to make a list of
three issues that I had dealt with
BL
You obviously knew that let Jim
and Phil fail was a relevant issue.
Absolutely
I suggest to you that the reason
why it is not there – was because
this note was comprehensive and
it wasn’t discussed there
It was
Terry Stocker.
Its right isn’t it that at no-where in
you statement is there any
mention of this matter
Many many things that I was
involved in over the years 7/2810 – having been asked
about 2 incidents – you identify
Jim and Phil – but did not refer at
all to the Hamble incident
No I did not
Indeed - if return to docs we have
just been looking at – 7/2859.
We see that you state then that
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WITNESS

AL

What is it that has helped your
recollection – to not reporting it
in 2006
In March 2007 – having vague
And in 2007 having an unqualified
recollection now
Can’t be certain which waya

You were at work were you in
December and January
Yes
Receiving emails from various
people
Yes
Reading emails
Yes
Email 23rd December 2005
Yes
Explain how it is you say that you
did not read an email from BL
between 23rd December and 6th
January
All I can say is that missed it –
business was struggling – doing
my best – no way that can be
construed as dishonest –
something at the time – don’t
know if I read it andf associated it
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WITNESS
with the price increase.
End of the day - I went with best
intentions of the Company to help
the company

Getting away from the question
Don’t know – didn’t work
between December or new year –
Hamble is a very small account.
Not a huge issue.
Missing the email is a key part of
you explanation
Absolutely
W/S 22 – if it were true that the
key part of your account was true
– you would have mentioned it in
paragraph 2
Yes – It should be there
The reason its not there is
because its not true
Should be there - but it is true
Why would I have gone to the
meeting? If had instruction not to
go
Lets look at alternative basis – BL
sends email – saying I’ll take back
Hamble – he has every reason to
suppose that you have read it.
On 6th Jan – you have telephone
conversation - in the course of
which you say - I’m on the way to
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Hamble

WITNESS

AL

Many issues – I said off to Hamble
– price increase
Did PU say – does BL know that
you are on the way to Hamble?
I don’tr recall that – but if he had
have asked – I would have said
yes – because we had had
discussions with Brian in early
December – where original
instruction came from
PU might very well have thought
– I wonder whether BL knows
knows that HM is on way to
Hamble.
If you said ‘yes’ that would have
been untrue
He did know
On 6th Jan
Honestly can’t answer that
PU mentions the fact – BL thinks
quite justifiably that you have
read and understood the email
Absolutely – but that is not my
recollection of the events.
But If I had seen the email – why
would I have been dishonest
He is calling you dishonest –
because you gave an untruthful
answer
Even if did think that – deal with
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WITNESS
the matter discretely

AL

He is quite specific - 4/1261 –
told PU that I knew about it
This situation was a
misunderstanding of a mistake
that I made – it snowballed out of
control by reason of his abusive
behavior.
I did not in any way intend to be
dishonest to anyone – I was
setting out to do something he
had asked me to do in the early
part of December
4/1261 – something that he had
spoken to you the day before.
That’s the first time I ever heard
that
No look at the top of the email
You say all one way traffic -Mr
Little was indeed up set – but you
gave as good as you got.
Absolutely
In fact you are strong headed
yourself.
I am
You cite this as an example of BL’s
bad behavior – but your behavior
is not good either. You have
something of a reputation of
being a bully
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5/2059 – bully
BL had every reason to be upset –
and you had no excuse for doing
anything other than completely
apologizing – but what you did
was to shout back

WITNESS

AL

This was never a formal complaint
– and this is the first complaint
made about me being a bully in all
my working life
Right isn’t it to becomer a
contractor on an aircraft is a
difficult thing to achieve
Yes
Technical input and negotiation
Yes
Modeling – really confident
Yes
And difficult for a new boy on the
block to bust in
Yes
That’s the position of Moyola –
there was no risk taking to
Moyola – they were a subcontract
– they did not have a link to A
irbus
Can give you an example recently
where this has happened.
We had order from Airbus – last
year –we were cut out.
Yes lot can happen and has
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WITNESS
happened on many occasions
over the last years
At the time we were just about to
make a price increase when they
wanted a price down

AL

CHAIRMAN

It was just contractual posturing
Not relevant
It is
It is not
Moyola has always been a
potential competitor
Yes
Did you know that BL’s contract of
employment specifically allowed
him to work for Moyola
He never explained – I did not
know – he simply said did not
know the bigger picture
Jim and Phil to fail – already
explained BL’s position – he was
saying step back because of you
position – not because wants
them to fail
Not my understanding
2059 – constructively dismissed re
Mary
Its actually to do with you having
been Manager and then Jim
Robinson coming in
We had a meeting the business
was struggling – best way of
dealing with the situation –
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biggest problem was pricing with
Airbus – and too many small
products

AL

CHAIRMAN

I said I’d manage the negotiation
Bring someone down to deal with
the day to day management.
JR came down – and I became
general manager special projects
– I was given a letter saying 6
months – then our delivery got
significally worse – my reputation
got unfairly tarnished – when
completed the negotiations with
Jim and Phil – I was left in limbo –
the group did not want to put me
back into production.
Comments of BL - JBU wants to
fire you…
That is in statement
End of day – that’s what it relates
to
2810 – this occurred in first ¼ of
2006
I raised this with BL – letting JBU
fail – and if does happen –
someone will have to step in and
sort out.
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Nothing there which says that he
wanted him to fail

WITNESS

AL

Now go to 29 - W/S…
And he WANTED to let Jim and
Phil fail.
Between Jan and witness
statement – you have hardened
your situation -= would you
accept that
Not really – very similar
I suggest to you that the
interpretation you have put
forward is inconsistent
Why would any of us want to step
back
Because sometimes you have to
respect other people’s sphere of
responsibility
6/2325 – Hawker Price
negotiations.
Regarding price negotiations with
Hamble and let Jim and Phil fail –
as late as Sept 2006 – you were
happy to solicit BL’s assistance
with these matters
Absolutely – I was working for him
– nothing wrong with that at all
In July 2006 – Farnborough
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WITNESS

AL

Yes
He spoke to you about difficulties
of his company experience with
being paid.
Yes
Accounts department had told
him – that he should send in a
legal letter – only way of getting
paid
Correct
And he said – not the message
that MALUK should be setting out
to the market
Yes
And he called you to let you know
what accounts department was
saying
Yes
And you raised this with the
accounts department
yes
6/2119 – letter you sent to Price
at AUK
Yes
2008 – promising
That was a mistake that was
corrected
Last paragraph 6/2120- help us to
pay the bills.
Do you think it was wise to
include a sentence
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WITNESS
To be viable going forward
needed these price deductions

AL

6/2130 -I’m fed up listening to
suppliers AND NOW AIRBUS
commenting on creditor
challenges.
Do you think this was caused by
your letter
Not this alone
Airbus seized the wording of that
email and used it as a stick to beat
BL a few days later
No
Do you think that your w/s
statement is balanced?
Yes
Do you think that its fair to say –
that sole focus was to make
himself shine
Yes
Worked hard for the business
Yes – but also wanted to make
himself look good
Someone working hard and
getting results for a business is
the principal way an employee
shines
Whenever tell BL something
clever – he would always say
“well done – where I was 3
months ago”.
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WITNESS
It was a trend – B. Littled

AL

All about asserting that he was
better and clever
Suggest that unbalanced view –
and a prejudiced view of BL
Disagree
Why appropriate to comment =Acquisition of Moores 18 months
previously
Thought relevant
Why
Because showed what sort of
person he was
Sort of person who made
business plans
Lloyds though poor
May say that I am better at
business plans than BL – but what
reference to this case?
Because all BL was interested in
was being an instrument of
change in the industry – not
simply making money
BL has a strong personality – he
wants to ‘own’ ideas because that
is a better way of pursuing ideas
Better if whole teams own the
idea
BL did talk about teams
Talk is cheap!!
That is uncharitable view
Realistic
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WITNESS

AL

On many occasions – but difficult
to square with actions.
Only shown little bits of the
picture
Going to challenge formally that
he tried to get you sacked
Not say that – BL said that JBU
wanted me sacked

15th November 2007
XX of HM cont’d
Nigel Jones

NO – issue information tending to
show breach of legal obligation.
Reference to public interest.
Para 5
WE are taking no point – legal
obligation:
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Not good faith
Not in public interest
Happy if this is it
Unhappy if there are other issues
– not part of this document.
If no contest on legal
obligation…good news,
But don’t want to continue – if
there are further issues – not
being taken.
What wanted was to nail colours
to mast…
My reading of this doc – case re
qualifying disclosuires – not made
in the public interest
Even if QD were made – certain of
them were not protected because
of self interest – not in good
faith…
Legal obligation appears not to
have been taken.
PD 1 – if fails on on public interest
– then game over
Does not take issue with whether
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AL

CHAIRMAN
or not legal obligation.
Simply the intention of the
individual.
Does not then go on top assert –
that issue of good faith 1-11

In a way – the difficulty of
responding is that our response –
we are not involved with
communications that are even
near to that.
Co with a fleet of vehicles –
management debate – better
economic for driver to take longer
– others saying lets do it quickly.
For someone to say – lets do it
slowly – that’s a protected
disclosure – because not breaking
the speed limit.
What was going on – was how
best to run the fleet.
You were not saying – very
concerned about the speed limit.
How do you deal with that –
never about the speed limits – all
about the business.
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AL
Nothing to do with that – you
can’t now elevate that to public
disclosures

CHAIRMAN

Whether can if the intention of
the party is NOT to make it as a
qualifying disclosure.
((whether there is a necessary
element of intention??))
The intention can be relevant to
good faith.
AST will say – if in the course of
management discussions –
employee says should ot be doing
x – that amounts to PD
Vast majority is not of that nature
at all…pay quicker get better
credit
How do you respond
By reference to the statutory
wording
Street ties the scope of the
legislation to being within the
public interest.
My recollection of Fleet – is made
in good faith
Had nothing to do with breaches
of legal obligation
Then you have to nail your
colours to the mast.
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AST

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
If part of your case is don’t
believe that wording of act is met
– because no allegation of a
breach of legal obligation.
My understanding accords with
AST – and that would make him a
very happy bunny in deed

Agree with analogy with Fleet
Understand the analogy – but if in
the course of the management
discussions -= says – breach of
legal obligation…
Then arguably a PD regardless of
intention t make a PD

1. legal obligation
2. good faith
3. public interest

(Causation)
What the claimant’s evidence is –
breach of contract
Having regard to the fact that this
is a 5th stab – disclosure of
information tending to show a
breach of legal obligation…
1st port of call is the act.
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
You may persuade us – Street – as
further gloss
Whilst on the subject – is identify
whether or not you accept
reasonable belief.

Couple of further points. It is
difficult believe that R’s do not
know what the answer to those
questions. I regard this as a point
of real significance – do we know
what their case is.
The failure to pin colours to mast
– may comment upon later.
The issue of costs may arise –
work that has been done – in
relation to PDs.
For my part – knowing that this is
a case going part heard – I would
invite you to deal with it right
now.
That would be unreasonable.
Faced with allegations – ordinary
management discussions
Whether made at all
Whether a qualifying disclosure –
look at wording of the act
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
Context in which the disclosures
were made – management
discussion
Whether protected disclosure –
whether made in good faith

Always put the case – ordinary
management discussions do not
get near the act
If words were said – was it a
disclosure of information tending
to show – breach of legal
obligation
We have always put case in same
way – where the discussion is not
within the scope of disclosures –
the falls outside the legislation
Agree always put case – but
running any planks of defence –
that you identify it.
Can’t be right that Cl does not
know what case it is meeting.
Potentially shortens work of
tribunal
Only fair to have overnight to do
this

AL has twice said that he needs to
take instructions – don’t
understand –if look at what is
alleged –
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WITNESS

AL

Not really ask client to see what
happened
Quite grotesque to say – need
more time.
When they have steadfastly
refused to grapple with this issue
Look at ET3 –
If so flipping oblivious – at 1st
CMD – parties agreed to knock
corners off the case – schedule of
issues.
We were expecting to find –
something in the witness
statements
The length of this hearing is
directly linked to the tactical
decision made by Respondent in
the way it has run this case
If it takes a couple of hours to do
it -= so be it.
We have had enough – and the
tribunal ought to have enough
Obligation of the Respondent to
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AST
pin its colours to the mast.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

ET3 Accept that said that through out
- but when deal with the Stat
language?
It does appear to me that ET3
does not deal with it that way –
submissions does not deal with it
that way either
The time has come for you to do
this
And we won’t start again until you
have done it.
And whether you do have any
defence to the qualifying
disclosures
Set out the table in handwriting show to AST for his agreement
8/3224

***************Good faith
argument only being run in
relation to PDs 12 and
13************************

Took point regarding the contact
report nothing in the report – and
suggest that it was not recorded
because it did not happen – BL
referred me to this – so I
withdraw the part of XX that
suggested no existence of the
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discussion.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Just below second paragraph.
Its correct isn’t it – BL did make a
valuable contribution to the price
increases.
Yes – team
BL side stepped Vandersteen and
went to Gray – the result was that
made £10m over the remaining
course of the contract
Made a valuable contribution as
part of the team
Yes
4/1215 - the email you missed
Yes
st

4/1228 – 31 December – copied
to you – please ensure… did you
miss this email as well
Don’t recall it.
I genuinely believed that I was
following the instructions
previously given.
I didn’t understand why BL getting
so angry – and BL not
understanding why I did not get
why he was getting so angry.
The response – dishonest – was
just an overreaction – especially
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WITNESS
given that the situation had been
resolved.

AL

Archer may have been involved –
but not in a way of questioning
my honesty
Did you miss this email as well
Not sure – I did not follow its
significance.
You are confident that you missed
the first email
Yes
Emails – yesterday – say missed
1st email – and you say that you
have reflected on it overnight
(4/1215)
Having reflected on it overnight is
it still your evidence that you
missed the email of 1215
Yes
Did miss 1215.
Are you saying missed 1228?
Don’t recall
We are not going to agree on
that. Moving on…
Put that bundle away 5/1946.
Email from you to PU – (Rome
Burn)
A very cross email – wouldn’t you
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CHAIRMAN

AST
agree.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Yes
When wrote it – felt justified in
expressing how cross you were
Yes
Addressed to PU – because he is
in control of the situation
Yes
Regarding how a customer is
being treated
Yes
You believe the customer could
have had his wishes
accommodated
Yes – or have a conversation
No good cause for the customers
being treated the way he was
In last 2 lines 0 comment on ‘nocan-do attitude’
All stand and watch Rome burn.
At a time when business is going
badly why are we turning away
new business
Yes – although business only
going badly in Bournemouth
People being made redundant
Yes
More jobs cuts will be caused
Yes
When you were recruited – had
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AST
discussions with BL – re what to
be paid

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Yes
You were pushing for more
money
Yes
He said would do his best to get
you £5k more
It was more than a suggestion –
but was only a verbal
conversation
It did not happen no
What do you say happened in
conversation
Simple conversation about money
Moyola – he said are you aware –
had a contract that allowed work
for Moyola.
2/533 – opening page
2/540
Does this witness really need to
be asked about this?
What your view of the activities of
BL were or were not in the best
interests of Magellan
Not in best interest
5/2059 – tell trib – whether any
issue of bullying was every raised
with you in any shape or form
No
Described – 2 conversations on
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AST

WITNESS

AL
telephone on way to Hamble

CHAIRMAN

First he hung up
2nd agreed way forward – instead
of asking for a price increase
inform the customer of the
problem and eventually worked
out a new way of manufacturing
In either conversation – was there
any discussion about there being
a misunderstanding
Don’t believe in that conversation
there was. In 1st – I really didn’t
understand why so cross he didn’t
understand why not more
apologetic.
Then he sent email – caused an
issue fore a few days –
Then we got on with the rest of
our lives
What was the issue over the days
Not with the call it was with the
subsequent email. – dishonest

Chairman
Was the second conversation
calmer
Issues about how going forward –
context with how wanted to
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WITNESS
handle the situation himself

AL

CHAIRMAN
Did he say – disobeying my
instructions

Don’t recall full detail of
conversation
1946 – email – ROME cross email.
Who did you hold responsible for
the attitude?
The whole team – us as a team –
look to PU to draw people
together.
Angry at him, or with the
situation.
Intent was very much “we” as a
team – need to get together and
resolve the situation
A divisional issue
Yes
Why did you use capital letters
To emphasise the point
Was this email critical of PU
No – he’s have no idea
Critical of Claimant
No
Not intention – but could either of
them have read it that way
No – not saying that You are
sitting there watching Rome Burn
– it was we.
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
Leaves us with the other matter…

Back – at 12.40
Agreed form of schedule – back
at 3.30

Friday 16th November

Nothing AST said is a surprise –
there will be matters that need to
be considered.
We will not deal with this at all
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
today – get on with the evidence.
But Monday – we will want full
answers.
MW will not be affected by these
issues.
She would be required if there is
an application to amend, and if
successful – and those are large
ifs – because not yet considered

It is right that AST made clear that
AST treated in the xx that all
issues were wide,
In relation to MW am particularly
relieved.
MW will be out of the country on
Monday.
I think we will carry on with MW.
You will not need time now.
It seems from it there are 2
disclosures that assert – there is a
problem regarding good faith,
Yes Don’t want to go into nuts and
bolts – it only relates to 12 and 13
Where CL makes disclosures
where the Claimant knows there
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WITNESS

AL
are concerns about complaints of
misconduct.

CHAIRMAN

But over arching defence which
applies to all.

May I call Ms Walker
Oath etc
4/1268 – why did you send this
email to JAB
Part of my duty to observe
behaviours and to identify where
relationships are causing issues.
HM had called me – and he was
quite irate – he felt that BL was
calling him…
HM was upset that BL had
indicated that he was dishonest
with his behaviour
Am eyes and ears in the UK
You say more and more people
are getting frustrated - who
PU for one – CW, HM and as
CW could not be an issue in Jan
06
No – OK – SS
What kind of concerns at that
time were they raising
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WITNESS
BL a very larger than life character
– very big ideas about how he
wanted to run the business,

AL

Had given him the benefit of the
doubt for a long time – but was
now getting to the point where
his bahaviour was causing conflict
5/1778 – explain the Madeleine
issue
Based in Filton office –on
maternity leave – BL had told me
that no place for her – because
Dave Stewart was coming back –
and I was therefore to make her
redundant – we had a
conversation about this – and
following due procedure I spoke
to her…delicate because on
maternity leave- but there was no
work for her.
Spoke to Martin Augustus at the
EEF – he said if true redundancy –
then go ahead with it…
So went ahead and told her of at
risk – going through the
process…what need to
understand – MH very precise and
wanted all the details – I got
concerned and then thought may
have been better to have brought
her back to work first
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AST

WITNESS

AL

Still alright with it
BL hit the roof when he saw the
email
BL took the view in his email –
said this is precisely what he
expected – implying that even
though I’d managed all these
redundancies – he insisted that I
go down a compromise
agreement agreement with her –
not following procedure. My
concern was that if put her infront
of a lawyer – he might say – but
you were on maternity leave. I
thought that was a bigger risk.
It was hurtful – I had never
experienced BL bullying me, it was
upsetting.
Wonder if tribunal catch up with
that – and give MW a chance to
get a breath of fresh air…
5/1843 – just briefly where have
we moved to in the story
I was trying to keep BL up to
date…clearly its up to me to
identify if there is any risk - - that
BL saying to me – how can we
have both??
He said thought it was clear
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AST

WITNESS
cannot have both…no problem
with this

AL

CHAIRMAN

Any problem with 1843/4, or
1846
I must have been mistaken - but
BL did say there was potential for
2 days per week – but I do make
quite a lot of notes
BLs case is that he told you at the
outset that could not have had
both…
Understand you to be saying –
that he had said that there was a
possibility of 2 positions
Yes – that was my understanding
5/1859-1864 – email to Augustus.
5/1860 – top email – then move
through to 5/1863 – email time at
17.18
How make you feel.

BL says to me – clearly did not
give them the right situation –
and now leave it in a mess.
I don’t know the basis – I was
dealing with the situation
How make you feel
Angry and upset – I don’t think BL
sees himself as others see him –
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WITNESS
he doesn’t realize – why couldn’t
he have just picked the phone up
to me and said – how’s the
situation going.

AL

Felt betrayed by him – I was
trying to support him as much as I
could.
I think that BL thought he knew
better than everybody else
And you turn back to 5/1859 –
you see top email – why send to
JAB – why do that?
I was very wary of BL – I’d seen
him dismiss people in the past – I
was trying to protect my self
From Brian
Once you lose that favour of BL it would seem to me to be a
downward spiral …
5/1874 – see in that email 18th
July – you say sorry -why did you
do that I the circumstances
I had to work with BL – I knew
that he would not apologise to
me – he couldn’t see that he was
in any wrong – It was me trying to
say – ok its all my fault.
After you sent the email - 5/1880
Look at BL’s reaction – what did
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AST

WITNESS

AL
you think?

He clearly wanted to talk it over. I
gather examining what had
happened and why happened.
Any body reading this may think
nothing wrong with it – but I
knew that he would want to talk
about it.
Issue was I was going to the house
– seeing her with the baby. I was
carrying all the weight of this and
then he was attacking me…
5/1833 – PP exit interview
5/1838 - What was the overall
view you took of PP
Paul taking the form from our
intranet – PP had filled it in – he
had a bit more time to consider
what he was going to put in.
He had quite a negative attitude
to SS.
A number of people resented
having to report to SS rather than
BL – he had a comfortable
relationship with BL.
I saw sour grapes.
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AST

WITNESS
He did not understand why
Victoria had left the company and
attributed that to SS.

AL

Saw SS as a block to career
progression.
I did show this to JAB.
However, because SS not in
position too long we decided not
to show it to him
5/1875 –
Yes that’s it
5/1876 – your response to JAB
Looking at 3rd paragraph – aside.
What basis for saying BL
undermining SS
When came to a compromise
agreement with Victoria – sure
that PU discussed with BL. –Was
sure that BL unhappy that SS had
been taken on.
Way that staff viewed SS –
attributed that to him.
Victoria’s health was not robust
enough to fight the daily battles
with BL.
Comments that SS had made her
sit in the corridor – that was not
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AST

WITNESS
true – she was only in the buiding
for an hour or so – and she agreed
that SS should remain where she
was.

AL

CHAIRMAN

Staff thought SS had been
responsible
5/2054 –do you recall
Yes
Why necessary
This is in the witness statement
Will move on.
During telephone conference –
did you have the concern that
issues involved whistle-blowing
type
Oh no
Don’t think that assists us at all…
6/2154 If this is a further manifestation of
undermining of SS and has not
been set out in witness statement
or pleaded – then we have seen
enough
6/2356 – do you recognize this.

Yes
Can tell the Tribunal
You said in witness statement
spoke to CW
Yes
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
She was upset

Yes
That’s it isn’t it
Inept and fuck off - were you
involved in that
Yes
6/2368
We’ve looked at those
Can you recall how this situation
came to your notice
Already in w/s
In evidence
We know the contract was
terminated – tell tribunal – what
had it become like at that stage
Quite impossible. Relationships
were disintegrating around the
business.
The attacks on SS were creating a
situation where SS could have left
the business and claimed
Constructive dismissal,
I was trying to keep the business
informed of the situation.
BL was getting more and more
difficult with individuals – he may
be alleging that he was under a
lot of strain – but you still need to
get on with your colleagues – you
cant go around saying f’off
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WITNESS

AL

Something needed to be done.
I don’t believe that BL saw himself
that way at all – he just could not
recognise that he had these traits
that he was unacceptable to his
colleagues – and we were all to
frightened to tell him
No further questions

XX of MW
11.32 a.m.

I going to have to ask you more
questions about the MH process –
I don’t want to cause you any
upset
You are just doing your job
Effecting other people – you
would probably agree that he
would not have realized that it
would have caused you the upset
it did
Possibly
Suggest as we go through the
sequence – it was an example of
crossed wires – and an issue that
might irritate a manager in BL’s
position
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CHAIRMAN

AST

WITNESS
Would not agree

AL

Would have warranted you and
him looking at what happened to
ensure that crossed witres would
not occur again
Would accept that
And when BL suggested should
look at the issue again
5/1880 – top email – suggesting
we should revisit and it was an
issue that would warrant that
Right to say that when suggested
a post-mortem – you thought it
would be a good idea
In same sense as coming to the
end of a project
Did you think it was a good idea?
I was wary
You did inform BL that it would be
a good idea
Tongue in cheek
Nothing in the way you suggested
it which wouild have alerted him
to that
Accept that
What concerned you was that
there was a factor which made
MH – not a simple redundancy
Yes
Not just that on maternity – but
the fact that Dave Stewart was
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CHAIRMAN

AST
going to take over her
responsibilities

WITNESS

AL

Yes –and the fact that temporary
person still in position
You knew that he was still in
position
Yes although date given for leave
And that Dave Stewart returning
yes
and that he would be taking over
part of MH’s role
Yes
5/1778 – BL wanting to know
what the legal position was
Did you think that he was
referring to the fact that
dismissing on the maternity leave
– alarm bells
Yes – but I was experienced –
should have trusted me
You had picked up on this issue –
and gave some reassurance to BL
– spoken to EEF and experience
Yes
And you did not hear back from
BL for some considerable time
Yes
He was reassured by your position
Strange way of putting it but yes
5/1851 – internal announcement
– stating that Dave Stewart was
taking over the role which
included MH’s role
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AST

WITNESS
Yes second paragraph

AL

Fly in the ointment – if there were
a claim of discrinmination – this
would be the critical event
Yes
5/1844 – series of emails – we can
see from bottom email that on 5th
July – 2 days after gone into new
role – on 4th July you visited her
and put her at risk of redundancy
– and talked about about a part
time role
We did not discuss any details –
we would look within the
business – calculations for such an
option
BL responds – how can we have
both – can’t afford
Yes
You and he disagree whether
there was potentially a part time
role
You always thought this was on
the agenda
Yes – Dave Stewart could confirm
5/1861 – we can see your email at
bottom to Mr Augustus. Its the
second paragraph…
The fact that Mr Stewart is doing
part of MH’s old job is now ringing
alarm bells
Yes it was
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AST
And Mr Augustus confirmed that
Mr Stewart taking on role – you
were right to have alarm bells
ringing

WITNESS

AL

Yes
You forwarded the email to BL –
and said at the end of the email
that clear that some aspects
transferred to F=Dave.
A strong possibility of a claim for
sex discrimination with uncapped
compendsation.
You have already told us that you
always knew of the plan with
Dave
That provided reassurance
That went into role on 3rd July
Yes
Suggest that what is happening
here is a U-turn by you
No – keeping him involved in the
discussions – as things go along –
to explain the outsourcing part of
DS’s role – we were convincing
MH. But keeping BL advised of
the potential risks
But you knew of the potential
risks back in June
We discussed it in June – just
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AST

WITNESS
becase not in email – always knew
that tricky

1861 – feeling nervous - new
nervousness
Looking back at email and
thinking why put that
Possibly because its true
I was nervous – but not saying
could not handle it
Look at this email – you are telling
him something new – strong claim
for sex discrimination -you’d not
told him that before had you
Not in those terms no
BACK to 5/1778 – a big difference
between the soothing tones of
this email and the panicky tones
of 1860
Not nervous and panicky – but yes
I was a bit nervous at that stage
5/1860 – lets look at this again –
we had discussed this a number
of times – I cannot believe…
He is saying that you are raising
the issue of sex discrimination – I
raised this with you – and now
look where we are…
Excuse me – you just said that he
raised Sex discrimination with me
You have already told
It was entirely understandable for
BL to be frustrated by reason of
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AST
your U-Turn on the position

WITNESS

AL

No I do not accept that
And true that you wrote an
apology for being short
Yes I did
That’s at 5/1864 – don’t need to
know any details and not trying to
be nosey – I have serious family
probs which affected me more
than I could have imagined.
Was that true?
Yes
Seems an odd thing to do - to
make mention of genuine family
problems – when you don’t
genuinely believe anything to
apologise for
Needed to repair the relationship
– get back on an even footing
Disclosure – making documents
availsble – when disclsoure was
provided – this email was not
provided. Did you make this
email available to those who were
making preparations at the time
Don’t recall this document being
asked for – but I made everything
I had available.
But you made the other emails
available
Yes
But interesting that the
Respondent’s showing the ones
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AST
that show the row and do not
show the apology

WITNESS

AL

Well I do not have a problem with
that
And respondent did not disclose
the Personnel file
This morning you made mention
of making notes.
Did you provide those notes as
part of the disclosure process
No
Did not provide on the basis that
not relevant
I could have provided notes of all
the meetings – but did not see
that required
MH – risk of discrimination claim
– the convergence of
discrimination and dismissal.
If that set of circumstances came
to your attention - that would ring
alarm bells
Yes
And would prompt you to say –
need to proceed with caution
Yes
And would expect Managers to
keep HR informed of matters
relevant to a dismissal
Yes
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AST
WB is a bit like discrimination

WITNESS

AL

Yes
And if somebody brought to your
attention – someone bandying
around WB allegations that would
prompt you to say be careful
Yes
WB policy – MAC – you would
take the same view whether or
not taken the exact process.
You would still say - be extra
careful
Yes IF I HAD KNOWLEDGE
And WB often people who
challenge norms in a particular
situation
Yes
And challenging norms can often
lead them to be isolated
Yes – but I can’t see how applies
to BL
Probably agree that WB
allegations come in all shapes and
sizes and all different colours
Sure
Financial situation - did you know
anything about it
Was part of the senior
management – debt creditor, but
did not have have technical
knowledge
Sitting here for 3 weeks – hearing
people talking about cash
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AST
management – hearing about
how people were and were not
paid.

WITNESS

AL

Was that a topic that you were of
at the time
Did not know about terms of each
contract
The policy – only paying when
threatening legal action or
That’s just good cash
management
Right to say that you were aware
of the practice of not paying
creditors according to the terms –
but when they made a threat
I was aware that we were
required to manage the cash
What mean?
To get cash in – and manage
creditors
Irrespective of what had been
agreed with creditors
Not discussed that
Large number of witnesses all of
whom have said that BL right
from the outset was not happy
with how company was managing
the cash
Would have to say no – have
heard a lot in these proceedings –
but not before
Corporate governance – running a
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AST
company in a proper way

WITNESS

AL

Yes
And complaints that not running
company properly – something
that would set off bells regarding
whistleblowing
Yes if brought to my attention.
Although BL signed off the sheets
6/2340 – para 2.

Express reference to WB.
This email was not drawn to your
attention by Mr Neill of JAB at
any time before dismissal of BL
Correct
So far as you were aware – was
dealing with a personality clash
between BL and SS which had
spilled over – in terms of the f-off
email
Yes
Had you seen this email – it would
have rung alarm bells for you
wouldn’t it
YES
Since you are the UK HR person –
and BL is a UK employee working
in the UK – you would have
expected JAB and RN – to have
drawn this email to you attention
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WITNESS
I wouldn’t necessarily have
expected them to draw this to my
attention – RN was his line
manager – and he was proposing
to discuss this with him

Would hope that they would draw
this to your attention – so that
you could advise UK aspects of
Labour law to their atrtention
To discuss it with him – so not
expect that bring to my attention
at that stage
If you had known thinking about
dismissing
No senior executive
You would not have expected
then to raise to your attention
Bow to their superior knowledge
On matters on UK employment
law?
Yes – I’m not very experienced
You are saying that you would
have expected them to have have
obtained advice from UK lawyers
Or corporate HR advisors
Who
Would expect JAB to have
comprehensive knowledge of UK
employment Law
If this had landed on your desk
with your reference to WB – you
would have wanted to have found
out what underlay it
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CHAIRMAN

AST
6/2302 – RN writing to BL telling
him about F-off email.
Not drawn to your attention or
JAB

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

That’s correct
Only information that given to
this lady – was the email setting
out advice of UK position
1st line – when see all the facts –
you will understand.
That’s BL saying there is
something behind the F-Off email
You are asking her opinions on
emails that she has not seen –
using her as an expert witness
You’ll be saying that provoked
into saying F-Off…
When come to comment and
make submissions – your case is
that a response to provocation
Not going to illicit that with this
email – I am going to look at what
she would have thought had she
seen that at the time – but I won’t
proceed with that if you think
inappropriate
Did you receive any emails from
RN or JAB that had been sent by
BL to them between 14-18th
September
I did not receive any of them – or
any from BL that stated the others
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WITNESS
side of the story

AL

CHAIRMAN

If look at 6/2356 – this is an email
sent to CW to BL – you had heard
that CW was distressed – and a
copy was forwarded to you
At a later date
Did you see before BL was
dismissed
Yes
Before email at 6/2368
Yes I did – I asked CW what she
wanted to do – she said she was
going to leave
Wnen you did see it – you had no
idea about the context in which
BL made these requests
That is true
You email at 6/2368 – you
describe that email as
unacceptable because it was
using information to get at shawn
You jumped to conclusion that
simply about personalities
No – I spoke to CW
Sending of the email was
unacceptable – and conclusion
that unacceptable – a judgment
you made without knowing the
context
Yes – but it was the feelings of Ms
Wade that I felt was important
What CW say?
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WITNESS
That BL was trying to use the
information to get at SS.

AL

CHAIRMAN

I have to take her view point – she
said was unsolicited and
unacceptable – and in my view
agree
And your view – considered all to
be with personalities – cos did not
know issues.
Not blaming you
No, no – just explaining why I took
the stance I took
Of course Mr Neill and JAB –
would have the fuller picture
That is comment
Rest of email.
This email was sent after you had
sent the disciplinary code 5/2366
Sent link to intranet – she did not
have access –
you sent it again – and had a
conversation?
Had conversation early in morning
and sent email.
I can’t remember if I spoke to her
or not
When you spoke to her – I guess
the subject matter was what is to
be done with BL
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WITNESS
I thought if going down the gm
route very clear that something
needed to be done when he
arrived – because you were going
to at least suspend them

AL

Something that no doubt you
explained to JAB in the
conversation
Yes – matters in hand – and when
got into office have a look at what
I sent to her
Has MALUK dismissed before for
misconduct
Many times – not at this level
When was prior one
Ordinary workforce – couldn’t tell
you off the top of my head
Crop up regularly from time to
time
750 employees – there are a
number of gm issues
And the point about the stat
disciplinary procedure – have to
go through a process – not just
misconduct, performance and
even if a break down of
relationship
But have dismissed some with
compromise agreement – where
had conversation with individual –
break contract – and pay
A consensual termination
Yes
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AST
But not a sacking

WITNESS

AL

No – but with BL – reached end
and that was it…
From your perspective – if your
were gouing to dismiss someone
because relationships broken
down – not a reason to breach
the statutory procedures
Not what BL would have want so
senior
But your position assumes that
your concerns were right
The procedure gives the
employee to say – hang on you
have the wrong guy – or that I
have a reasons
When you wrote that email you
thought there would be a process
My job to advise – but in business
do compromise agreement – not
my job to say must do x
But you knew that if SS was saying
bullying that suspension and
investigation would be the
appropriate way forwards
Yes
6/2369 – para 5
I need you to tell me how to
proceed in the UK
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AST

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

No-one gave you direction before
the termination did they
No
With regard to last sentence – no
one told you how to proceed prior
to dismissal
No
I was advising the right
procedures – but it was a senior
position expect a compromise
agreement
One thing noted that you did not
spell out the Stat disciplinary
procedure - because she knew
Yes – and because had the
procedure
She knew about the stat
procedures
Yes.
Some discussion in Bristol – what
discussed…
We need to get rid of her – can’t
have two of them…
Asked about voicemail in which
you say sorry – you were asked
about disclosure.
Did you provide the
documentation you had
– what ever was asked of me I
provided
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WITNESS

AL
If a UK employee had a WB
concern – what department
would you expect to go to

CHAIRMAN

Did not have one – letter came to
me via PU- Quality department
dealt with it – and was
anonymous
What did PU do
He passed it to me – get on with it
What issues
Pictiures taken on mobile phones
– but never done a formal
procedure
Did BL ever raise such concerns
regarding himself
No – nothing of that nature
6/2369 – look at last paragraph –
decision will be rich or
murray’s…..
Don’t need to go there
Male Wing
In the instances of bad language –
does BL give as good as he got –
or one way
One way
Any policy about how employees
treat each other
Bullying and harassment – yes
Chairman
6/2340 – you gave evidence that
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
this email as not drawn to your
attention - and that you thought
were dealing with a personality
clash

Yes
And would have caused alarm
bells to ring
Yes
Why
His position – senior member – I
would have thought such an email
they would want to explore the
content of it – they might not
want to bring to my attention –
cos junior
Whether knew – what was being
referred to Yes – I can form my own oppioinn
If that email had been drawn to
your attention – would that have
been the first time you had been
made aware of whistleblowing
Yes
BL had strong opinions about
many matters – but in the nature
of WB
Arrising out of last answer – he
raised all sorts of things – you had
not seen or heard him using the
word whistleblowing – that’s
what you mean?
Had never heard him use that
word
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WITNESS

AL
So far as you were aware – you
were not aware of using that
word – or that not a
whistleblowing nature

CHAIRMAN

Not used the word – but also had
not raised anything of the nature
of WB to the management of the
Managers of UK
What about MAC?
Could not comment – other than
after dismissal
2038A – PU’s notes

19th November

Our interpretation of the
responses is that in relation to a
number of matters – it shows a
change of position.
Al’s position is that there has
been no change of position,
Bundle 8 –
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8/3138 – you will see 2nd March
towards bottom of page - very
clear what is unclear is you case…

WITNESS

AL

8/3147 – 3rd and 4th Paragaphs you’ve had an extension…
8/3151 – do you really allege no
legal obligations – please provide
particulars
8/3158 – we think this decision –
the pds claimed do satisfy the
legal requirements
8/3180 – issues of fact - 3183 –
no requirement for us to provide
supporting information not to
state why disputed
8/3196 – 1st paragraph – the
situation is that there is no issue
that arises as to reasonable belief
– BL did not make PDs because
management discussions
8/3209 – an element of
frustration – was supposed to
knock corners of the defence
8/3212 – again draw your
attention….
An extraordinary state of affairs –
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AST
a report which is specifically
designed to investigate the PDs –
the attachments are not
disclosed!

WITNESS

AL

8/3215 – the findings of the PWC
Report – narrowing between the
parties.
Being asked of the Respondents –
do you agree that the necessary
ingredients have been made out
8/3220 – 3222 – clarification of
response – reject your request for
us to amend response…
8/3223 – 3rd para – 3rd invite us to
accept that made PDs – reserve
position
8/3227 – penultimate paragraph –
fair to say that in the context of
what has been pleaded rather
than whats not – position is that
Respondents should put up or
shut up.
Claimant’s Skeleton Argument.
Paragraph 7 – 5th line down –
directly relates to the issue of
reasonable belief.
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AST
Paragraph 19 – Respondents were
resisting the disclosure of the
PWC Report – the PWC Report –
whether their was substance –
issue or reasonable belief

WITNESS

AL

11/32.1 – as set out in table
below – relevant… issue will be
drawn as to R’s secretive
behavior.
We recognize we need to show
reasonable belief – therefore we
need to have disclosure.
Othersides’s docs – Their Skelly.
6/11(6) – the issue of reasonable
belief can be in issue – is not
currently an issue between the
parties.
Clearly not saying in issue – but
reserving their position.
9/17 – at present the
respondent’s challenge does not
go to the issue of reasonable
belief.
In relation to the stark word ‘no’
in the most recent table – this
shows a manifest change of
position
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AST

WITNESS

AL

11/23.1 – reiterates the
Respondent’s challenge does not
relate to reasonable belief
Not necessary for the fair disposal
of the case – because this is not a
live issue – there should be no
disclosure – disclosing - the
absence of the argument as a
reason for no disclosure.

The detailed reply - 3/5 – read the
first 6 lines. Reiterating the issue…
6 – the limited nature of the
issues that relate to these
proceedings.
Most of the objections relating to
objections were rejected.
But what counts is that the
tactical stance – was that here
was no issue for reasonable belief
– therefore there should be no
disclosure.
Was the communication made by
the Claimant.
Looking at the most recent table –
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CHAIRMAN

AST
yo’ll see that some of them have
been accepted some have been
rejected,

WITNESS

AL

1,9,10,20 – were all at the stage
when the parties were in dialogue
– were accepted by the
Respondents. Perfectly accept
that there was coming and going
regarding the wording suggested.
29th March – Accepted that the
Claimant stated this.
Accepted stated that the Policy
should be abandoned
These debts were 3 weeks
overdue…
29th May
1, (p.5. 4th and 5th down) (p.4 –
penultimate one between May
and August)
But not just 1 but also 2 and 3…
Numbers PD - 2 and 3…
15th June
The responses have changes as to
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AST
its wording – but as to the
substance.

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

4th entry (page 4) – see
Respondent’s box…
My page 6 – immediately after 2nd
August – between March and
Aiugust 2006…
So when we then receive the
Respondent’s table of responses –
a number of material changes
have taken place – the
communications 1,2,3 seem now
to be denied – same goes to ,
9,10,20…
Tending to show breaches.
On issue of tending to show
breach…
2,8,10,11,12,13,14,16,21,22. – are
now revealed to be denials
Issues regarding admissions as to
this issue
Are you going to deal with
admissions as to whether this is
or is not a disclosure
Second Possible answer –
reasonable belief…
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

What had previously been to be a
non-admission is now denied – a
hardening of position by the
Respondents.
That hardening applies to
2,3,8,10-17, and 21-24.
We make the following point
about this – what we have traced
through shows a change in 3
material respects – and if they
wish those changes to have any
status they must apply to the
Tribunal for permission. We’re
not quite sure what it is that the
Respondent’s will be saying – it
seems they are saying no
positions at all – they are content
to leave things as they are…at the
end of the case they should be
forewarned that those issues
should not be heard….because
not pleaded
Yes – we cannot compel them to
plead anything
The whole point was to see what
issues were – achieved that
All that we were achieving here –
is to identify whether we believe
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
the pleading to be sufficient

I was quite surprised to see ALs
position - because it was
obviously a change of position – I
was therefore expecting to see
that an application to amend.
If AL says that he will not amend –
then we need to flush out…
Yes – but at the moment
struggling to see what we can do
about this
Maybe I can assist
Not right that you should make a
ruling – I am saying through you
to AL to say – you should make an
election…
And there will be significant
consequences should you decide
not to make an election…
If he decides not to I will say
restricted to the defences that are
open to him
And the costs that BL has been
put to in order to find out what
their case has ben.
The failure to engage In their
position on the PDs has been
sustained for a very long time –
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AST
the W/S for example are chapter
and verse on what a bad man BL
is – but nothing on the issue of
PDS

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

Why I have been forced in XX to
make the witnesses deal with the
issue.
Without inviting you give a ruling
– to put the Respondents to an
election.
If they do wish to apply for an
amendment – then we can hear
that amendment – why made so
late – why the non-admission was
used to prevent disclosure.
That’s why I asked to go first –
because I have to ask AL if he
wants to put up or shut up.
I’ve been thinking about this over
the weekend – I could not see
what the Tribunal could do – in
circumstances where there would
be no application to amend
Neither me nor my learned
solicitorhave been involved in a
case where we have had to work
so hard to provide the other side
with the answers they have
requested.
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WITNESS

AL
Just look at CMD 4 – whee in
many instances the Chairwoman
found for the Respondents in
many instances.

CHAIRMAN

If it were felt that it is appropriate
to amend then we would be
greatly guided by advice from the
tribunal.
Can absolutely tell the tribunal
that we have done best
In ET3 – there is a denial that PDs
were made.
What I find personally surprising
that there is a bold denial – there
was no application for the
Respondents to state each and
every way the Respondents
denied their position
Absolutely not. The Tribunal will
recall just how extensive were our
answers – not one sought that
kind of request.

Focus was on the draft list of
issues and goodness me did we
work on that schedule.
The first time we have been asked
to provide a schedule of the kind
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WITNESS

AL
that has been asked is by this
tribunal

CHAIRMAN

You have made a general denial –
there has been a number of steps
– very little particularization of
the denial in the ET3.
Has here been a formal
application made to explain
position is
No
And there has been a number of
CMDs – where that position may
have arisen.
Submissions were made as to
what might be of relevance to the
case – one particular issue –
reasonable belief.
Assertion that general denial
included denial of reasonable
belief – what was not apparent is
that the Respondent was
intimating to the Tribunal and the
Claimant that Reasonable belief
was not at that stage in issue.
If that was the position and
remained the poaition – no
attempt was made to disabuse
the Claimant then it could be said
that the Claimant reasonably
expected that Reasonable belief
would not be in issue.
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
What are we to do – it is not a
position that the tribunal needs to
make a decision whether you
should amend – and we cannot
order you to do so
How can we today make a ruling
on that issue.
We are not permitted to advise –
you will need to stand and fall in
relation to what you have done.
Concerned whether we should be
having this discussion at all

We really have tried and carried
out in the days when we naively
thought that this was a case
where the case was to be decided
on the issue of is the Respondent
the sort of organization that
would seek to punish the
Claimant…
Before AST successfully argued
that reasonable belief was in
issue.
It was always the case that we
reserved our position regarding
reasonable belief
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WITNESS

AL
Only last Thursday that AST was
saying had to put everything to
each witness

CHAIRMAN

But the key is – did you ever
disabuse the Claimant of the fact
that you were no longer of the
view that Reasonable belief was
in issue.
And if you did not has the
Claimant’s position been
damaged
After 15th June CMS wrote to us
saying do you concede – and we
did not.
As CMS said – then we will have
to go forward and prove
everything including the issue of
reasonable belief
I come back to this difficulty
having requested this document
so we could understand fully how
the Respondent puts its case – we
have the Claimant saying that
these issues should be pleaded
and you saying that you will not
amend.
We cannot make a ruling to say
that you should amend.
Question is whether the pleading
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WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN
makes clear that it was a issue
you were putting.
Then there is the issue of whether
an admission was made by R at
any stage – if it was was it resiled
from.
That is an issue that we do not
have sufficient information before
us at present.

Made clear that we had not
conceded the issue…
In the absence of any admission
or concession – up to them to
make out an arguable case
So – your position is that no need
to amend
And if application is made – then
would need to hear evidence
On prejudice that has been
caused
20th September 2007 – burden on
us to prove reasonable belief –
there having been no formal
concession
May I suggest this – it may be in
light of what you have said – That
you will allow…
Very grateful that you have
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WITNESS

AL
allowed us to air our respective
views.

CHAIRMAN

Whether better to leave it there –
would ask for the opportunity to
take stock – and take it from
there on my shoulder as to the
best I can in the appropriate way.
You say take stock – want to do
that today – or in due course…I
presume that we have evidence
here
Yes Nigel Jones and John Coley
We now have a gap of some time
Not an issue for us to rule
Its got to be up to us
As far as the Schedule is
concerned – we are satisified that
the schedule was the correct
thing to do and should have been
completed many moons ago
Whether we should have a full go
at the next tranche – rather than
taken in stages – wouldn’t want a
4-5 month gap
Break till midday

Nigel Jones
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AST

WITNESS

AL

Examination in Chief
Familiar with the content of that
W/s
Yes
True
Yes
6/2210 (when threatened too
late)
To whom do you report
Shawn Smith
Looking at that exchange – do you
have any recollection as to why
you were responding to BL
Things not clear – but at that
stage we were paying our
suppliers.
BL was concerned many were
putting us on stop

6/2216 – whats the true situation.

New to the tribunal in the first
couple of weeks – we were not
constantly being put on stop – I
was angry annoyed and
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CHAIRMAN

AST

WITNESS
disappointed as to the way that
the situation was being handled –
I felt it was a slur on me.

AL

CHAIRMAN

Felt that previous correspondence
showed that what doing was
proper – I was relieved when SS
replied in the way that he did.
SS and I had sat down – All I could
see was the Bournemouth site –
raher than the whole of the UK
SS showed me the projections for
the next few monhs – he told me
that the situation would only get
better – and it certainly did
Why did you feel this was a slur
I came from a background – the
financial issues – and what I was
seeing with Magellan – it was no
different to any other company
than I had seen.
I was disappointed that there was
emails going back and forward – I
had only been there for 6 weks it
made a mountain out of a molehill, and felt that the comments
were unjust
Being accused of what was going
on - or that you felt you did not
know what was going on
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WITNESS
I did not know what was going on
- felt it was all a slur on my
professionalism.

AL

CHAIRMAN

12 months +_ ago – don’t recall
any suppliers or at least many
putting us on stop let alone being
sued…
The same situation as had been
with previous companies
6/2275 – 2272.
What did you make of this chain
of email
All in Witness Statement
What did you mean in the email
to Mr Smith
Does he need to say it again?
What was our feeling regarding
relationships in MALUK
Co gone through a fairly turbulent
6 monhs – but coming through –
they seemed to work well
together – there were a number
of different factions within the
compnay – little teams all trying
to out do each other.
That was my lasting impression.
Certainly felt that BL was one of
the teams/factions
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WITNESS

AL

Yes
No more questions
XX – Nigel Jones

Told us that there was a time
when you were being shown the
UK cash position
UK cash forecast
When shown it
I was there for a week on my own
(SS on holiday) – so possibly 3rd
week of August
You were happy about this
Yes – from what I can recall
5/1896.
Very bottom corner of the page –
this is the consolidated weekly
forecast for 26h July.
See closing cash balance – 6 from
the upper hole-punch.
Upper hole punch – 6 entries up –
run finger along – come to 100
week ending 26th July actual.
A whole bunch of minus figures…
Is this the cash flow forecast that
you were shown
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CHAIRMAN
He was in one of the teams

AST

WITNESS
It was this fomat – can’t recall if
the figures

AL

Bu it could be
Very much doubt it – because of
date and our conversation
occurred 3 weeks ater
This document showed a
drastically awful cash fow forecast
until the end of the year
Did it show a positive cash
balance
No – but it showed a significant
improvement
What being shown was a position
of present cash dificulies
Certainly for the next
month/month and a half
5/2064 exactly around the time of
your conversation with SS
Yes
Minus balance of 300k
Yes
Did you see this document at the
time
No
At the time of the conversation –
did SS tell you that the co was –
300k
No – not relevant for the
conversation we were having
5/2062
As you can see £172 k short –
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WITNESS
namely pay roll

AL

Were you aware could not make
cash commitments next week
No
Did SS tell you that was the
position
The way the company works is
that I have to get as much cash in
as possible.
Had only been in the conpany for
3 weeks.
All the info would be held by SS
All I cared was to make sure that
all the issues were ok – interested
to make sure that there was a
plan out of that
Said early august – prior to that
3rd week of August
August
Can you be clear as to when
1st 2-3 weeks going through a bad
patch
Pleased to have conversation with
SS
Yes was looking for assuances
from him – but also just joined
the company
Do you think that someone who
was being asked by you who give
assurances should have told you
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AST
that could not make pay roll

WITNESS

AL

No – don’t think at that stage it
would have come out of the
meeting – there would have been
plans in place to make sure we
would be paid.
If the situation was that these
payments would not be paid –
then would expect to be told then
6/2210 – if an issue you
remember so vividly – why not
mention in your witness
statement
I didn’t think it was relevant
Your vivid recollection as to the
health of the cash forecast – not
in witness statement
Thought I was hear to talk about
my difficulties with BL
The Claimant was unjustifiably
criticizing the policy SS and I had
introduced…
Presumably the reason why you
felt that unjustified was because
you had seen the forecast and it
looked healthy
Yes
So then it was relevant
I felt that cash was not being
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AST

WITNESS
managed badly.

AL

CHAIRMAN

I felt that the conversation I had
with my boss was not relevant
Spoken to Jim – not in a stop
position with any suppliers
Correct !! said MANY if any
Would be paid at the end of the
week…
Presumably the letters would be
letters written by creditors
Yes
And phone calls made by
creditors
Yes
The essence was that you were
looking for those creditors that
needed to be paid in the following
week
Those that I had spoken to or
those that were asking
One that had nothing to do with
the agreements of payments –
looking for the squeaky wheels
To a certain degree – but that was
what was happening throughout
the industry.
The contractual terms were
irrelevant – precisely same as I
was doing in previous companies
But of course the previous
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AST
companies were not struggling for
cash

WITNESS

AL

CHAIRMAN

A mixture…
BL is addressing the policy – he is
not saying that you had done
anything wrong.
You could read it that way. I d
didn’t read it that way.
I read it as another way to
undermine my line manager
So you had had conversations
with SS
No felt that there was an
underlying difficulty between the
two
I see no-where in your witness
statement where you state
anything about undermining
relationship with SS
How many conversations did you
have with BL
Very little verbal conversations –
all emails – the ones you have
seen
Do you think that as a result of
what SS has told you over he
months - that you may have
acquired a rather prejudiced view
of BL
No.
IT issue – you had been
interviewed by SS – PU, 3d
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AST
Interview by Lary Winegarden –
believe that he was a Canadian
Director.

WITNESS

AL

And interviewed by Dekker and
Ball
Yes – at same time
You had not spoken to BL- hardly
surprising that BL wanted to
discuss with you your background
Totally agree – asked to attend a
meeting – thought it was price
increases.
If I had known that it was another
chit-chat or interview – would
have expected BL to have asked –
and not have expected a
colleague to have come in with
me.
As the meeting went on I had
concerns to where the meeting
was going.
BL had being asked you questions
about background – he talked to
you about IT plans
Yes
And from what BL told you – you
understood that IT was within his
area of responsibilitity
Yes
And he told you – wanted to help
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AST
him put together a plan for IT
infrastructure

WITNESS

AL

Put a plan together – information
team
Who was the colleague
Alison Jones
Go to the meeting – 1st thing he
does is ask about you – and then
introduces the topic of IT Support.
Yes
So what is odd about asking the
two of you to go to the meeting?
Lack of agenda – I felt that I went
in there on a false premise.
I felt that the next time SS was
down with us – I asked – who do I
work for.
I felt here was a conflict some
where…
Where In would give info and
then get told off
But it was an assumption you
made about the situation – that
discuss price increases
Yes
Wrong until discuss IT
Yes
And IT completelky answered the
issue
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WITNESS
Not how I viewed the situation

AL

Your response was that you
would liaise with Shawn
I said deal with a finance function.
Responding to his invitation that I
would have t liase with SS –giving
cold shoulder
No not at all
At that time – SS shared any views
re BL
No
Anybody else
No
After 2 weeks – no body
Knew who he was…but no
BL made comment about help you
would get from SS
Yes
And doubted whether you would
get any help from him
I felt that he was generally saying
don’t have anything to do…no
that’s not right.
I thought general comment
It was specifically in relation to IT
No
Within MALUK – this case has
been the topic of some discussion
Yes
And some people have bee
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expressing views

WITNESS

AL

After he disappeared – but not
recently
And people discussing evidence
Not in front of me
Your version is that when BL
asked for help – you felt that
deliberately undermining
Did n’t feel was right
6/2275 – Hamble
You send file of overdue prices to
Hamble.

Yes
BL now chasing to get money in
on 14th September
Yes
6/2274 – 38k overdue for which
there is an explanation
Yes
Forwarded to you
Yes
Asking you to lend a hand to get
money in.
You respond to BL with comments
on the invoices
Yes
And a number with queries
Yes
And BL says what about the ones
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AST
without queries

WITNESS

AL

There is then your email…
Why here are some queries that
have not been tidied up.
Yes
Respond 60k to come in
October…
Confident that pulled in
September – having dealt with
outstanding issues – wondering
why in a cash strapped company –
why these issues not dealt with
sooner.
This is a fact finding question.

Firstly not all these issues.
I felt at that stage that having
done all the good work – then
going back to our first
conversation……..overstepping
the mark.
At this stage – you must have
known what SS thought of BL
No – thought it was strained –
thought there was conflict but
had no conversation as to why
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AST
Could have said will find out

WITNESS

AL

Yes
Could have ignored the email
Yes
What prompted you to send it to
SS
Just another way of undermining
Earlier interview – then come into
this one and then come into
creditors.
Seemed to be a lot of
correspondence going through to
me
Would you have thought it
legitimate if SS had forwarded
email to SS
Would have been a way around it
And preferable
Yes
Would you have had a problem
with it…
No.
Meeting you had with BL – where
there was also Ms Jones – in the
3rd week of August
Yes

Re-Examination Nigel Jones
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WITNESS

AL
Tell Tribunal what was it about
that meeting with BL that made
you feel uncomfoprable

Although BL asked about my
background – the rest of it was BL
telling me about him.
I came out of it not really knowing
who I worked for.
At that stage – not in my interests
to be starting a career by directly
contravening what my line
manager wanted me to do

Lunch
Return at 14.10

John Coley

Are you familiar with the content
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AST

WITNESS

AL
of the witness statement

Yes
True to the best of your
knowledge and belief
Yes
Paragraph 6 W/S – digging out the
Claimant’s contract of
employment
State what those documents
relate to?
Care Diem – open time taken – 6
minutes preparing documenmt
1469a – attempting to track down
BL’s contract of employment.
What are the minutes
6 minutes is the shortest amount
of time that a task can take -all
time is rounded to the nearest 6
minutes
Para 10 w/s – 4/1469
Is there a time record for that
No -and I would not expect there
to be a time record for that
because this would be a matter
for which BL would need to seek
personal advice.
Paras without references - 14,16
and 18
14 – 8/3123e
16 – 8/3123f
18 – 8/3123n
XX of Coley
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AST
You were aware from what BL
said that he was contemplating
resigning from employment

WITNESS

AL

Yes
And he was wondering if he could
retain his status without
remaining a Director
Yes
And you were aware that he had
concerns about how the company
was being run
Yes – general concerns
And when you put those together
what we have is a contemplated
resignation by reason of raising
concerns
Did not get that far into the
company
He raised issues relating to
governance
Don’t accept that no
And the way the board meetings
were not being held
Don’t accept that no
Took the call and then realised
that he wasn’t seeking advice in a
coporate capacity – but personal
capacity.
It doesn’t take a genius to work
out that BL thought that some
thing was going on in MALUK that
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warranted him resigning

WITNESS

AL

No – as my attendance note
shows – I told him to take
independent advice – and having
done so it would have been
inappropriate to state more
I suggest you pointed him in the
direction of 2 contractual clauses
Yes – it would have been rude to
simply hang up
You also state used the word –
whistleblower
Be more specific
You stated the word
whistleblower
I’ve dealt with that in the witness
statement
Did you ask him about any issues
regarding the way the business
was being run
Cannot recall every comment, but
if I had mentioned whistleblowing
I would have expected it to have
been referred to in the
attendance note
Did not answer the question – did
you ask about how the company
was being run
I cannot recall every word – but If
I had again I would have
expected it to be in the
attendance note
You formed the view that the
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Claimant was stuck being an
Director if he wanted to retain
employee status

WITNESS

AL

I did not discuss – that would
have been giving specific advice
Although you use precedents –
there will be issues that you will
place in depending on the
circumstances
2/533 – 1s ae of service
agreement
534 – termination 16 – the
content page does not index the
subclauses
It does not index the sub clauses
but not difficult to skim a contract
16.2 – headed summary dismissal
confers upon the employer the
right to terminate
16.2.4 – the specific clause
Correct
You had read ths claise before you
spoke to BL befoe the
conversation
Cannot remember whether it was
before or during
The 2 obvioius clauses were those
hey would be the obvious clauses
if I was advising him
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You told him that he could not be
removed as a director without
losing status as an employee

WITNESS

AL

No – I had not formed a
concluded view at that point
It was at that point that you said
words to the effect that he had
been stitched up like a kipper
No – not a phrase that I would use
My suggestion is that you read
the contract on the phone – and
when BL asked – you stated that
he had been stitched up
No I did not do that I go back to
my note of that conversation – he
should take independent advice
and refer his advisors to those 2
particular clauses
Not saying that that note is a
comprehensive note of the
conversation
No – but it is comprehensive of
the output
BL has a lot to say for himself
My conversations with him were
usually quite short
Suggest that BL – 7 minutes is
more accurate than your 3
minutes
No – 3 minutes is about right
Obvious that what BL was saying
that he had governance concerns
about the company
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WITNESS
No - he had concerns but does
not mean governance.

AL

CHAIRMAN

I have concerns as to how my firm
is being run – that does not mean
that I have issues of governance
Suggest that you were well aware
that BL was in the area of
whistleblowing and you said as
much
No – already dealt with that issue
And you told him that if he was to
continue being a director – he
must continue raising his
concerns
No
When you were informed by
Ashley Norman what was being
alleged – how did that make you
feel
I was quite cross because that
certainly was not my recollection
of the conversation
Thank you.

Tidying up – documents handed in
this morning.
Cl’s skeleton – C6
Skeleton for 6th June – C7
R’s Schedule – R7
R’s submissions for today – R8
Detailed reply to disclosure – R 10
Attempted agreements of factual
issues R11-R13
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CHAIRMAN
The letter of 20 Sept 2007 R14
The schedule in handwriting – R7a
We are not going to order it –
there are a number of allegations
– 40 that appeared in the witness
statements.
Would like you to consider
dealing with each of those
complaints.

End
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